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The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., via Webex, in Room SD–215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Ron Wyden (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Cantwell, Menendez, Carper, Cardin, Brown, Casey, Whitehouse, Cortez Masto, Warren, Crapo, Grassley, Thune, Portman, Cassidy, Lankford, Daines, and Barrasso.

Also present: Democratic staff: Sally Laing, Chief International Trade Counsel; Ian Nicholson, Investigator and Nominations Advisor; and Joshua Sheinkman, Staff Director. Republican staff: Lincoln Foran, Policy Advisor; John O’Hara, Trade Policy Director and Counsel; Mayur Patel, Chief International Trade Counsel; Gregg Richard, Staff Director; and Jeffrey Wrase, Deputy Staff Director and Chief Economist.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. RON WYDEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM OREGON, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The CHAIRMAN. The Finance Committee meets this morning to
discuss an important set of nominations that span three Federal
agencies and at least two continents.

María Pagán is President Biden’s nominee to serve as a Deputy
U.S. Trade Representative and our envoy to the WTO in Geneva.
Ms. Pagán brings to her nomination nearly 3 decades of experience
in international trade law. She currently serves as USTR’s Deputy
General Counsel, which puts her right at the heart of just about
every effort to ensure that our trade laws are protecting American
workers and businesses and giving them a shot to get ahead. She
has valuable experience litigating disputes before the WTO, which
makes her the right choice for this job.

Chris Wilson is President Biden’s nominee to serve as USTR’s
Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator. It is the
first time a nominee for this role has come before the Finance Com-
mittee since the committee created this position in the Trade Fa-
cilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015—and it was long
overdue. We all take as a bedrock principle that we want to get
trade done right, and getting trade done right in the modern econ-
omy means going to bat for manufacturers, farmers, and ranchers,
and fighting for the high-wage, high-skill jobs and businesses of the
modern economy. It also means ensuring that our policies balance
the interests of IP owners, innovators, technology users, and the
public at large. Mr. Wilson brings to his nomination 20 years of ex-
perience at USTR, during which he has represented American
workers and businesses in negotiations across the globe. All that
experience makes him an ideal choice to be the first-ever Chief In-
novation and IP Negotiator.

Joshua Frost is President Biden’s nominee to serve as Assistant
Treasury Secretary for Financial Markets. It is a challenging job
that deals with a variety of subjects that include debt management,
the housing market, and the health of our financial system. Mr.
Frost has more than 20 years of experience in a variety of roles at
the Federal Reserve, including more than 12 years at the open
markets desk. He has overseen programs aimed at preventing an-
other financial crisis and responding to the COVID–19 crash. He
is a natural fit for the position, because it is all about protecting
the integrity and the stability of our financial system.

Dr. Brent Neiman is President Biden’s nominee to serve as the
Deputy Under Secretary of the Treasury for International Finance
and Development. This job deals with the most tangled, com-
plicated policy questions having to do with the global economy. One
of the big challenges Dr. Neiman will be working on, if and when
he is confirmed, is how to help solve the interruptions of global
supply chains that are continuing to pop up as the pandemic con-
tinues to infect people around the world. And I know Dr. Neiman
has considerable experience on these issues, and we look forward
to his testimony. He will also work on the issue of currency manip-
ulation, which is a subject this committee takes very seriously. Dr.
Neiman will have a leading role in the effort to make sure that
multinational corporations can no longer hide their profits in shad-
owy tax shelters around the globe instead of paying a fair share.
Dr. Neiman is currently the Edward Eagle Brown professor of economics at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business, and, as I indicated, his decades of research have contributed to his expertise on international macroeconomics, finance, and trade. My view is, he is an excellent choice for a difficult job.

And finally, Sam Bagenstos is President Biden’s nominee to serve as General Counsel to the Department of Health and Human Services. He has worn a lot of hats in public service. Currently he serves as General Counsel to the Office of Management and Budget. From 2009 to 2011, he was Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, and there he argued cases before the Supreme Court dealing with protections for pregnant workers and Americans with disabilities. He is an expert in civil rights law, and he is currently on leave from his position as the Frank G. Millard professor of law at the University of Michigan Law School. At Health and Human Services, he will work closely with Secretary Becerra and his team and provide legal advice on all of the Department’s efforts to make health care more affordable, strengthen Medicaid, uphold the Medicare guarantee, and ensure that vulnerable people in our country are protected and cared for.

Congratulations to all five nominees. We have heard a lot of comments, from those who have followed these issues over the years, about each of you, and we look forward to your testimony.

And, after Senator Crapo makes his opening remarks, I will have a few routine questions that we ask of all nominees, and then we will have, I know, a very positive discussion.

Let me recognize my friend, Senator Crapo.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Wyden appears in the appendix.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE CRAPO, A U.S. SENATOR FROM IDAHO

Senator Crapo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, as you have indicated, today we will hear from a panel of nominees who will influence and implement a broad range of the administration’s priorities.

Dr. Neiman, the United States is the best place in the world to do business. Not surprisingly, that has drawn foreign investment, which has benefited our citizens immensely. And I look forward to hearing your views on how the United States can remain a prized destination for foreign investment. I fear that uncontrolled spending, burdensome regulations, and potential tax increases—including on the middle class—will make America less competitive and less attractive for foreign investment.

The administration’s international tax negotiations are concerning, given the lack of detailed consultation with Congress as a whole. I am also concerned about how some of our overseas rivals are manipulating international organizations the U.S. helped found, like the World Bank. The U.S. and other countries established these institutions to promote global prosperity, not to further parochial interests.

Mr. Frost, I look forward to hearing about your thoughts on the administration’s fiscal policy, the debt ceiling, and proposed financial market reforms, including the United States Treasury securi-
ties market and the replacement of LIBOR. The debt limit provides an important check on both the President’s and Congress’s policies. And if fiscal decisions that will influence debt accumulation moving forward are willfully made by one party alone, then the accompanying obligation to change the debt limit to accommodate those fiscal choices must also be made by the party making unilateral choices. Tools and time are available to unilaterally accomplish such a change in the debt limit. Along the way, Mr. Frost, I look forward to your commitment to ensure that Treasury keeps members of this committee fully and timely informed on the Nation’s debt, cash balances, and debt management.

Turning to LIBOR, while recent administrations, the Federal Reserve, and market participants have worked successfully to establish the Secured Overnight Financing Right as an alternative reference rate, nearly $2 trillion in LIBOR-linked exposures are expected to remain outstanding after the termination of LIBOR in June 2023. It is important to understand how the administration plans to address this looming challenge.

Ms. Pagan, the World Trade Organization is critical to our trading interests, but is in need of reform. I look forward to hearing your views on how to make the institution more effective.

Mr. Wilson, if confirmed, you will be the first Deputy U.S. Trade Representative for Innovation and Intellectual Property. Strong intellectual property protections are critical to America’s economic prosperity, and this is especially true today. Mr. Wilson, I want to know your priorities for the position, and how we can combat unfair practices by our global competitors like theft and forced technology transfers, and how we can protect intellectual property and private intellectual property rights. Additionally, the severity of the COVID–19 pandemic has been lessened, thanks to innovations borne out of the partnership between the American Government and American industry. It is critical that we not undermine the American people’s ability to respond to future challenges with intelligence and agility.

Mr. Bagenstos, as the nominee for General Counsel at HHS, you will have a key role in opining on the legality of new regulations. I am interested in your perspective on providing legal opinions to Congress so that we can understand and discuss policymaking effectively with the administration. Already, this administration has shown a disturbing tendency to push through its policy preferences despite clear indications of the intent of Congress.

Finally, I again emphasize the importance of responsiveness to this committee. While there have been noteworthy exceptions, several nominees before this committee have provided late, incomplete, and evasive responses to questions from the members of this panel. This makes it harder for the Finance Committee and its members to work constructively with the administration.

I strongly urge the nominees here today to commit to timely and thorough communication with this committee. I congratulate the nominees here before us today, and I look forward to our discussion with you today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Senator Crapo appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I thank my colleague.
What we will do now is, we will have the opening statements, and then we have some obligatory questions that we have to ask. But let us just proceed to make your complete statements a part of the record in their entirety, and let us start with Ms. Pagán.

STATEMENT OF MARÍA L. PAGÁN, NOMINATED TO BE DEPUTY UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, GENEVA OFFICE, WITH THE RANK OF AMBASSADOR, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. Pagán. Thank you. Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, members of the committee, good morning. It is an honor to be here today as the nominee for Deputy U.S. Trade Representative in Geneva. I am grateful to President Biden for this nomination, and to Ambassador Tai for her support. I am also grateful to my family—my parents, my two brothers and their wives, and my son—for their support, love, and inspiration. My parents are doctors and dedicated their professional lives to advancing public health in Puerto Rico. I learned from them the value of public service and of taking pride in what you do. They could not be here with me, but I am sure they are watching. My son could not be here either, as he is a first-year law student on the west coast, but his support is enormously important to me.

I come here before you today having spent nearly 30 years as a civil servant, first at the Department of Commerce, and for the last 18 years at the USTR, representing our country in trade negotiations and litigation. I want to underscore Ambassador Tai's recent speech, where she reaffirmed the United States' commitment to the WTO. However, there is a growing recognition that after 25 years, the institution needs to be reformed in order to be effective and relevant for the next 25 years. If confirmed, it would be an honor to represent the United States in Geneva at this critical juncture.

Ambassador Tai emphasized the Biden-Harris administration's belief that trade—and the WTO—can be a force for good, and she laid out her vision to help the organization reorient its mission to better serve and advance the interests of regular people. Taking steps to address the COVID–19 pandemic would be a good start. It also means finding a way to incorporate the interests and priorities of workers into the WTO's work.

Ambassador Tai also spoke about the need for dispute settlement reform to help empower members to secure actual resolutions and provide confidence that the system is fair. These challenges are central to the WTO's ability to operate as it was envisioned at its founding.

I know this will not be easy. As Deputy General Counsel at USTR, my job is to get things done, and I will bring that can-do approach and attitude to Geneva. We need to be creative; not just focus on the areas where we disagree, but find the areas where we can agree. We need to listen to each other and not just talk at one another. And we need to listen to voices outside of Geneva and Washington, DC in order to broaden our perspectives. It includes working with this committee and members of Congress. Action, or inaction, at the WTO directly affects communities, workers, farmers, and small businesses in your States.
If confirmed, I commit to maintain open lines of communication with all of you, and represent the interests of your constituents in Geneva.

As a long-time member of the USTR family, I know I will be able to count on a fantastic career staff’s excellence, hard work, and creativity. It is reassuring to know they will be there to support me.

Thank you, and I look forward to answering your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Pagán appears in the appendix.]

The Chairman. Next will be Dr. Neiman.

Excuse us. We are juggling a lot with Build Back Better, and I apologize.

STATEMENT OF BRENT NEIMAN, Ph.D., NOMINATED TO BE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. Neiman. Thank you. Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and distinguished members of this committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear here before you today as nominee to be Deputy Under Secretary for International Finance and Development at the Treasury. I am also deeply grateful to President Biden and to Secretary Yellen for placing their confidence in me.

My amazing wife Yael is here, and we are both so proud of our wonderful kids, our 11-year-old daughter Tal and our 8-year-old son Lev. My parents, Bill and Gail, have always been encouraging and are watching from home right now. I am very appreciative of my entire family’s support.

My grandparents are also in my thoughts. My grandmother Margot, who fled from Germany in 1939 to Decatur, IL, always encouraged an awareness of world affairs and an understanding of other people, places, and cultures. My grandfather Julie, who ran a small manufacturer, hired me for summer jobs and taught me about entrepreneurship and small business. I am grateful for what they shared with me and imagine that all four of my grandparents would be very proud today.

My interest in international economics started early in high school, when I gave a speech about the ECU—the euro’s predecessor—for the final project of my sophomore year speech class. My teacher criticized the topic as hopelessly dry, but I stuck with it. And since then, I have worked as a staff economist at the Council of Economic Advisers, written a doctoral dissertation at Harvard, consulted to the IMF, and presented to central banks all around the world.

For the past 13 years, I’ve taught a course at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business called “International Financial Policy.” I hope I have been able to prove my high school teacher wrong and instill some excitement about international macroeconomics into the next generation of leaders.

My research has uniquely prepared me to serve in this position at this time. I have published papers exploring the changing international role of the U.S. dollar and analyzing financial exposures of U.S. investors to emerging market borrowers. My work has evaluated the impact of exchange rate movements on productivity during a sudden stop crisis and measured the price responses of U.S.
importers and exporters to trade policies. I have developed models of how economic activity transmits across borders and used them to understand the formation and resolution of external imbalances.

The pandemic has underscored how interconnected the world economy is. Continuing hardship in foreign countries spurs foreign families to leave, seeking opportunities elsewhere. Disruptions in the global supply chain keep our workers waiting for equipment and our consumers waiting for goods that both need.

Slow growth abroad restricts markets for American businesses, large and small. Helping to alleviate suffering and restore financial and physical health to the rest of the world is worthy in its own right, but also benefits the U.S. economy and our national security.

Thank you again for the privilege of appearing here today, and for your consideration of my nomination. I look forward to answering your questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Neiman appears in the appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Next we will have Mr. Frost.

STATEMENT OF JOSHUA FROST, NOMINATED TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FINANCIAL MARKETS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. FROST. Thank you, Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and members of the committee. I thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. I am honored to be President Biden’s nominee for Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Financial Markets, and I am grateful to Secretary Yellen for her confidence in me.

Before proceeding, I would like to take a moment to acknowledge my family, without whom I would not be sitting here today: my wife Emily, my daughter Lily, and my brother Andy. I would also like to thank my parents, Robert and Nikki, who instilled in me the importance of public service via the example that they set as dedicated public school teachers.

It was this early example of contributing to the greater good that led me to begin my career at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. I have spent over 23 years at the New York Fed in a number of roles, and in each of those jobs I saw firsthand the dedication of this committed group of public servants who selflessly helped me to develop my understanding of how different corners of financial markets operate, and how the financial system can better serve the American people.

If confirmed, I would welcome the opportunity to continue to serve our Nation by supporting the President’s and Secretary Yellen’s priorities in leading the Office of Financial Markets. Among other responsibilities, this office helps formulate policy on debt management at the Federal, State, and local levels; serves to assess the capital markets implications of various policy choices; and serves as the Treasury’s eyes and ears in financial markets. This set of responsibilities aligns well with my interests and experience, and having spent my entire career focused on these issues, I look forward to taking a data-driven, taxpayer-centric approach to policymaking.
Finally, I would note that managing the Nation’s debt is an awe-
some responsibility, and if confirmed, I would be sure to ground
any debt management decisions in an assessment of what provides
for the lowest cost of funding over time for the taxpayer. I believe
that it is also critical to have a resilient and well-functioning
Treasury market, and I would look forward to working with other
agencies to continue to ensure that the Treasury market is struc-
tured so that it remains the deepest, most liquid market in the
world.

Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and members of the
committee, thank you for considering my nomination. If confirmed,
I look forward to working closely with you and your staff, and I ap-
preciate the important oversight role of this committee. I would be
happy to take your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Frost appears in the appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Frost.

Mr. Bagenstos?

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL R. BAGENSTOS, NOMINATED TO BE
GENERAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member
Crapo, and members of the committee. I very much appreciate you
considering my nomination to be General Counsel at the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services. I am humbled and honored
by President Biden’s decision to nominate me, and I am excited, if
confirmed, to serve under the leadership of Secretary Xavier
Becerra.

I would like to begin by thanking my family for their love and
support. Here with me today is my wife, Margo Schlanger, who is
a terrific and accomplished attorney in her own right. Watching me
remotely are my children, Harry and Leila—who are twins in their
senior year of college—and my mother, Naida Tushnet—who is
nominally retired but works tirelessly to improve her community
every day. I would also like to thank my supervisors in my former
government and current government positions: Governor Deval
Patrick, former Secretary of Labor Tom Perez, and Acting Director
of the OMB Shalanda Young. And I would like to thank the two
great, and now-departed jurists for whom I clerked, Judge Stephen
Reinhardt and Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, whose memories are
a blessing for me.

In the more than 28 years since I graduated law school, my work
has sought to advance the paired principles that should always in-
form the application of the law: no person, no matter how high
their position, should be above the law’s constraints, nor should
anyone be beneath its protections.

Perhaps no case illustrates those principles better than that of
George Lane. George had paraplegia and was a bit down on his
luck. And when he was accused of a minor criminal violation, his
hearing was held on the second floor of a courthouse with no eleva-
tor. And when he could not make it into the courtroom because his
disability kept him from climbing stairs, he was arrested for failure
to appear in court. I worked with George to take his case to the
Supreme Court, and with the very welcome help of the President George W. Bush administration's Solicitor General, we prevailed.

George's case showed that, at its best, the law must be open and responsive to even the humblest members of the community. I am very proud to have achieved this result and to have worked with congressional and administration allies across partisan divides to build support for George's case.

Should I be fortunate enough to be confirmed, I will approach the General Counsel role in the same spirit. I will work to ensure that the actions of the Department conform to the substantive and procedural requirements that Congress has established, as well as the fundamental principles and protections of the Constitution. And I will work to ensure that the Department advances its critical mission of enhancing the health and well-being of all Americans.

During the Obama-Biden administration, I was the Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights at the Department of Justice. In addition to supervising 200 attorneys across three sections of the Civil Rights Division, I led the Department’s enforcement of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Much of my disability rights work has required me to engage with State Medicaid programs to defend the rights of people with disabilities to receive services in their own homes and communities. I have worked with Governors, Sheriffs, and other State and local officials across party lines who were committed to providing quality services to individuals with disabilities. Through this work, I learned a lot about the particular needs of different States and regions, including how important tools such as telehealth can be in serving rural and other communities without access to specialized providers. And that, of course, is a lesson that the COVID–19 pandemic has underscored for all of us yet again.

More than a year into that pandemic, the laws that HHS administers are essential to the Department’s mission and to the health and well-being of Americans. Should I be confirmed, I will seek to uphold the law with commitment to equity, transparency, and accountability.

Thank you again for considering my nomination, and I look forward to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bagenstos appears in the appendix.]

The Chairman, I would just note, Mr. Bagenstos, that you said your children were watching remotely. I will tell you, my children discussed watching some of our hearings remotely, my older children, and they just said, “Seems a little boring,” but you all have been very interesting.

All right; Mr. Wilson?

STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER S. WILSON, NOMINATED TO BE CHIEF INNOVATION AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATOR, OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, WITH THE RANK OF AMBASSADOR, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Wilson. Chairman Wyden, Senator Crapo, members of the committee, good morning.
In 1982, as a college junior, I spent a semester interning for my distinguished home State Senator, Bob Dole. At the time, Senator Dole was serving as chairman of this committee. To now find myself sitting at this table, in this room, is an honor that is made maybe a little bit more special by virtue of that personal history. I am honored that President Biden nominated me to serve as the first-ever Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator at the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative. And I am grateful to you, Senators, for your consideration.

I want to acknowledge the many friends and colleagues who have enriched my career at USTR over the past 2 decades. I have had great teachers and excellent examples among both my fellow civil servants and the agency's political leaders over the years.

I am glad that my husband, Mark Hegedus, is here this morning, and I am grateful for his love and support. I am also thinking of my mom and my dad, who passed away earlier this year.

If confirmed for this position, I would be the first person to hold the title. To do a job for the first time is both exciting and a little daunting. Fortunately, Congress has provided a very clear expectation of what the position is about, namely to be a, quote, “vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests,” end quote. If I am confirmed, those words will be prominently displayed on my desk at USTR.

I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. This principle has been woven through every position I have held during my years at USTR. In addition to serving directly in USTR’s IP office from 2006 to 2008, I have worked on important IP issues in my engagements with trading partners in Central America, Europe and the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and in the context of the World Trade Organization. This work has reinforced my belief that trade policy must protect American innovation and creative endeavors, and that rules governing that protection should be effectively enforced. I look forward to your input—today and going forward—on how best to advance those objectives.

Senators, one of my early mentors at USTR taught me that, in any negotiation as well as in the process of policy development, listening is as important as talking. I intend to apply that lesson every day that I am in this position. My experience has taught me that, perhaps more than in many other areas of trade policy, IP is the subject of strongly held and often widely divergent views among a broad spectrum of stakeholders. If confirmed, my door will be open to all, and I will listen carefully. I assure you that this committee and its staff would be prominent among those by whom I expect to be guided.

Ambassador Tai has laid out a worker-centered trade policy that ensures, as President Biden often says, that our economy grows from the bottom up and the middle out. If confirmed, I will always be thinking about how we can defend U.S. innovation and intellectual property in order to help workers and generate broad-based, durable prosperity.

Finally, Senators, it will be important to me to ensure that the relationship between this new Chief Negotiator function and the
dedicated career professionals in USTR's IP office is placed on a sound, sustainable, and respectful footing.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morning. I look forward to your questions and your advice.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilson appears in the appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilson. Obviously you are someone who takes family very seriously, and it is sad to hear about the loss of both your parents so recently.

We now have some obligatory questions we have to ask of all of you. First, is there anything you are aware of in your background that might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to which you have been nominated? We will start with you, Ms. Pagán.

Ms. PAGÁN. No.
Dr. NEIMAN. No.
Mr. FROST. No.
Mr. BAGENSTOS. No.
Mr. WILSON. No.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been nominated? Ms. Pagán?

Ms. PAGÁN. No.
Dr. NEIMAN. No.
Mr. FROST. No.
Mr. BAGENSTOS. No.
Mr. WILSON. No.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree, without reservation, to respond to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress, if you are confirmed?

Ms. PAGÁN. Yes.
Dr. NEIMAN. Yes.
Mr. FROST. Yes.
Mr. BAGENSTOS. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Finally, do you commit to provide a prompt response in writing to any questions addressed to you by any Senator of the committee?

Ms. PAGÁN. Yes.
Dr. NEIMAN. Yes.
Mr. FROST. Yes.
Mr. BAGENSTOS. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good. We will begin now. I will have some questions, then Senator Crapo will have some questions.

Ms. Pagán, let me start with you. I have been following the WTO fishing subsidies negotiations for quite some time. And I have to tell you, from the perspective of Oregon fishing families, they are getting ripped off by Chinese fishing fleets. These families are competing regularly with slave labor, and they are subsidizing long-distance Chinese fishing fleets. It is absolutely critical for the health of the oceans and the survival of the family-owned businesses, that we crack down on this behavior with strong, enforceable rules.
What would be your message this morning, Ms. Pagán, to those fishing families in Oregon that are hurting, that believe they are just getting exploited by unfair rules? What would be your message to them about your first action in Geneva to close out these negotiations in a way that would allow our fishing families to get a fair shake and have the full fruits of competition?

Ms. PAGÁN. Well, thank you for that question. My answer is, we do want to have an agreement, but we want an agreement that is effective in cracking down on fish subsidies so we can save the fish and save the fishers. So, while we want an agreement, we want an agreement that is high-standard and meaningful. Our challenge is to make sure that we achieve those rules, but that we do not also have them riddled with loopholes. The United States has been playing a leadership role in this negotiation for a long time and, if confirmed, I will continue to play that role. And hopefully we can get to an agreement that changes the status quo and does not just continue the situation the way it is. And if confirmed, I look forward to working with you on this.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that. I am going to hold the record open to give you a chance to give a more complete answer. I am not sure that you are aware that this is something I feel very strongly about, and our trading opponents on these issues have been playing stall-ball on fairness in fishing for too long, and I am just committed to getting a change. And the Ambassador, to her credit, has been candid with me. So, we will hold the record open for, I will say 72 hours for a more complete answer on that. Okay?

Ms. PAGÁN. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Good.

Mr. Bagenstos, let us talk about mental health. Mental health is one of the aspects of the pandemic that saw the most dramatic changes. The number of claims is now in the stratosphere, and we see folks who suffered new mental health challenges due to isolation. Families were stressed. There were challenges of distance learning.

Senator Crapo and I are working in a bipartisan way to try to respond to this. But I want to ask you specifically, as a lawyer—my brother was a schizophrenic, and every night the Wydens went to bed at night realizing he might be on the street, and he could hurt himself or somebody else. So the day when we got the bipartisan parity law in place, I said, “This means new hope for Jeff Wyden and millions of others.”

But I am concerned that the legal right to parity, parity for access to mental health services, parity between mental health and physical health, is honored as much in the breach as it is in the observance. And I would like to hear, what specifically are you going to do to get tough with these insurance companies that, in my view, are not really complying with that tough law for parity between mental health and physical health?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Senator Wyden, for that question. It is, as you know, an area I have worked in quite a lot in the past, and I very much appreciate your leadership on mental health issues. Mental health parity is, as you say, Senator, something that is in the law, but we have great concerns about ensuring that the law is actually complied with. One of the issues, of course, is the
fragmentation of the enforcement of mental health parity across different agencies of the Federal Government, not just HHS but also Labor, also Treasury—and not just the Federal Government, but also the States, because of the way we structure our regulation of insurance in the United States.

I can commit, if confirmed, to doing whatever I can to ensure that the laws are fully enforced and complied with, and working with you and this committee if there are additional tools that are necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. You know, this is another area where I am going to want to see more specifics. The question of our economics and our health policy are both important to me. So within the next 72 hours, I would like to see more specifics.

This is so outrageous. You may have heard, at the Oregon Health Sciences Center they could not get their bills paid for mental health services. And then we said we were going to open an investigation in an article in the newspaper, and suddenly all the bills were paid. That is not parity policy for America. So I would like to have, within 72 hours, what, again in more detail, you all are going to actually do to make sure that we are able to carry out a real parity policy, not just one that is in name only.

One last question, if I could, very quickly for Chris Wilson. On this issue of balancing innovation and protecting lives, our hearts say we need to get lifesaving technology out as fast as possible, while our heads caution the need to protect important innovations. How do you strike the balance?

Mr. WILSON. Chairman Wyden, I think you have put your finger on what is, and has been for 20 years or more, the great challenge of intellectual property trade policy. There is this tension between the need to reward innovation through intellectual property, and the equally important objective of being able to ensure access to the products of that innovation.

It is a struggle. It has been a struggle for as long as I have worked on these issues at USTR. I expect it to continue to be a struggle. We have to keep at it to try to get the balance right. And if confirmed, I would work very closely with you and others on the committee to make sure that we are getting as close to that balance line as we can.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Senator Crapo?

Senator CRAPO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I go to questions, I wanted to just note that Senator Wyden and I have worked together on a lot of issues on a bipartisan basis, and we have had a lot of big successes. He mentioned the mental health issue in his questions. But you did not even realize this, because we have not talked about it, Senator Wyden, but you just raised in your first question to Ms. Pagán another important issue that I think we can work on together, and that is, the Chinese fishing fleets. Idaho is not a coastal State, but we are as concerned about this as is Oregon and are the rest of Americans and, frankly, Washington.

The CHAIRMAN. You bet.

Senator CRAPO. But you know, this goes beyond just the United States. The Chinese fishing fleets are aggressively damaging fisheries around the globe and creating, not only damage economically,
but they are also creating damage to some of the great traders in our oceans. And I think it is really important for us to focus on that. So again, this is not an issue that I realized would be in my questions, but I appreciate your good questions on that, Senator Wyden.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Senator CRAPO. Let me go to Mr. Frost. Mr. Frost, this summer the Congressional Budget Office estimated that under baseline spending projections, by 2031 the national debt held by the public would go to $35.8 trillion, over 106.4 percent of GDP. Net interest would grow to $910 billion, more than 2.6 times what it was in 2020, and would account for 11.6 percent of Federal outlays. Relatively minor increases of interest rates will force our interest obligations even higher, choking off fiscal space necessary for domestic programs that help American families.

How much debt can the United States incur before that affects the Federal Government’s ability to borrow affordably while still providing for essential services and our Nation’s security?

Mr. FROST. Thank you, Ranking Member Crapo. So you are raising an important issue. The level of debt is critically important. I would note, in the role to which I have been nominated, my principal responsibilities would be to manage the Nation’s debt in a prudent fashion, overseeing the team that keeps the government running and keeps the government funded.

Much of the recent run-up in the debt and the deficit has been the result of helping the Nation weather the shock posed from the recent pandemic. And I would flag that decisions on the level of debt are ultimately left to Congress. The level of spending and the level of taxation ultimately, it is that leftover that needs to be funded, and that is what my role would be, to ensure that the amount that needs to get funded is funded in the most efficient manner.

If I could talk just for a moment about what financial markets are telling us about the issue you have raised?

Senator CRAPO. Yes.

Mr. FROST. Debt service costs, as you flagged, are at historically low levels now. If I look at what the yield curve is telling us, it is at historically low levels and it is quite flat, which would tell me that financial markets are not immediately focused on the issue that you are raising. It is not that it is not a critically important issue, but it is not showing through in asset prices today.

Finally, I would note that the administration’s plans are intended to bring down the level of debt to GDP in the longer run, while still, in response to the pandemic, there would likely be a modest increase in the medium term.

Senator CRAPO. Well, let me follow up on that. How would your answer to the question be affected by literally trillions of dollars of new and permanent spending? Or do you believe the rhetoric that the reckless fiscal plans being considered for reconciliation have zero cost? Do you accept that there is zero cost to the spending proposals before Congress right now?

Mr. FROST. So, Senator, I do not think anything has zero cost. I think it is about managing risks and tradeoffs. And so, I think we are in a place where we are thinking about how best to
respond to the pandemic and, from the additional plan, how best
to position the economy for growth going forward.

As I mentioned, I think the projections are that this will ulti-
mately result in a lower debt burden in the future if we take care
of the issues today, and have a strong potential for growth in the
future.

Senator CRAPO. Well, I appreciate your acknowledgment about
the issue of zero cost.

Dr. Neiman, to you: this year the administration is contem-
plating massive increases in taxes and spending through reconcili-
ation. While the size and indeed the contents of this fiscal agenda
are still unclear, I am concerned about the possibility that they will
exacerbate inflation trends, which even former Treasury Secretary
Larry Summers has described as disturbing.

What risks do higher domestic taxes and substantial inflation
pose to the reputation of the United States as a good destination
for foreign investment?

Dr. NEIMAN. Thank you for the question, Ranking Member
Crapo. When thinking about the destination of the United States
for investment, the same things presumably that make it a better
destination for foreign investment make it a better place to do do-
mestic investment. And it is of course very important that we take
steps to make it as productive as possible to invest capital here, re-
gardless of who is doing the investment.

And you know of course, taxes are one element of the calculation.
On the other side, balancing out the effect of taxes, of course, are
things like the quality of our infrastructure, the investments that
we make in our workforce. Are we the best place to build busi-
nesses? Are we the best place to hire people?

And so you know, there is obviously a tradeoff. As you raise
taxes, the question is, are you raising them in a way that then con-
tributes to the productivity of the workforce, that makes the coun-
try’s infrastructure better, and that invites investment, whether it
is domestic-sourced or foreign-sourced?

And so, thinking about that balance is, I think, very important,
and hopefully, we are going to get it right.

Senator CRAPO. Well, thank you.

And just one more really quick question, again for you, Mr.
Frost.

I commend the efforts by recent administrations, the Federal Re-
serve, and the market participants to plan for the elimination of
LIBOR. Despite these best efforts, there remains $2 trillion of
LIBOR-linked exposure that market observers believe will remain
outstanding after June 2023. Treasury Secretary Yellen and Fed
Chair Powell have stated their belief that a Federal legislative so-
lution is necessary to transition those exposures from LIBOR to
SOFR. How do you believe the administration should address this
challenge? And is legislation the answer? And, if that is what you
believe, do you think that something like the S.B. 297B law passed
by New York this year is a model we should look at?

Mr. FROST. Thank you, Ranking Member. You are raising an-
other critically important issue to me. I have spent a good deal of
my career focused on the transition from LIBOR. One conclusion
I have come to is, it is costly. And this is something you want to
do once, and you want to do it right, and we would not want to see a move to a rate that has the same underlying flaws and vulnerabilities that LIBOR had.

While I would not want to comment on specific legislation, I do think that a legislative fix is likely going to be needed here for these so-called tough legacy contracts where there is no clear fallback, or an otherwise unworkable fallback in language.

Senator CRAPO. We will hear from you on this as we move forward.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Crapo.

Senator CANTWELL. Thank you. Congratulations to all the nominees.

Ms. Pagan, once I heard then-Commerce Secretary Ron Brown say he was Secretary of all of Commerce, but if he was getting a call from a member of Congress, he guaranteed it was about fish. And that just shows you here how important fisheries are to all our States, to the United States, and now to the globe. Why? Because we see warmer climates affecting fisheries. We see the Arctic being opened and probably claims to fisheries. We have our history about illegal fishing in our waters and setting up those boundaries. So I hope that you will be very serious about keeping your foot on these negotiations. And a growing world is looking for more protein sources, and people are looking at fisheries.

So, we have good fisheries management in the United States. I would hope that that would be something in the debate, that sustainable fisheries should be part of the requirements in trying to create more of a market. And I believe we should be in the business of exporting what those sustainable fisheries practices look like, because we are, at least in parts of our country, very good at it and very successful. So I may submit something for the record for you.

Mr. Frost, you are going to be in the office overseeing the capital markets. And one of the issues is housing policy. And I am very interested. Our committee here has done great work on the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, but we still have a tremendous way to go. We have 7 million units that we need to have built, and over 10 million people who live in rent-burdened conditions. Fifty percent of their income is spent on rent. We have just not kept pace with supply.

So I want to make sure that the administration, now that we are talking about proposals here—they are doing a lot to put vouchers into people’s hands. I appreciate that. The grants or programs that help individuals—even with the HOME grant program that the administration is pushing, 53 percent of those get built with the affordable housing tax credit. It is a partnership between the HOME grant program and LIHTC.

So, if you do not increase LIHTC, you are not going to be increasing the supply of affordable housing. So I just want to hear from you that you believe that we need a robust response here, and that you are going to work within the administration to try to get that.

Mr. Frost. Absolutely, Senator. The supply of affordable housing is a key issue now, as you flagged. LIHTC is a principal venue by which affordable housing supply is created.
There is no magic-bullet solution here. I wish there was. I wish there was a simple resolution. As you said, things that focus on increasing the supply of affordable housing, targeted programs that help with down payment supports and help folks build wealth more quickly, are all critical to the success——

Senator CANTWELL. But if we just did those, and we did not do the supply side, that would be a problem. Correct?

Mr. FROST. I completely agree.

Senator CANTWELL. That is the point I am trying to get out, particularly today, that this is the debate in front of us; that you can spend a lot of money on those issues, but if you are not increasing supply, then you are not going to have a place for these individuals to go.

And so we have to make sure that we are putting in a solid number. We proposed, in a bipartisan fashion with our colleagues here—Senator Young, Senator Portman—$29 billion in the affordable housing tax credit—well, a proposal to increase it by 50 percent. So there is good bipartisan support, and the reason is, people know how unique the program is; that you can do lots of different things within your own States and jurisdictions. I mean, you can build something just for veterans. You can build something just for a workforce. You can do all sorts of things. So the flexibility of it is pretty supported. And frankly, I just hope we put this money there right now that is needed.

So, Mr. Wilson, I just want you and Ms. Paga ´n, on the innovation side—you know, we worked hard to give USTR the resources of more lawyers so we can dispute our claims internationally, and obviously build capacity internationally for those countries that do not have quite the same capacity we do to judge these cases.

But on this issue of technology, don't we need to be, first of all, getting the world community behind us on these telecommunications issues, that the only way you are going to have acceptable frameworks is if you have a rule of law. If you basically have a court system and a government that does not own the technology, or has a back door to it, don't we need to speak loudly on this point, Mr. Wilson?

Mr. W ILSON. Thanks, Senator Cantwell. I agree completely with you. I think that capacity building and emphasis on respect for the rule of law has to be a critical part of our promotion of innovation through trade policy generally, and specifically in the areas of emerging technology. And I look forward to working with you on it.

Senator CANTWELL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank my colleague.

Next is Senator Grassley.

Senator GRASSLEY. My first question would be to Mr. Bagenstos in regard to the 340B program. Listen while I lead into the question. Many Iowa hospitals and pharmacists have talked to me about the 340B program, how these drug companies are harming access to it. The 340B drug program is an important program to keep drug costs low and maintain access for patients. Iowa pharmacists and hospitals have communicated to me the administrative burdens that the drug companies have placed on the 340B program. Last year I pressed the Trump administration to do some-
thing. They put out some advisories that were withdrawn. The administration has written to at least six companies about what they have to do, and they have not heard back from the companies.

The IG is investigating this. While the Biden administration has taken a different approach from the Trump administration—I want you to know that I appreciate the efforts of the Biden administration. However, timely resolution is needed or this will have financial impact on hospitals and pharmacies, and could even hurt patient access. So I want more transparency in the 340B program. The status quo is not sustainable. So, if confirmed, what additional steps could HHS take to protect the program? I hope that HHS has all the tools they need. And if not, do you have recommendations for Congress to act?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Senator Grassley, for that question. The 340B program is an incredibly important safety net program to ensure that folks in rural areas and other underserved areas have access to affordable prescription drugs. It matters a lot to me personally. My father actually was from a very small town in rural Iowa—my late father, who died about 10 years ago. He was from a small town called Holstein in northwest Iowa, where I am sure you have been. So I take this matter very seriously and personally.

I can tell you, in this administration the drug companies that have not been complying with 340B requirements to work with contract pharmacies, as you said, Senator, have been referred for enforcement. One of the important jobs of the General Counsel, should I be confirmed for this position, will be to ensure that those enforcement actions proceed as effectively as they can. There is also quite a lot of other litigation involving 340B which as General Counsel, should I be confirmed, I will be required to address. I think it is exceptionally important that this administration confirm its commitment to the 340B program. And, Senator, if there are additional tools that are necessary, I can commit to working with you on what those tools might be.

Senator GRASSLEY. I assume you grew up in Ida Grove or Holstein?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. So, I grew up—I was born in St. Louis, MO, actually. So the big city, by comparison.

Senator GRASSLEY. Okay.

Now, Mr. Frost, some economists and politicians have contended that due to the historically low interest rates, we should not worry about financing new spending. Some even claim that it would be foolish not to spend more money, and not to worry about it. However, with our national debt now exceeding the entire size of our economy, even small increases in the interest rates would mean trillions of dollars more spent to service that debt.

Given the sensitivity of our debt to future interest rate increases, do you agree it would be fiscally foolish to run up our national debt, betting on a wing and a prayer that interest rates would remain historically low?

Mr. FROST. Thank you for the question, Senator. So, in the role that I have been nominated for, my fiscal responsibilities will be to ensure that for any given level of debt, that that is funded in the most efficient manner possible. If I look at what signal we are getting here from financial markets about what concern is out
there about the level of debt and the prospective future level of debt, there is not a lot coming through at this point.

The yield curve—or in other words, the levels of interest rates to borrow for a shorter term or for a longer term, are both quite low. The yield curve is also quite flat, suggesting that the markets are not terribly concerned by an increase in interest rates in the intermediate to longer term.

I believe that if the plans that are being proposed are adopted, I think the administration’s proposals would likely result in a modest uptick in the level of debt to GDP over the medium term, but bring it down in the longer run.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank my colleague.

Next is Senator Menendez.

Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ms. Pagan, is human trafficking a violation of the USMCA?

Ms. PAGAN. Senator Menendez, thank you for that question. I am going to have to think about that. Honestly, I wasn’t prepared for that question.

Senator MENENDEZ. Okay. Well, from my perspective, it is. And the question, what I would ask you, as you are reviewing that, is I would like to get your commitment that if human trafficking in general is a violation of the USMCA, which I believe it is, then I would like your commitment to look at what is happening in Mexico with Cuban doctors who are being trafficked. They are sent there by the Cuban regime. Their passports are taken away. The payment for their services is sent to the Cuban regime. They get a subsistence wage. That is trafficking.

And so I would like a commitment from you that you will review it and get back to me upon your confirmation.

Ms. PAGAN. Yes, you have my commitment that we will look at the issue; thank you. And if there is any more information that we can get from you——

Senator MENENDEZ. We have tons, so I am happy to give it all to the department.

Ms. PAGAN. Thank you.

Senator MENENDEZ. And I know that Ambassador Tai is going to be with the committee later today, so we will raise it with her as well.

Mr. Neiman, if confirmed you will be responsible for U.S. actions at the international financial institutions. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which I chair, has considerable oversight over these institutions. So I want to explore one or two items with you in that regard.

As part of our efforts to counter and compete with China globally, the Senate passed my legislation authorizing a tenth general capital increase for the Inter-American Development Bank as part of the U.S. Innovation and Competition Act.

During the pandemic, countries in the hemisphere suffered the greatest economic contraction of any region in the world. Add to that the enduring challenges of poverty and inequality, massive migration flows, the damages caused by natural disasters, and we are seeing a region facing widespread difficulties. It matters to us not only in being a good neighbor but when we see migration flows coming to the United States in bulk. It is because of the uncer-
tainty these countries are facing, not to mention that China is all over the hemisphere in terms of its debt trap diplomacy.

So, if we are serious about addressing these challenges, we need the IDB to have robust resources, and a tenth general capital increase is part of that process. If confirmed, do you commit to working with me and other congressional stakeholders to ensure that the IDB has the resources to address challenges in our hemisphere and to advance a tenth general capital increase for the bank?

Dr. Neiman. Thank you, Senator, for that question. And if I could start—thank you for your leadership and work on issues in that region, in Latin America and the Caribbean, which is the focus of the IDB. That is a region that is also of personal importance to me. My wife, for example, was born in South America. It is also a region, as you noted, that has been particularly hard hit during the recent pandemic, something that oftentimes is not fully appreciated. And of course, it is a neighboring region.

Senator Menendez. I appreciate that. Does that mean, yes, you are going to go to work with me to get to where we need to be?

Dr. Neiman. It does mean—thank you, Senator—it does mean that, of course, it would be a very important area and set of issues for me. And if confirmed, I would absolutely fully engage with you and your staff on all those issues.

I understand that Treasury, together with IDB management and stakeholders, is evaluating opportunities for development financing in the region, understanding the current portfolio and limitations of development funding.

Senator Menendez. What I would hope is that you would commit to working with Congress to put in place a policy framework for the IDB’s tenth capital increase that addresses U.S. priorities, including democratic governance, climate issues, and the need to counter China’s predatory economic practices in the region. Can I get you to agree at least to that?

Dr. Neiman. I absolutely will, if confirmed, commit to work with you on those issues.

Senator Menendez. Now, one other question, in the 45 seconds I have. I have a real challenge with what is happening at the IMF, and the—oh, I should say, the World Bank and the IMF—with Kristalina Georgieva, who currently serves as the Managing Director of the IMF. She was involved in pressuring staff to make specific changes to China’s 2018 score in the World Bank’s annual Doing Business report in an effort to increase their ranking.

That is incredibly disturbing. It damages the integrity and reputation of the World Bank and the IMF, and confirms the growing trend of the international financial institutions bowing to Chinese pressure. The ranking member and I both wrote to the Biden administration calling for full transparency and accountability at the World Bank, the IMF, and with Ms. Georgieva.

Can you tell me that you will work to provide that transparency?

Dr. Neiman. Senator, if confirmed, I commit to support Treasury’s efforts to get the IMF to renew their commitment to data transparency and other measures like whistleblower protections that would safeguard the integrity of the international financial institutions.
Senator MENENDEZ. She has lost my confidence, and I want to see how she actually can operate under these circumstances.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Menendez. I believe we have Senator Carper on the web, and then Senator Carper would be followed by Senator Cassidy, who is here.

Senator Carper, are you out there in cyberspace?

Senator CARPER. Yes. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Good morning. Can you hear me?

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning.

Senator CARPER. To our nominees, congratulations on your nominations. Thank you for appearing today, and for all your families across the world who are listening as well.

I would like to start off with a question, if I could, for Ms. Pagán dealing with the WTO reform. I always thought it was imperfect, and we ought to work to make it better. And there has been a great deal of conversation, really on both sides of the aisle and across the globe, about the need for reforms in the WTO. And we know that the WTO has an important role to play in combating unfair trade practices that persist in nonmarket economies like China. Unfortunately, the organization continues to face challenges with its dispute settlement system, including the lack of quorum on the Appellate Board, a body that has weakened the WTO’s enforcements.

My question is this, Ms. Pagán. In your opinion, what strategy should our country take, the U.S. take, to reforming the WTO and addressing the inoperability of the WTO’s Appellate Body? Please, go right ahead.

Ms. PAGÁN. Thank you, Senator Carper.

The good thing is that we all agree. I think there is consensus that the WTO and the Appellate Body need to be reformed. I guess, on the other hand, we all have different views of what “reform” means, and particularly with respect to the Appellate Body.

What we want—and if confirmed, what I will work hard to do—is to have conversations so that we can restore the Appellate Body and restore the system to what we thought we had agreed to. We never intended the Appellate Body to be a rule-making body. We believe that rules have to be enforced, but it has to be the rules as they were negotiated and agreed to by the members.

So, we need to—the USTR has been having this conversation, and we will continue to have this conversation, and I suspect I will spend a lot of time having conversations with our counterparts at the WTO to make sure that we can restore the Appellate Body and the system to the way that we envisioned it at the beginning. I do not think it is going to be an easy conversation, but it is something that I look forward to doing while I am there.

Senator CARPER. All right; thanks, Ms. Pagán.

My second question would be for Dr. Neiman, Mr. Wilson, and also for you, Ms. Pagán—for each of you. But let us start off with Dr. Neiman.

I want to begin by again thanking you for joining us and for your willingness to serve our country. These are important roles. We know that and appreciate it. But one of the biggest questions facing our country, I think facing our planet, is how to work collectively
to address our shared problems. And you may have heard the old African proverb, “If you want to go fast, travel alone; if you want to go far, travel together.” And goals like tackling climate change, tackling this pandemic, and expanding economic prosperity require global cooperation. Unfortunately, the previous administration all too often turned away from multilateral engagement, and ultimately ceded U.S. leadership on the global stage in a number of instances.

So here is my question, starting with Dr. Neiman. Should you be confirmed, you will represent the U.S. before international organizations, and within multilateral negotiations. How do you view your role within the broader effort to rebuild U.S. leadership on the global stage? Dr. Neiman, would you lead us off, please, and then Mr. Wilson, and then Ms. Pagán. Thank you.

Dr. NEIMAN. Thank you, Senator, for your question. The role for which I have been nominated I view as playing a key role in Treasury’s macroeconomic engagement with the rest of the world, whether bilaterally, country by country, or through multilateral institutions like the international financial institutions, the G7, the G20. And I am very supportive of the President’s goal of restoring America’s global standing and leadership in these institutions.

One good example I think that you mentioned in your question is our efforts, including for example, with the multilateral development banks, to encourage decarbonization efforts, since that is a good example of a problem that, of course, only really has a global solution. So that is an example of one way in which I would think about your question. And if confirmed, Senator, I would be happy to work with you and your staff and hear about other ideas you have on asserting U.S. leadership in these organizations.

Senator CARPER. Thank you. Thank you, Dr. Neiman.

Mr. Wilson, please: the same question.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Senator Carper. I have been privileged during my years at USTR to serve in a couple of roles that have been diplomatic in character. I worked as a diplomat representing USTR in Brussels, and then more recently at the WTO in Geneva.

I am a believer in diplomacy, and I am a very strong believer in the power of building personal relationships to be able to advance policy objectives. And if confirmed, I look forward to applying those skills to the task of rebuilding U.S. leadership. Thanks.

Senator CARPER. Thank you for that. Mr. Chairman, do I have a few seconds for Ms. Pagán to briefly respond?

The CHAIRMAN. Sure. Sure.

Senator CARPER. Thanks. Ms. Pagán, just briefly, please.

Ms. PAGÁN. Thank you. As Ambassador Tai recently said, the United States is committed to the WTO. If confirmed, it certainly would be an honor for me to represent the United States there. There are a lot of challenges, like climate change and many other things, that need to be collectively addressed, and I will do my best to represent the U.S. interests at the WTO.

Senator CARPER. All right; thanks for those responses. And thanks for your answers here. Good luck.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Carper.

Senator Cassidy?
Senator Cassidy. Mr. Bagenstos, I am a gastroenterologist. You are a learned law school professor. It is with trepidation that I shall engage in this conversation, okay?

My colleagues and I worked about 2 1/2 years to pass no surprise billings legislation. And we finally got, on a bipartisan, bicameral basis last year, signed into law, the No Surprises Act. And through that, through these 2 1/2 years, we debated many approaches. And we got all the stakeholders together, and we finally—and among these approaches were a straight benchmark payment, an independent dispute resolution process with the median in-network as the primary factor, and finally a more open and robust independent dispute resolution framework directing the arbiter to consider a variety of factors. That was ultimately what got the stakeholders, both parties, and both committees together. Okay? That is the prologue, if you will.

And so, now I apologize for the legalese, but you will immediately get this, and if I lose those who are not attorneys, I apologize, but this is important. This is how it is read: “In determining which offer is the payment to be applied pursuant to this paragraph, the certified independent dispute resolution entity with respect to the determination for a qualified IDR item or service shall consider: the qualifying payment amounts, or QPA, also known as the median in-network rate, and subject to subparagraph D, information on any circumstance described in clause II, such information as requested in subparagraph B, roman numeral two, and any additional information provided in subparagraph B, roman numeral two.”

What is in clause II? I will read some of it. “The provider’s training and experience, the patient’s acuity and complexity, the demonstration of good faith efforts or lack thereof to enter into a network contract.” I could go on.

Clearly it is an “and.” You shall consider the median in-network rate “and this.” Now this is how the interim rule reads, and imagine the steam coming out of my ears: “Accordingly, the certified IDR entity must begin with the presumption that the QPA, the Qualified Payment Amount, is the appropriate out-of-network rate for the qualified independent resolution item or service under consideration.”

It goes on to say: “The certified IDR entity must select the offer closest to the QPA,” et cetera. Now I am a gastroenterologist, but when I read that—intuitively I understand that the statute states that the arbiter shall consider the qualified payment along with everything else, and this interim rule states the arbiter shall presume that the QPA is correct, leaving out the reference to the other items in the other paragraph, in direct opposition of a plain reading of the text.

Do you think it is right that HHS has rewritten a law that it took 2 1/2 years for Congress to come to, balancing the needs of various stakeholders, and now it seems as if one stakeholder has gotten their wishes? Is that a correct thing for HHS to do?

Mr. Bagenstos. Thank you, Senator, for that question. And I will say, I hesitate, because it is clear that you are perhaps a better lawyer than me, but certainly a better lawyer than I am a gastroenterologist. [Laughter.]
And what I—I would say a couple of things. I mean, the No Surprises Act is an incredibly important piece of legislation that was agreed to on, as you say, a bipartisan basis. I think that is very important. It is a compromise.

The Department of HHS, as well as the Department of Labor, the Department of the Treasury, OPM, have under that statute been required to act under a very aggressive timeline set by Congress to put out interim final rules to implement the statute by the deadline of January. One very important aspect of these interim final rules is, they are interim final rules with a request for public comment——

Senator Cassidy. Now I am told, though, that that is almost like, this is going to be it. Yes, you are going to get public comment, but this is a ship with inertia pushing it, and it is not going to be stopped by somebody saying, “Hey, wait a second, you are not going the way the law actually reads.”

So, I say that just to challenge, because again if I thought it would make a difference, I would be less frustrated. And here it seems that it is not going to make a difference; it is merely a show.

Mr. Bagenstos. Well, Senator, I can assure you that, should I be confirmed as General Counsel, we will take extremely seriously the comments that are filed for these interim final rules——

Senator Cassidy. Can I ask, though, really quickly, since you will be a counsel, is there a difference between “shall consider” and “shall presume”? Because the interim final rule says “shall presume,” and the way we wrote it was “shall consider.”

Mr. Bagenstos. Senator, so that is, I think, one of the very important kind of interpretive questions that the interim final rule does address by saying that the other factors should be considered as well. But I understand your point, Senator, and I think——

Senator Cassidy. In all seriousness, I am saying this not as a “gotcha,” because I do not know. You are the professor. Is there a difference between “shall consider” and “shall presume”?'

Mr. Bagenstos. So I think, in the context of a presumption, you would necessarily consider other factors, unless—unless it is a conclusive presumption, which it is not in this rule. But I think the important point, Senator, that I would like to make to you is that I would commit that, should I be confirmed to this position, we will definitely take a look at this as the comments come in and take very seriously the arguments that are made about whether this is consistent with the statute.

Senator Cassidy. And therefore, because there seems to be an equivalency between the two phrases in your mind, could I just ask that you would change “shall presume” to “shall consider”?'

Mr. Bagenstos. So, as I say, Senator, I would very much commit to considering any of the comments that come in——

The Chairman. We are going to have to move on. I thank Senator Cassidy.

The next two will be Senator Whitehouse, and then Senator Lankford.

Senator Whitehouse. Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to the witnesses for being here.

Let me start with Ms. Pagan. There are two issues we have been working on that involve the World Trade Organization. One is pi-
rate fishing, and in particular the use of forced labor, in fact slavery, in pirate fishing. This matters a lot to American fisheries because it is really hard to compete with foreign fishermen who use slavery to their advantage. And the second is ocean plastics. We are headed for a world in which, by 2050, there will be more ocean plastic waste than there are living ocean fish, if we do not get around this.

Could you let me know where those two issues will fall in your priorities?

Ms. PAGÁN. Thank you, Senator Whitehouse.

On forced labor and fisheries, as you probably know, the United States has made a proposal for the fish subsidies negotiations that we obviously continue to push and we hope will be part of the final outcome. So that is one way of trying to get at that issue, which is very important. And it is definitely tied to the issue of illegal fishing and harmful subsidies that we are trying to curb through the agreement. So that is certainly a priority for us.

On ocean plastics, I know this is another issue that is very important to you. I believe there are various—or at least one stream of work that is going on at the WTO on this issue, and related issues. And so, if confirmed, I will definitely work on this and continue to advance these issues in the WTO, and hope to work with you and your office on this issue.

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you. This was a very strong bipartisan issue in the Senate. Senator Sullivan of Alaska did really terrific work as my main compadre on this. The previous President, Secretary of State, and Trade Representative actually all talked a good game on this issue, but once it got down into the weeds we always collapsed and were outed in the world press as being the country that was holding back progress on ocean plastics.

So, something needs to be fixed in the weeds where you will be, and I hope you will help fix it.

Ms. PAGÁN. If confirmed, I commit to working with you on this issue.

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Dr. Neiman, the Pandora Papers have shed new light on the role of kleptocracy and corruption. The President, I think, has correctly defined kleptocracy and corruption as national security hazards for America. How do you propose to prioritize anti-kleptocracy efforts in your proposed role?

Dr. NEIMAN. Thank you for the question, Senator. It is, of course, a very important issue. Anti-corruption is a real priority for the Biden administration. And in my role, one way in which I could make progress against this priority is via the international financial institutions. And so, I would commit to work with the executive directors, for example, of the MDBs, to promote good governance reforms, anticorruption efforts in the lending programs around issues like debt transparency, revenue administration, public contracting. There also are instances and reasons that we would want to be vigilant about making sure there is no corruption within the international financial institutions, and I would also keep an eye toward those issues.

Senator WHITEHOUSE. So you view this as a national security issue?
Dr. Neiman. Absolutely. It is a matter of projecting our values to the world. I agree, Senator.

Senator Whitehouse. And stopping the subsidy and the aiding and abetting of our enemies?

Dr. Neiman. I agree, Senator.

Senator Whitehouse. Mr. Frost, anti-money laundering requirements are really no more effective than money launderers’ ability to get around them. Our banking institutions operate under robust anti-money laundering rules. But if you move over into private equity firms, hedge funds, venture capital firms, and other entities, the same rules do not apply. So it becomes super easy for somebody who wants to launder money to simply go through another gate.

If we really want to fight money laundering, we actually have to make sure it does not get through the various gates, as opposed to just closing one gate and leaving other gates wide open.

If you are confirmed, what do you intend to do about anti-money laundering requirements for private equity hedge funds and venture capital?

Mr. Frost. Thank you for the question, Senator. I would like to maybe start by acknowledging your leadership in this area on anti-money laundering, and more generally on shining a light on abuses of our financial system.

For financial markets to work and perform well, they need to be transparent. And investors need to have confidence that they are not being manipulated. If confirmed, I would be happy to work with you and your staff, and with other offices of the Treasury, including the Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, to ensure that AML obligations are being met, and that there is a level and fair playing field.

Senator Whitehouse. Is there nothing that you could do by regulation?

Mr. Frost. That is something, if confirmed, I would be happy to work with you and your staff——

Senator Whitehouse. The reason you would be working with me and my staff is to do legislative stuff. You do not need to work with me and my staff to do regulatory stuff. You can do regulatory stuff. Is there not regulatory stuff that you could do?

Mr. Frost. Well, Senator, I would need to circle up with the relevant offices at Treasury that are a little bit more focused on these issues, but I would be happy to engage with them.

Senator Whitehouse. Thank you.

My time is up. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Whitehouse.

We will have Senator Lankford, and then we will have Senator Warren.

Senator Lankford. Mr. Chairman, thank you.

I am slightly frustrated by just the diversity of opinions here, Mr. Chairman. At some point I would like to be able to have more time, because we have such a wide variety of different folks who are here, but thanks to you all for your service and for being here in the process.

Let me run quickly through several questions on this. Mr. Wilson, let me first start with you in this. In dealing with the role you have in protecting intellectual property and its unique task on this,
the Biden administration so far, one of the leading features they have had on intellectual property was trying to be able to give away intellectual property dealing with the TRIPS waiver. Obviously multiple entities have pushed back on that. Other countries are saying, “Yes, release intellectual property. We will try to figure out how to be able to manufacture this.”

What would be your role in trying to be able to protect intellectual property of all American companies?

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Senator Lankford. As I mentioned in my opening statement, I think the law that creates this position gives me a very clear direction to be a vigorous advocate for U.S. intellectual property and innovation and is the core of the function. And I take that to heart and would follow that guidance, if confirmed.

It is useful for me to have your perspective on the TRIPS waiver issue. As somebody inside the walls of USTR but not yet confirmed to this position, I have taken care to remove myself from active policy deliberations on that issue. But if I am confirmed, obviously I will prioritize getting up to speed on that issue and the state of play in Geneva, and I will be happy to come back to you.

Senator LANKFORD. There are quite a few other areas of research, and if we get into a point where we say, you know what, the whole world needs this, so let’s just release this intellectual property, then we are going to have a cascading effect on other intellectual property. Finding ways to accelerate its usefulness and its accessibility is very different than just “that is a great invention you had, and we are going to take it away from you.” That does not encourage innovation in the days ahead. So we will count on your leadership to protect that, both in China and what they actively do, but around the world as well.

Dr. Neiman, let me ask you about this, about Afghanistan in particular. There are $9.5 billion that have been set aside and frozen out from the Taliban government at this point. Do you see a need to be able to unfreeze that $9.5 billion and release it to the Taliban?

Dr. NEIMAN. Thank you for your question, Senator Lankford. The situation in Afghanistan is, of course, really terrible, and my heart goes out to the Afghan people. There is a real humanitarian crisis there, and we should do all that we can to try to help the Afghan people, for example working with our partners in the UN and trying to get funding to people on the ground.

At this point, without having that funding flow through the Taliban, right now my understanding is that the U.S. Government is taking a strategic pause, or a pause in not granting access to those reserves to the Taliban while the international community waits and sees how they respond to our concerns on treatment of women, treatment of girls, and I do find that appropriate at this point.

Senator LANKFORD. It would be entirely appropriate, actually. Would you favor special drawing rights of the International Monetary Fund if they actually get to the Taliban?

Dr. NEIMAN. I similarly, at this stage, think that the paused relationship between the IMF membership and the Taliban, so they do
not currently have access to the SDR allocation at the IMF, is appropriate.

Senator LANKFORD. Thank you. I agree.

Mr. Bagenstos, as you walk into the role as counsel with HHS—it is an extremely important role for all of our counsels. There is no way you could know at this point, unless someone had told you at this point. We have sent some letters to Secretary Becerra asking some very specific questions. In fact, we outlined 22 questions. He sent us a very nice letter back saying thanks for writing, but he has not answered any of the 22 questions. As we have gone through even some things that he stated in the actual nomination hearing when he came through here, things like are you going to recuse yourself from cases that you were named in as a California AG, but now you are on the other side of it, when he was literally suing HHS, now he is on the other side of it. He said, “Nope; not going to do that.”

So we asked just, “Can you give us a list of the cases you are going to recuse yourself from?” He has not even turned over that list of cases that he will recuse himself from, even though he said it during his testimony time sitting at that same table.

So are you aware of that? Has that been brought to your attention at this point? Is there a need to be able to get that kind of list when he has filed so many suits against HHS and now he is on the other side of it?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Senator. I very much appreciate the question and take very seriously the responsibility to be responsive to Congress and this committee. And I can tell you, should I be confirmed to the position of General Counsel, one of the functions of the General Counsel’s Office is the ethics function at HHS, including monitoring appropriate recusals, and I will certainly take seriously the ethics rules in that regard and responsiveness to this committee.

Senator LANKFORD. We will count on that, because one of the very first things that happened then from HHS was when they dropped the lawsuit that HHS had against the State of California. It was one of the early statements, but we have yet to be able to get any clarity whether the Secretary was actually involved in dropping the case against his own State right after he got into office. We need to be able to clear that up, or to be able to deal with the University of Vermont Medical Center that had a clear conscience protection issue that was placed against them, that then the administration came in and dropped immediately and said, “No, we are not going to prosecute that.”

And we also do not know about the University of Pittsburgh. There have been some real questions there about how they have handled some of the abortion issues that they have dealt with where they are literally harvesting and changing the procedures for an abortion, which is against Federal law to be able to harvest those organs. The written statements we have seen seem to show they have, but we cannot seem to get any information to be able to determine whether there is a violation of Federal law.

Those are things that we are going to want to ask in the days ahead and to be able to get clarity on.

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank my colleague.
Senator Warren?
Senator WARREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Nearly 5 million people have died from COVID–19 worldwide. And although over 6 billion doses of the COVID–19 vaccine have now been administered globally, less than 1 percent of them have been administered in low-income countries. This inequity is disgraceful, and it also prolongs the pandemic's consequences here in the United States. The Biden administration has shown real global leadership in responding to the pandemic, but we must continue to use every tool available in the fight against COVID worldwide. And I would like to discuss some of those tools today.

Mr. Neiman, let me start with you. The first tool would fall under your purview. In August, the IMF approved a historic $650 billion in global financial assistance in the form of special drawing rights. These SDRs are a lifeline for developing countries as they continue to struggle with the fallout from the pandemic.

Mr. Neiman, do you agree that SDRs are a critical tool for combating the COVID crisis both globally and at home?

Dr. NEIMAN. Thank you for the question, Senator. The increased SDR allocation to lower-income countries represented a very meaningful increase in their reserves, and therefore helped countries that otherwise might have been liquidity-constrained in their vaccination efforts and their ongoing preparedness for public health investments that are much needed.

Senator WARREN. Good. So I take it that is a strong "yes"?

Dr. NEIMAN. That is a strong "yes."

Senator WARREN. Good. I appreciate it, and I agree. The $650 billion that the Biden administration helped secure is a good first step. But the IMF has made clear that the total need is somewhere in the neighborhood of $2 1/2 trillion.

The House has authorized additional SDRs to meet this urgent need. It is time for the Senate to do the same. Of course, to respond to the COVID–19 crisis we also need enough vaccines, PPE, tests, and treatments for everyone. And this brings us to tool number two.

I was glad to see the Biden administration put people's lives over pharma profits by supporting a waiver of international intellectual property rules to help ramp up global vaccine production in a crisis. But almost 2 years into this pandemic, countries still have not reached a deal to get it done. So, Ms. Pagán and Mr. Wilson, if confirmed, you would both have key roles to play in securing this critical tool for global vaccine access. So let me just ask each of you, will you commit to making this a priority, and using American leadership to secure a TRIPS waiver as soon as possible? Ms. Pagán?

Ms. PAGÁN. Senator Warren, thank you for the question. As you know, we have been working at the WTO since Ambassador Tai's announcement that we support a waiver of intellectual property protections for vaccines——

Senator WARREN. I just want to hear a "yes" that you are committed to this, and that you are going to make it a priority.

Ms. PAGÁN. We have been working, and we will continue to work on securing a successful outcome.
Senator WARREN. Good. Thank you.
And, Mr. Wilson, can I hear a “yes” from you?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, you can. Ambassador Tai spoke to this issue of U.S. leadership in Geneva a week ago, 2 weeks ago. Her answer was “yes” and so is mine.
Senator WARREN. Good. I like these yeses. Yeses backed up by “I am already working on it.” Best kind. This is really important, and I appreciate your commitments here.
So, while the U.S. works with partners to approve a TRIPS waiver, we still have other tools to accelerate the COVID vaccine manufacturing and distribution without depending on an international agreement. And that brings me to the third tool in the box.
Mr. Bagenstos, if confirmed will you commit to conducting a thorough examination of all of the regulatory authorities at the Department’s disposal, including the DPA and any contractual rights in which HHS is entitled to dramatically expand global access to COVID vaccines, including through vaccine technology transfer?
Mr. BAGENSTOS. Absolutely, Senator. As both the President and the Secretary have made clear, we need to do what we can to get out of this crisis. And that means considering all of the available legal tools—obviously, running them through the appropriate processes to make sure we have the authority, but I think we have to leave no stone unturned in looking for those authorities.
Senator WARREN. I very much like that approach. We have to use all of the tools. We are in a crisis, and it puts everyone at risk around the world. It puts us at risk here at home.
This is a global emergency, and we must use all of our tools to fight this virus. The pandemic will not end anywhere until it ends everywhere, and now is the time for using all our tools.
So, thank you all. I look forward to your speedy confirmation and getting you even more tools to work with. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CRAPO [presiding]. Thank you.
Senator Daines?
Senator DAINES. Senator Crapo, thank you.
I want to talk about intellectual property for a moment. Somebody who spent much of my career in global operations—I spent 6 years actually living in China working for an American corporation, launching American brands to compete against Chinese brands there in China—I believe protecting U.S. intellectual property has to be a top priority for the U.S. Trade Rep.
As you know, the United States and China signed a Phase One trade deal that includes major advancements in the protection of U.S. IP. But despite this agreement, China has not lived up to their end of the deal, and its forced technology transfers and IP violations continue.
I have sponsored this bipartisan bill—it is the PROTECT IP Act—which recently passed the Senate as part of Senate Bill 1260, that would help boost enforcement in that Phase One China deal. In fact, I was over in China meeting face to face with Liu He back at the end of that whole negotiation process in Beijing, so I have a lot of hands-on personal experience, and hence my passion on this issue.
Mr. Wilson, if confirmed, what actions will you take to ensure that IP created in America is protected?

Mr. Wilson. Thank you, Senator Daines. It is great to hear about your personal experience on these issues. And, as you point out, the issue, particularly of China's living up to the commitments that it made bilaterally to us in that earlier agreement, is critical.

Ambassador Tai spoke to this recently, and she herself is engaging directly with the Chinese. I would expect to do likewise, if confirmed, to make sure they are living up to those commitments.

Senator Daines. Thank you. I appreciate that, truly. Furthermore, would you support taking more aggressive actions against international IP abusers?

Mr. Wilson. Senator, I think—again, if I am confirmed—one of my first priorities would be to open up the toolbox that we have at USTR, evaluate the tools, consider where they can be used most effectively, and consult with the committee on how we do that.

Senator Daines. Thank you.

I want to talk for a moment about expanding market access for ag producers. Ms. Pagan, a question for you. As you know, with 95 percent of the world's consumers outside the United States, ensuring that our farmers and ranchers in places like Montana and across the U.S. are able to compete on a level playing field, is absolutely critical.

If confirmed, would you commit to ensuring that expanding market access for Montana and U.S. ag in foreign markets would be a priority and on the agenda in any WTO ag negotiation?

Ms. Pagan. Thank you for that question. Absolutely, leveling the playing field and making sure that our farmers and ranchers have access to foreign markets is very important, and it will be a priority while I am there.

Senator Daines. And it really is the future in many ways for agriculture, where you see—as I think old Wayne Gretzky said, he was successful because he skated where the puck was headed, not where it was at. Where it is all going here—again 95 percent of the world's consumers are outside the United States. It continues to be a great opportunity for us, for ag producers here in the United States.

While multilateralism can play an important role in achieving global policy objectives, we need to make sure that all of our partners operate in a transparent manner. That is why I am upset at findings that the current head of the IMF, Kristalina Georgieva, who was then head of the World Bank, pressured staffers to boost China's ranking in the World Bank's annual Doing Business report for 2018.

Dr. Neiman, I know Senator Menendez brought this issue up earlier. Are you concerned by this scandal? And would you agree that this episode raises some fundamental questions about whether politics plays a role in other decisions being made by the IMF as well as the World Bank?

Dr. Neiman. Thank you for the question, Senator. You know, I agree with the Secretary that the WilmerHale report raised serious and legitimate issues and concerns. And as an academic myself, I understand very viscerally the importance of confidence and trust
in data, and confidence that analyses are conducted not with an eye toward generating any particular outcome.

And so, if confirmed, I would absolutely commit to taking strong action to encourage the IMF to make sure that they renew their commitments to things like data transparency, safeguards, whistle-blower protections, at both international financial institutions.

Senator Daines. What is your sense in looking at it so far? Do you think politics played a role?

Dr. Neiman. Do I think politics played a role? I read the WilmerHale report and think that the right way to approach their findings is to follow the recommendations that they made, such that whether politics mattered or not, we maintain the integrity and confidence in the international financial institutions. That seems to be the critical interest that, if confirmed, I would have in my role at Treasury: maintaining confidence in the international financial architecture.

Senator Daines. Dr. Neiman, thank you.

Dr. Neiman. Thank you, Senator.

Senator Daines. Thank you, Senator Crapo.

Senator Crapo. Thank you.

Senator Cortez Masto? Senator Cortez Masto. Thank you, Mr. Chair. To the nominees, congratulations. I look forward to working with all of you. I do not have time to ask all of you questions, so I will submit most of those for the record. But there is one issue that really is pertinent on my mind right now.

Mr. Bagenstos, you are going to be critical to addressing this. I understand you are familiar with the case of Stanley Weber. For those who do not know, he is a former pediatrician with Indian Health Service who has been convicted of more than 13 felony counts relating to the sexual abuse of young boys. These assaults began in the early 1990s. They continued for more than 20 years. Dr. Weber practiced pediatrics through 2015 and did not leave the service until May of 2016. In the time since Weber was charged and arrested, there have been several investigations into his conduct and the systemic failures at IHS that enabled this behavior. I would like to focus on one of those investigations. It was commissioned by IHS and conducted by an independent contractor called Integritas. And that report was delivered to the IHS in January of 2020, but it was withheld from both members of Congress and the public in what the courts have since found to be a violation of the Freedom of Information Act.

The report was made public just 2 weeks ago, and it detailed a pattern of failures by IHS management to act upon years of credible accusations of assault. Here are my concerns when it comes to the involvement of the Office of General Counsel. There are two of them. One is this: the Office of General Counsel made several critical missteps in the handling of the report by refusing to make its counselors available to Integris for the investigation, and then by withholding the report itself from congressional oversight bodies and the public. That is one.

Two, the report makes clear that, in several instances, the HHS General Counsel failed to act in the best interests of IHS patients by making oversight recommendations to IHS managers that fell
far short of the urgency and seriousness that this case required. So, my question to you is, I want to know how you would handle a similar situation. Are there circumstances under which you would direct counselors not to cooperate with investigations commissioned by HHS agencies?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Senator, for the question. And it is an absolutely tragic case that you are talking about. As you know, I am not at HHS and so have not had the benefit of being able to review the file of this case, but I have certainly read the many news reports about this. And I can say this is a case—and cases like this, should a case like this occur in the future—that really comes at the intersection of three of the most sensitive relationships, and most important responsibilities that the Department has: to safeguard the health of the people who deal with HHS programs, the health and welfare of children, and the trust relationship that the U.S. Government has with Indian Tribes.

To fail in all three of those responsibilities, I think is just something that is unfathomable, and beyond unfortunate. And to think that folks in the office to which I have been nominated to head and will lead, if confirmed, actually failed to address it is not something that I would want to have happen, should I be confirmed.

So what does that mean? So one thing that I will want to do, as soon as I get confirmed, should I be confirmed, is actually to review the decisions that were made in this context to make sure that—there are always decisions that are made about investigative questions. Were these decisions made appropriately, and do we need to have new policies for the future—not just for IHS, but in general—in dealing with these sorts of sensitive relationships?

And, Senator, I can commit to you that if I am confirmed, I will take extremely seriously both the need to protect those in the charge of HHS, and the need to be responsive to investigators who are duly appointed, as well as to this committee and to the Congress.

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. And do you have any problems referring alleged criminal activity to law enforcement for them to investigate?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. So I think—you know, I have had to do this in many government jobs—when one comes across criminal conduct, you know, there are procedures for referring that. And I think those procedures need to be followed.

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Do you think it is appropriate to put together some sort of investigative committee that is made up of people who are supervised by the individual they are asked to investigate?

Mr. BAGENSTOS. You know, I would want to look into the particular case here because, as I say, I do not really know much about the facts. But in general, that would be very much a red flag. We want people to be independent of those they are investigating.

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you. It is a serious matter, and that is why I have taken up most of my time on it. Listen, I get the job that you are doing runs the intersection of administration, personnel, and criminal allegations, if that happens and that has to be referred. And I understand the nexus between all three.
We failed. IHS failed in this instance in all three of those. And that is on the General Counsel's shoulders. And that is why your job is so important, because these are the consequences if you fail. And so, I am looking for somebody who understands that and is willing to step up and do the right thing, particularly by the individuals and these young boys who suffered at the hands of this doctor for too long. Too long. And so, thank you for your comments. And again, thank you, all three, for your willingness to serve.

Mr. BAGENSTOS. Thank you, Senator.

Senator CRAPO. Thank you.

Senator Brown?

Senator BROWN. Thank you, Senator Crapo. Thanks to Chair Wyden. And, Ms. Pagán, thank you for your help drafting the Brown-Wyden rapid response mechanism in USMCA. You took another corporate trade agreement and turned it into an agreement that will actually help workers in all three countries. So thank you for that.

I want to start by saying that China's entry into the WTO has been devastating for Ohio workers and Ohio companies. The Chinese Government cheats the global system using forced technology transfers, intellectual property theft, and chronic state-subsidized overcapacity in key industries like steel and solar to undermine U.S. industries.

The WTO can be a tool by which China bullies its competitors. If China continues to make a mockery of the World Trade Organization, Americans and the rest of the rule-following world are going to lose faith both in the WTO and their own leaders to appeal for relief. That is the lesson that is so important for us to understand.

So, Ms. Pagán, detail for me how you think we should reform the WTO so it actually works to address China's abuses, which harm American workers and businesses?

Ms. PAGÁN. Thank you, Senator Brown. There are a number of ways. You know, one important area is transparency. One of the areas where China fails is lack of transparency in its measures, and we want to improve transparency in terms of making sure that members are meeting their current obligations and bringing more transparency also to the WTO so we can have more conversations.

The dispute settlement system has to be reformed because it has contributed to some of the difficulties for us to combat some of the unfair practices, and that is going to be a priority, if I am confirmed, in my work forward at the WTO.

I also—I know this is an important issue, and it is an important angle to bring to everything that we do at the WTO, which is to bring the worker-centric focus to remind ourselves that, after all, we are there to do trade and to facilitate trade, but it also means that you have to protect the workers that the trade comes from. So there are any number of ways that we can address this issue, and, if confirmed, I look forward to working with you on this.

Senator BROWN. Thanks, Ms. Pagán. The U.S., thanks to the chair, Chair Wyden's efforts and his staff's efforts, has changed its approach to trade policy. The WTO must act similarly. I have confidence from our conversations, from talking to the Ambassador about your work yesterday, that you will work toward that goal at the WTO and with other member countries. So I know you have
committed to that. I know you have committed to that over and over, and we count on that.

Mr. Wilson, I appreciate our conversation the other day, how you plan to put workers at the center of our economic policy in terms of protecting intellectual property and innovation, especially in digital trade agreements. Thank you for your private commitment and your public commitment to do that.

And last, Mr. Frost, I want to switch to your work with GSEs. I chair the Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee. It used to be the Wall Street Committee. Now it is much more about housing.

We have an affordable housing crisis. We know that. We will need our entire housing system, including the GSEs, to work together to address it. We have heard from both consumer advocates and leaders about the importance of putting GSEs on a path to long-term stability so they can carry out their mission of providing all Americans with access to affordable housing.

Would you commit to working with me on strengthening the housing system, expanding access to affordable housing?

Mr. Frost. Absolutely, Senator. I know this is an area that you feel passionate about. I do as well. You have provided tremendous leadership here.

The administration is deeply committed to affordable housing, and has a number of efforts underway, as you know, to lower the cost of housing for American families. If confirmed, I am committed to working with Congress to establish a housing finance system that works better than the system worked prior to the global financial crisis and the entrance into conservatorship.

I think it is important that we have GSEs that work for the American people and do not have the too-big-to-fail issues that we saw pre-financial crisis. But, if confirmed, I would love to work with this committee and you and your staff on making it a priority—making GSE reform a priority.

Senator Brown. We count on that. Thank you, Mr. Frost.

Thank you, Senator Crapo.

Senator Crapo. Thank you.

Senator Barrasso?

Senator Barrasso. Thank you very much, Senator Crapo.

Dr. Neiman, China is the world’s largest economy, has access to capital, and sizeable reserves in meeting its own domestic development needs. Yet China continues to borrow billions of dollars from multilateral development banks.

In 2016, China met the criteria for graduation from the World Bank. Since then, China has received $9 billion from the World Bank, $7.6 billion from the Asian Development Bank, and China obtains sizeable loans. It is engaging in predatory lending, likely using that money in developing countries across the world.

So China is now the world’s largest official creditor, even though it continues to get all of this money, a lot of which the United States has been putting into these organizations. The United States, I think, has a duty to make sure that U.S. taxpayer resources are going to countries that need them most, not China. A dollar lent to China is a dollar not available for a project to elimi-
nate poverty in the developing world. The multilateral development banks need to focus on their development mission.

So what is your strategy to end lending to China at multilateral development banks?

Dr. NEIMAN. Thank you for the question, Senator. I do agree that our MDB efforts and development finance should be targeting the lowest-income countries that need that assistance, and China has, as you said, by that standard graduated years ago now.

If confirmed, I would be committed to working with the executive directors to understand the best way forward to achieve that outcome, which I agree with, Senator. I also, if confirmed, would be happy to discuss these efforts with you and your staff.

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you.

Another question, Dr. Neiman. There are currently 840 million people across the globe with no electricity, none, right now, today. People who live in poor and developing nations want and need a stable energy supply to grow their economy, to improve their lives. Energy is, I believe, a single critical tool to help countries alleviate poverty.

The United States should be working to promote an all-of-the-above energy strategy. But the World Bank, and many of the multilateral development banks, are restricting lending for traditional energy projects. No modern economy can run on only renewable power, which we know is variable. A country needs continuous, abundant energy to run a manufacturing plant, a data center, or a hospital. And I think in some of my travel to Africa where we were talking to hospital staff, their biggest issue was lack of power when it comes to maternal death, and the death of the baby as well, during delivery.

So I think these restrictions in the lending only exacerbate the global inequities of energy. In fact, all of Africa, with a population of 1.3 billion people, accounts for a little more than 3 percent of the total global electricity generation. If Africa tripled its electricity consumption based on only natural gas, it would still be less than 1 percent of the annual global emissions footprint.

So, if you care about people in developing countries, and we all do, we attempt to turn the lights on. So, if confirmed, will you commit to ensuring that multilateral development banks are promoting all forms of energy projects across the globe, including oil, gas, and coal?

Dr. NEIMAN. Senator, the President and the Secretary have both described climate change as an existential threat, and that is an assessment that I wholeheartedly agree with. I think the way to think of the cost in terms of energy and infrastructure that burns carbon, emits carbon, is not just the cost today, but also the cost to the future. And so I think it is appropriate and important for our efforts with multilateral development banks, development financing, per se, to emphasize infrastructures that support our goals on climate change.

Senator BARRASSO. Well, I will take that as a direct attack against these people who are desperately looking for energy to survive today, because that is a decision, this administration; I know it is not your position, but it is the administration's position. For the existence of those alive today in these communities—if you take
a look at the number one cause of death, environmental death, it is household, indoor smoke for cooking, period. No questions asked that that is a concern, and I believe it is an affront to these people and an insult for the administration to have such a position.

So, at the U.N., President Biden announced he would once again double the U.S. contributions to international climate change. In April he pledged to increase contributions for global climate financing to $5.7 billion. So this means that, since he just said he was going to double it, that is $11.4 billion a year. This is happening at a time when the American people are facing significant challenges at home. Communities across the Nation are just emerging from a deadly pandemic. We are dealing with stifled economies, soaring debt, declining infrastructure.

In a front-page story in *The New York Times* today, people, under inflation, are looking at the largest increase in prices and costs for Thanksgiving dinner. This is *The New York Times* front page today. But whether it is the Green New Deal, the U.N. green climate change slush fund, the American people cannot afford these disastrous policies.

So please explain why American taxpayers should support borrowing more from countries like China in order to send it overseas to international bureaucrats in the name of climate change? And I hope to hear more about that than it is an existential threat.

Dr. Neiman. Senator, this is not an easy situation. I just want to acknowledge, of course it is a difficult issue, but we have trade-offs that we have to consider. And I agree with the assessment that time is running out. It is really important that we do all that we can to decarbonize the planet, and I think, as such, it is appropriate to emphasize sustainable infrastructure projects through our development financing policies.

Senator Barrasso. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time has expired.

Senator Crapo. Thank you very much, Senator Barrasso.

At this point, Senator Portman, who is on the web, is next. But we are not sure that he is back from his vote. Senator Portman, are you there?

[No response.]

Senator Crapo. Is there any Senator who is on the web who is ready to ask questions?

[No response.]

Senator Crapo. Well, if not, while we are waiting for the chairman to return from voting, I have a couple of questions that I might just jump into. The first is for you, Ms. Pagan, and also for Chris Wilson, and that is with regard to the TRIPS waiver. Ambassador Tai committed at the trade agenda hearing to brief this committee on negotiations to waive the U.S. rights under the WTO agreement on trade-related intellectual property rights, or TRIPS.

This has not happened. The briefing has not happened. Members on both sides of the aisle are concerned about this issue, particularly about allowing China and Russia to use our intellectual property for vaccines with impunity. My question for both of you is the same. Would you commit to opposing a waiver or a peace clause for the TRIPS agreement that extends to Russia and China? Ms. Pagan?
Ms. PAGÁN. Thank you. I know this is a very important issue. I would just say that the conversations seem to me to be ongoing and are sort of stuck. So, you know, we are trying to be constructive over there.

I will say that, on the issue of China and Russia over there—people who should not be getting access to our innovations—we will be very clear-eyed, whatever the outcome is, to ensure that does not happen. You know, the devil is always in the details, and with respect to consulting with you and the committees, we will do that.

Senator CRAPO. Thank you.

Mr. Wilson?

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Senator Crapo. As my colleague has said, there are lots of ins and outs of this discussion in Geneva that still need to take place. It is very helpful for me to understand your particular concern about technology being shared with two WTO members in particular. I think it is incumbent on us, as we continue to be involved in the discussions, to ensure that we are managing the risks as effectively as we can.

Senator CRAPO. Well, thank you. And neither of you were willing to commit to oppose a waiver of TRIPS for Russia and China. I understand that you are working with the administration that has already said that it is considering doing that. So I would just say, I would encourage you to take back advocacy of protecting Americans and American industry and technology, rather than yielding access to that technology to Russia and China, where the case has not been made that there is an emergency that somehow justifies this.

Next, another question for you, Mr. Wilson, is on intellectual property. Actually, I think you answered this earlier, but I had to step out, or I got my attention pulled away. But, if confirmed, you will be responsible for helping to lead the new administration’s policy on trade-related intellectual property rights, and your leadership will be very important for the effort to address acts, policies, and practices of foreign governments that have a significant adverse impact on the value of U.S. innovation. It will also be important in helping to ensure that private intellectual property rights are enforced and maintained in the face of increased calls to socialize private property and information.

How will you approach solving the increasingly thorny intellectual property disputes, particularly disputes in spaces like digital and pharmaceutical industries?

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Senator. As a nominee for this position, I take very seriously the responsibility that I would have to essentially build and create this new position to develop the appropriate priorities, both for myself in the position and for the future.

I think you have pointed correctly to the complex intersections between intellectual property policy and emerging technologies, especially in the digital space. I understand that those are going to pose particular challenges. It will be very important to me, as I work with my colleagues at USTR to build the position, to stay in close touch with you, your staff, other members of the committee, to make sure that we are meeting your expectations.

Senator CRAPO. Thank you.
And, Mr. Bagenstos, a question for you on advisory opinions. The HHS Office of General Counsel has the ability to issue advisory opinions which, although they lack the force of law, can direct policymaking efforts very powerfully. Where members of Congress and the administration disagree on policy choices, the administration’s rationale can be important for Congress to understand why the administration has decided to move in a particular way.

If confirmed, will you be willing to make your advisory opinions available to Congress at their request?

Mr. Bagenstos. Thank you, Senator. I know this is a very important matter, and I will say I take very seriously Congress’s responsibility to exercise oversight. The legislative branch of government passes the laws under which the departments operate, and it appropriates the money that the departments spend. And so, it obviously has a very significant oversight responsibility. And part of that responsibility, I think, imposes a correlative responsibility on the executive branch to let Congress know what the executive branch is doing, and why the executive branch thinks they have the authority to do it.

And, if I am confirmed to this position, I can commit to you that we will engage in that conversation. And, if there is a question about what HHS is doing, and why we think we have the authority to do it, should I be confirmed, that will be communicated to you.

Senator Craapo. Well, thank you.

Okay, I think we may have one more member almost here, and I have one more question, so I am going to go ahead with that.

This one is for you, Dr. Neiman. I am deeply concerned by the reporting that senior officials at the World Bank manipulated data to improve China’s ranking in its Doing Business report at the behest of Chinese officials, at a time when the World Bank was deep into negotiations with countries, including China, for a share capital increase.

I am even more concerned that since this story was reported, one of those officials has been promoted to the leadership of the IMF, and, even more egregiously, since the story was confirmed in an investigation by an independent law firm, the IMF retained that official as its leader.

If confirmed, what will you do to ensure that foreign powers do not undermine or manipulate the international institutions like the World Bank, the IMF, and the OECD, that are tasked with promoting economic growth and financial stability?

Dr. Neiman. Thank you, Senator, for the question. If confirmed, one very important part of my role would be to ensure that global confidence remains and we preserve the integrity of the international financial institutions. We have worked very hard to build them up and make them a particularly important tool in the international financial landscape, and we would need to work hard to continue safeguarding them.

And I agree that the reports could reduce confidence if we do not take strong action to boost things like accountability, and protect the data integrity. The WilmerHale report that you are referring to included a number of recommendations. And, for example, together with the executive directors, I would review those recommendations and strongly consider adding things like the possi-
bility—you know, considering possibilities like potentially making the analyses more broadly available, doing things to protect the actual analysis from any sort of involvement of people outside of the team on the political side of the institutions.

Senator CRAPO. Well, thank you. And in light of the facts of this situation, do you still think it appropriate that the administration seeks an increase in SDRs for the IMF?

Dr. NEIMAN. I am not aware—I do not believe that Treasury is currently considering any additional SDR allocations.

Senator CRAPO. All right; thank you. I am glad to hear that. I would just like to let you know that I do not believe the United States should support the allocation of any additional SDRs to the IMF while the official at issue here remains the managing director. And so, I just give you that bit of opinion of my own as we approach these kinds of issues.

With that, is Senator Thune with us?

[No response.]

Senator CRAPO. Okay. If Senator Thune is not available, then that means that you are all done with your questions, with the interrogation. I would like to thank each of you for being willing to take upon yourself these commitments to serve our country, and for being here today, and for your responses, even though I did not agree with all of them.

You will get additional questions in writing. Regarding the questions for the record, the deadline for members to submit the QFRs will be next Tuesday, November 2nd, at 5 p.m. And for our members, that 5 p.m. deadline is firm.

We also—do we have a time frame for responses? Okay, we do not have a specific time frame for responses, but quickly, please. We appreciate prompt responses.

We do thank you all for your cooperation and your attendance here. And with that, this hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, members of the committee, thank you for considering my nomination to be General Counsel at the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). I am humbled and honored by President Biden’s decision to nominate me, and I am excited, if confirmed, to serve under the leadership of Secretary Xavier Becerra.

I would like to thank my family for their love and support. Here with me today is my wife, Margo Schlanger, who is a terrific and accomplished attorney in her own right. Watching from afar are my children, Harry and Leila—twins who are in their senior year of college—and my mother, Naida Tushnet—who is nominally retired but keeps up a full schedule fighting to improve her own community. I would also like to thank my supervisors in my government positions: former Governor Deval Patrick, former Secretary of Labor Tom Perez, and Acting Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Shalanda Young. And I would like to thank the two great, now-departed jurists for whom I clerked, Judge Stephen Reinhardt and Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, whose memories are a blessing.

In the more than 28 years since I graduated law school, my work has sought to advance the paired principles that should always inform the application of the law: no person, no matter how high their position, should be above the law’s constraints, nor should anyone be beneath its protections.

Perhaps no case illustrates those principles better than that of George Lane. George had paraplegia and was a bit down on his luck. When he was accused of a minor criminal violation, his hearing was held on the second floor of a courthouse with no elevator. And when he couldn’t make it to the courtroom because his disability kept him from climbing stairs, he was arrested for failure to appear in court. I worked with George to take his case to the Supreme Court, and—with the help of President George W. Bush’s Solicitor General—we prevailed. George’s case showed that, at its best, the law must be open and responsive to even the humblest members of our community. I was very proud to have achieved this result—and to have worked with congressional and administration allies across partisan divides to build support for George’s case.

Should I be fortunate enough to be confirmed, I will approach the General Counsel role in the same spirit. I will work to ensure that the actions of the Department conform to the substantive and procedural requirements that Congress has established—as well as the fundamental principles and protections of the Constitution. And I will work to ensure that the Department advances its critical mission of enhancing the health and well-being of all Americans.

During the Obama-Biden administration, I was the Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights at the U.S. Department of Justice. In addition to supervising 200 attorneys across three sections of the Civil Rights Division, I led the Department’s enforcement of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Much of my disability rights work has required me to engage with State Medicaid programs—to defend the rights of people with disabilities to receive services in their own homes and communities. I worked with Governors, Sheriffs, and other State and local officials across party lines who were committed to providing quality services to individuals with disabilities. Through this work, I learned a lot about the
particular needs of different States and regions. I am especially proud of work I did to reach a historic agreement with then-Governor Sonny Perdue in Georgia to expand that State’s community-based services system. In the course of that work, I saw how important tools such as telehealth can be in serving rural and other communities without access to specialized providers—a lesson that the COVID–19 pandemic has underscored for all of us.

More than a year into that pandemic, the laws that HHS administers are essential to the Department’s mission. Should I be confirmed, I will seek to uphold the law with a commitment to equity, transparency, and accountability.

Thank you, again, for considering my nomination. I look forward to your questions.
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10. Government experience (list any current and former advisory, consultative, honorary,
or other part-time service or positions with Federal, State, or local governments held since college, including dates, other than those listed above):

In addition to the positions listed above, I also served as a part-time, volunteer member of the Ann Arbor Housing Commission and its affiliated nonprofits, the Ann Arbor Housing Development Corporation and the Ann Arbor Affordable Housing Corporation, from March 2019 until I assumed my position at OMB in January 2021.

11. Business relationships (list all current and former positions held as an officer, director, trustee, partner (e.g., limited partner, non-voting, etc.), proprietor, agent, representative, or consultant of any corporation, company, firm, partnership, other business enterprise, or educational or other institution):
None.

12. Memberships (list all current and former memberships, as well as any current and former offices held in professional, fraternal, scholarly, civic, business, char-
itable, and other organizations dating back to college, including dates for these memberships and offices):

I have undertaken to answer this question as fully as I can. I do not have complete records of my memberships going back the 31 years since I graduated college.

Ann Arbor Reconstructionist Congregation.
Member (2011–present).
I served a term on the board and a couple of years on the Rabbinical Search Committee.

State Bar of Michigan.
Member (2010–present).

California State Bar.
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Public Justice.
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American Constitution Society.
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13. Political affiliations and activities:

a. List all public offices for which you have been a candidate dating back to the age of 18:

Michigan Supreme Court (Democratic nominee, 2018).

b. List all memberships and offices held in and services rendered to all political parties or election committees, currently and during the last 10 years prior to the date of your nomination:

I am a member of the Michigan Democratic Party and the Washtenaw County Democratic Party. During the past 10 years (but not since assuming my current Federal position), I have hosted or co-hosted fundraisers for various candidates in Michigan.

c. Itemize all political contributions to any individual, campaign organization, political party, political action committee, or similar entity of $50 or more for the past 10 years prior to the date of your nomination:

See table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberty and Justice for All PAC</td>
<td>7/10/21</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Perez for Governor</td>
<td>6/21/21</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent County Democratic Party</td>
<td>6/13/21</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Nessel for Attorney General</td>
<td>5/26/21</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Levin for Congress</td>
<td>5/22/21</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Whitmer for Governor</td>
<td>4/21/21</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washtenaw County Democratic—Federal Account</td>
<td>4/17/21</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Senate</td>
<td>12/22/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Senate</td>
<td>12/22/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Whitmer for Governor</td>
<td>12/15/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnock for Georgia</td>
<td>11/7/20</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Senate</td>
<td>11/7/20</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Federal Elections Committee—Federal Account</td>
<td>10/31/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>10/31/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>10/28/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>10/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Together Fund PAC</td>
<td>10/25/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters Victory 2020</td>
<td>10/25/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>10/25/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>10/25/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden Victory Fund</td>
<td>10/25/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Espy for Senate</td>
<td>10/23/20</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>10/23/20</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>10/23/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Congressional District Democrats</td>
<td>10/22/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan House Democratic Fund</td>
<td>10/20/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>10/15/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters Victory 2020</td>
<td>10/12/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>10/10/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Welch for Supreme Court</td>
<td>10/7/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnock for Georgia</td>
<td>10/6/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Harrison for U.S. Senate</td>
<td>10/6/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Alan Gross for U.S. Senate</td>
<td>10/6/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>10/5/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal for NC</td>
<td>10/1/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters Victory 2020</td>
<td>10/1/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Street PAC</td>
<td>10/1/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>10/1/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>9/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Pohutsky for HD 19</td>
<td>9/29/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>9/27/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden Victory Fund</td>
<td>9/27/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Porter for Congress</td>
<td>9/21/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Kelly for Senate</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Gideon for Maine</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Greenfield for Iowa</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal for NC</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal for NC</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal for NC</td>
<td>9/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes on 16</td>
<td>9/14/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Stevens for Congress</td>
<td>9/11/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Davis for Congress</td>
<td>9/11/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>9/10/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>9/8/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>9/6/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Dan O’Neil</td>
<td>9/3/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Daniel Ortiz for State Representative</td>
<td>9/1/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>8/31/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden Victory Fund</td>
<td>8/31/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>8/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>8/22/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic Jewish Caucus</td>
<td>8/21/20</td>
<td>$72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Street PAC</td>
<td>8/17/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Pulver for State Representative</td>
<td>8/17/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Congressional District Democrats</td>
<td>8/15/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>8/13/20</td>
<td>$74.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden Victory Fund</td>
<td>8/13/20</td>
<td>$74.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tania Ganguly for Canton Trustee</td>
<td>8/11/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Whitmer for Governor</td>
<td>8/11/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>8/10/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic Party</td>
<td>8/8/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Democratic Party</td>
<td>8/8/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Levin for Congress</td>
<td>8/3/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>7/31/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>7/31/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>7/31/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>7/31/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>7/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Senate</td>
<td>7/28/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Senate</td>
<td>7/28/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody LaMacchia for State Representative</td>
<td>7/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washtenaw County Democratic—Federal Account</td>
<td>7/16/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>7/12/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheri Beasley for Supreme Court</td>
<td>7/12/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>7/8/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>7/8/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane for Colorado</td>
<td>7/1/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>6/30/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine A Morse</td>
<td>6/30/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>6/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>6/26/20</td>
<td>$272.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>6/26/20</td>
<td>$227.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden Victory Fund</td>
<td>6/19/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>6/19/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Breen for State Representative</td>
<td>6/14/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Pulver for State Representative</td>
<td>6/14/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>6/10/20</td>
<td>$950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>6/10/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowman for Congress</td>
<td>6/5/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Savit for Prosecuting Attorney</td>
<td>6/2/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Brixie Blue Wave Fund</td>
<td>5/31/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Slotkin for Congress</td>
<td>5/29/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>5/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Hart for Iowa</td>
<td>5/27/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Donna Lasinsky</td>
<td>5/15/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>5/13/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Jewish Democrats Federal Action Fund</td>
<td>5/10/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Thornton for State Representative</td>
<td>5/3/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>4/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>4/28/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Pohutsky for HD 19</td>
<td>4/20/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>4/14/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic National Committee</td>
<td>4/12/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic National Committee</td>
<td>4/8/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>4/8/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>3/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Davis for Congress</td>
<td>3/24/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashida Tlaib for Congress</td>
<td>3/21/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Pohutsky for HD 19</td>
<td>3/11/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Yousef Rabbi</td>
<td>3/9/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Radina for City Council</td>
<td>3/7/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>3/5/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal for NC</td>
<td>3/3/20</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tania Ganguly for Canton Trustee</td>
<td>3/3/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Donna Lasinsky</td>
<td>3/2/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Dan O’Neil</td>
<td>2/29/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>2/29/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommer Foster for Canton Trustee</td>
<td>2/29/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren for President</td>
<td>2/21/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren for President</td>
<td>2/20/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Karofsky for Supreme Court</td>
<td>2/19/20</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Welch for Supreme Court</td>
<td>2/18/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody LaMacchia for State Representative</td>
<td>2/16/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Warren for President</td>
<td>2/5/20</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic National Committee</td>
<td>1/29/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Slotkin for Congress</td>
<td>1/29/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Levin for Congress</td>
<td>1/15/20</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Levin for Congress</td>
<td>1/1/20</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan House Democratic Fund</td>
<td>12/30/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes We Can Democratic Club</td>
<td>12/19/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Stevens for Congress</td>
<td>12/17/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren for President</td>
<td>12/16/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Slotkin for Congress</td>
<td>12/16/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>12/15/19</td>
<td>$72.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>12/15/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>12/7/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Goodwin for Insurance Commissioner</td>
<td>12/2/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Mari Manoogian</td>
<td>12/2/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Jewish Democrats Federal Action Fund</td>
<td>11/24/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Jewish Democrats Federal Action Fund</td>
<td>11/24/20</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Senate</td>
<td>11/19/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Tedra Cobb</td>
<td>11/16/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>11/15/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondaire for Congress</td>
<td>11/15/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>11/9/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastenaw County Democratic—Federal Account</td>
<td>11/3/19</td>
<td>$87.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Pulver for State Representative</td>
<td>10/23/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Padma Kuppa</td>
<td>10/20/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody LaMacchia for State Representative</td>
<td>10/18/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren for President</td>
<td>10/16/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan House Democratic Fund</td>
<td>10/13/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Jewish Democrats Federal Action Fund</td>
<td>10/2/19</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashida Tlaib for Congress</td>
<td>9/28/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa Slotkin for Congress</td>
<td>9/21/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>9/14/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActBlue</td>
<td>9/14/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tania Ganguly for Canton Trustee</td>
<td>9/9/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty and Justice for All PAC</td>
<td>9/7/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Savit for Prosecuting Attorney</td>
<td>9/5/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>8/27/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote Kelly Breen</td>
<td>8/19/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washtenaw County Democratic—Federal Account</td>
<td>8/16/19</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren for President</td>
<td>8/3/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Savit for Prosecuting Attorney</td>
<td>8/2/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>8/2/19</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Pohutsky for HD 19</td>
<td>7/25/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Davis for Congress</td>
<td>7/22/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Mari Manoogian</td>
<td>7/19/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Julia Pulver</td>
<td>7/18/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Julia Pulver</td>
<td>7/5/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Caban for District Attorney</td>
<td>7/4/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActBlue</td>
<td>6/30/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten for Congress</td>
<td>6/30/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic Jewish Caucus</td>
<td>6/25/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Stevens for Congress</td>
<td>6/24/19</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan List</td>
<td>6/20/19</td>
<td>$275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Hoadley for Congress</td>
<td>5/6/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote Kelly Breen</td>
<td>5/3/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren for President</td>
<td>4/22/19</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Stevens for Congress</td>
<td>3/29/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Abdullah Hammoud</td>
<td>3/23/19</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody LaMacchia for State Representative</td>
<td>2/21/19</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>2/19/19</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Hinds for City Council</td>
<td>2/9/19</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>11/7/18</td>
<td>$496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic Party</td>
<td>11/2/18</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>10/31/18</td>
<td>$814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic Party</td>
<td>10/30/18</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Pohutsky for HD 19</td>
<td>10/23/18</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>10/21/18</td>
<td>$2,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>10/19/18</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>10/19/18</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>10/17/18</td>
<td>$2,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi for Senate</td>
<td>10/12/18</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi for Senate</td>
<td>10/12/18</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>9/30/18</td>
<td>$1,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>9/15/18</td>
<td>$1,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canton Democratic Club</td>
<td>9/6/18</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Congressional District Democrats</td>
<td>9/1/18</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>8/31/18</td>
<td>$1,723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic Party</td>
<td>8/17/18</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>8/10/18</td>
<td>$1,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>8/9/18</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Robert Van Kirk</td>
<td>8/4/18</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>7/31/18</td>
<td>$2,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Federation of College Democrats</td>
<td>7/25/18</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Dana Nessel</td>
<td>7/11/18</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>6/30/18</td>
<td>$682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>6/14/18</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>5/31/18</td>
<td>$559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>5/7/18</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>4/30/18</td>
<td>$562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Congressional District Democrats</td>
<td>4/28/18</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Caucus of the Michigan Democratic Party</td>
<td>4/1/18</td>
<td>$54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>3/31/18</td>
<td>$86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Bieda for Congress</td>
<td>3/31/18</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Democratic State Central Committee</td>
<td>3/6/18</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>2/22/18</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bagenstos for Supreme Court</td>
<td>2/15/18</td>
<td>$312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>2/13/18</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Earls for Supreme Court</td>
<td>1/23/18</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>1/13/18</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>12/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>11/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Jones for Senate Committee</td>
<td>11/13/17</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Miles for Attorney General</td>
<td>10/19/17</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Benson for Secretary of State</td>
<td>10/17/17</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>10/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Jones for Senate Committee</td>
<td>9/27/17</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Jealous for Governor</td>
<td>9/24/17</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>9/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>8/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>7/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>6/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Allred for Congress</td>
<td>6/7/17</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Congress</td>
<td>5/30/17</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>5/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>5/4/17</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Congress</td>
<td>4/19/17</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Left</td>
<td>4/13/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Congress</td>
<td>4/12/17</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Thompson for Kansas</td>
<td>4/6/17</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rob Quist for Montana</td>
<td>4/6/17</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Congress</td>
<td>3/20/17</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Congress</td>
<td>3/1/17</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Ossoff for Congress</td>
<td>3/1/17</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes We Can Democratic Club</td>
<td>1/14/17</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Baldwin for Senate</td>
<td>12/31/16</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Ross for Senate</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie for NH</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Cortez Masto for Senate</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie McGinty for Senate</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Cortez Masto for Senate</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>10/19/16</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy for Illinois</td>
<td>8/22/16</td>
<td>$110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy for Illinois</td>
<td>8/22/16</td>
<td>$110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Victory Fund</td>
<td>7/21/16</td>
<td>$2,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary for America</td>
<td>7/21/16</td>
<td>$2,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ for Wisconsin</td>
<td>6/23/16</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>3/23/16</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy for Illinois</td>
<td>3/21/16</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>12/31/15</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy for Illinois</td>
<td>12/31/15</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Gilbert for Congress</td>
<td>12/31/15</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ for Wisconsin</td>
<td>12/31/15</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ for Wisconsin</td>
<td>12/31/15</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary for America</td>
<td>12/23/15</td>
<td>$1,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary for America</td>
<td>10/22/15</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary for America</td>
<td>8/15/15</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary for America</td>
<td>6/30/15</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ for Wisconsin</td>
<td>5/15/15</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchen Driskell for Congress</td>
<td>3/11/15</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Totten for Attorney General</td>
<td>10/19/14</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>10/7/14</td>
<td>$2,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>9/30/14</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>8/25/14</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>7/30/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>7/30/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>7/24/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>7/24/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>7/20/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>6/26/14</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Gretchen Driskell</td>
<td>4/16/14</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Byrnes for Congress</td>
<td>3/30/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Totten for Attorney General</td>
<td>3/16/14</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>2/27/14</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>2/27/14</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Byrnes for Congress</td>
<td>1/8/14</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliette Kayyem for Governor</td>
<td>1/6/14</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>12/30/13</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>12/28/13</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>11/27/13</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>9/24/13</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>9/13/13</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliette Kayyem for Governor</td>
<td>8/27/13</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>7/31/13</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>6/30/13</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peters for Michigan</td>
<td>6/30/13</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Schauer for Governor</td>
<td>6/5/13</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>11/4/12</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>10/26/12</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends of Gretchen Driskell</td>
<td>10/24/12</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duckworth for Congress</td>
<td>10/19/12</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>10/16/12</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>10/10/12</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Victory Fund 2012</td>
<td>10/10/12</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>10/7/12</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>9/7/12</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>8/31/12</td>
<td>$728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>8/24/12</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee to Elect Carol Kuhnke Circuit Court Judge</td>
<td>8/23/12</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>8/10/12</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duckworth for Congress</td>
<td>8/9/12</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>8/7/12</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>7/15/12</td>
<td>$126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution Description</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Victory Fund 2012</td>
<td>7/15/12</td>
<td>$126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama for America</td>
<td>7/10/12</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duckworth for Congress</td>
<td>7/10/12</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Victory Fund 2012</td>
<td>7/10/12</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Party of Wisconsin—Federal Account</td>
<td>5/14/12</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabenow for U.S. Senate</td>
<td>5/14/12</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Honors and awards (list all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, honorary society memberships, military medals, and any other special recognitions for outstanding service or achievement received since the age of 18):

- James T. Neubacher Award, University of Michigan Council for Disability Concerns (2012).
- Bethesda Voices Public Policy Award, Bethesda Lutheran Communities (2011).
- Special Commendation, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice (1996).
- Special Achievement Award, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice (1995).
- Phi Beta Kappa (1989).

15. Published writings (list the titles, publishers, dates, and hyperlinks (as applicable) of all books, articles, reports, blog posts, or other published materials you have written):

**Law Journal Articles and Essays:**

- The Americans with Disabilities Act as Welfare Reform, 44 Wm. and Mary L. Rev. 921 (2003).
- Justice Ginsburg and the Judicial Role in Expanding “We the People”: The Disability Rights Cases, 104 Colum. L. Rev. 49 (2004).
- The Supreme Court, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and Rational Discrimination, 55 Ala. L. Rev. 923 (2004).
- The Promise was Broken: Law as a Negative Force in Bruce Springsteen’s Music, 14 Widener L.J. 837 (2005).
• Spending Clause Litigation in the Roberts Court, 58 Duke L.J. 345 (2008).
• Universalism and Civil Rights (With Notes on Voting Rights After Shelby), 123 Yale L.J. 2838 (2014).
• The Unrelenting Libertarian Challenge to Public Accommodations Law, 66 Stan. L. Rev. 1205 (2014).
• Bottlenecks and Antidiscrimination Theory, 93 Tex. L. Rev. 415 (2014).
• Disability Rights and Labor: Is This Conflict Really Necessary?, 92 Ind. L.J. 277 (2016).
• The EEOC, the ADA, and Workplace Wellness Programs, 27 Health Matrix 81 (2017).
• Disability Rights and the Discourse of Justice, 73 SMU L. Rev. F. 26 (2020).
• This is What Democracy Looks Like: Title IX and the Legitimacy of the Administrative State, 118 Mich. L. Rev. 1053 (2020).
• Taking Choice Seriously in Olmstead Jurisprudence, 40 J. Legal Med. 5 (2020).
• The ADA Amendments Act and the Projects of the American Disability Rights Movement, 23 UDC L. Rev. 139 (2020).
• Legitimacy and Agency Implementation of Title IX, 43 Harv. J.L. and Gender 301 (2020).
• Consent, Coercion, and Employment Law, 55 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 409 (2020).
• Towards an Urban Disability Agenda, 47 Fordham Urban L.J. 1335 (2020).
• Disability and Reproductive Justice, 14 Harv. L. and Pol’y Rev. 273 (2020).

Articles and Essays in Other Outlets


Kentucky Clerk Kim Davis Never Should Have Gone to Jail, New Republic, Sept. 8, 2015, available at http://goo.gl/St0bbK.

Technical Standards and Lawsuits Involving Accommodations for Health Professions Students, 18 AMA J. Ethics 1017 (2016) [no hyperlink available].

The Spending Clause (with Ilya Somin) and For a Broad Spending Power, in Nat'l Constitution Center, Interactive Constitution (2016), available at https://goo.gl/ohxtu0.


Disorders of Consciousness and Disability Law (with Joseph J. Fins and Megan S. Wright), 95 Mayo Clinic Proceedings 1732 (2020) [no hyperlink available].


Refusing to Certify Legitimate Votes is a Felony (with Justin Levitt), Detroit Free Press, Nov. 23, 2020, available at https://perma.cc/P6FJ-9TX.

Books and Book Chapters

Law and the Contradictions of the Disability Rights Movement (Yale U. Press, 2009) [no hyperlink available].


A Nation of Widening Opportunities: The Civil Rights Act at 50 (Ellen D. Katz and Samuel R. Bagenstos, eds., 2015).


The Judiciary’s Now-Limited Role in Special Education, in From Schoolhouse to Courthouse: The Judiciary’s Role in American Education (Joshua Dunn and Martin West, eds., 2009) [no hyperlink available].
• Federalism by Waiver After the Health Care Case, in The Health Care Case: The Supreme Court’s Decision and Its Implications (Nathaniel Persily, Gillian Metzger, and Trevor Morrison, eds., 2013).
• On Class-not-Race, in A Nation of Widening Opportunities, supra (2015).
• Foreword: Thoughts on Responding to the Left Critique of Disability Rights Law, in Disability Politics in a Global Economy: Essays in Honour of Marta Russell (Kavi Malhotra, ed., 2016) [no hyperlink available].
• Nevada Department of Human Resources v. Hibbs: Universalism and Reproductive Justice, in Reproductive Rights and Justice Stories (Melissa Murray, Kate Shaw and Reva Siegel, eds., 2019) [no hyperlink available].
• Health Professions and the Law, in Disability as Diversity: A Guidebook for Inclusion in Medicine, Nursing, and the Health Professions (Lisa Meeks and Leslie Neal-Boylan, eds., 2020) [no hyperlink available].

Blogging
• Formerly maintained the Disability Law Blog: https://disabilitylaw.blogspot.com/.
• Guest-blogged at various outlets, including Prawfsblawg, SCOTUSBlog, the ACS Blog, Concurring Opinions, Balkinization, the Take Care blog, and Just Security.

16. Speeches (list all formal speeches and presentations (e.g., PowerPoint) you have delivered during the past 5 years which are on topics relevant to the position for which you have been nominated, including dates):

I do not have a list of all speeches and presentations I have delivered in the last 5 years. I do, however, have records of giving the following presentations (with hyperlinks to the extent I could find them):

• COVID–19: Disability Civil Rights and Health Care Rationing (panel discussion hosted by Wayne State University Law School, April 13, 2020).
• #COVIDChat with Samuel Bagenstos, JD (April 28, 2020).
• Bloggingheads.tv (April 5, 2018).
• Olmstead: The Supreme Court Litigation, panel at Georgetown Journal on Poverty Law and Policy’s Symposium on Fulfilling Olmstead: Community Living for People with Disabilities (2019) [transcript of remarks is listed in the publications section above].
• Taking Choice Seriously in Olmstead Jurisprudence, keynote address at Georgia State University’s Symposium on Olmstead at Twenty: The Past and Future of Community Integration (2019) [written version of remarks appears in the publications section above].
• The ADA Amendments Act and the Projects of the American Disability Rights Movement, presentation at UDC Law Review’s Symposium on Disability Rights: Past, Present, and Future (2019) [written version of remarks appears in the publications section above].
• The Politics of Disability Identity, Richards Lecture on Disability Law, University of Iowa College of Law (2019).
• Educational Equality for Children with Disabilities, Ken Campbell Lecture on Disability Law and Policy, Ohio State University (2017) [written version of remarks appears in the publications section above].
• Disability, Universalism, Social Rights, and Citizenship, presentation at Cardozo Law Review’s disability law symposium (2017) [written version of remarks appears in the publications section above].
• Disability Rights and Labor: Is This Conflict Really Necessary?, William R. Stewart Lecture, Indiana University Maurer School of Law (2016) [written version of remarks appears in the publications section above].
• Corporate Wellness Programs: Are They Hazardous to Well-Being?, panel discussion at Case Western University School of Law (2016) [written version of remarks appears in the publications section above].

17. Qualifications (state what, in your opinion, qualifies you to serve in the position to which you have been nominated):

When I decided to become an attorney, I was inspired by the civil rights movement, which used the law to rectify historic injustices. I have been fortunate to have been able to use my legal training to pursue equality and fairness in many important areas—notably those relating to health care and human services. I have litigated cases that helped protect those living with HIV against health-care discrimination, ensure that those who are pregnant do not lose their
jobs, secure to those with physical disabilities basic access to government facilities, and provide those who have experienced water contamination a means to hold public officials accountable. Most recently, I engaged in legal and administrative advocacy to ensure that people with preexisting disabilities may not be sent to the back of the line for COVID–19 treatments.

No individual or entity should be above the law’s obligations, nor should any be below its protections. Should I be confirmed as General Counsel of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), I will serve in that spirit. If confirmed, I will not be a policymaker; I will have the responsibility of ensuring that policies set by the President and his appointees are developed and implemented in a way that is consistent with the law. That is the role that I currently play as General Counsel at the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and that is the role that I am prepared to play as General Counsel at HHS.

I have spent nearly 30 years litigating, studying, and writing about substantive areas of law that implicate HHS. I have litigated health-related matters in the Michigan courts and in Federal courts throughout the country, including arguing four cases before the Supreme Court of the United States. I also have developed extensive expertise in the regulatory process during my work at OMB, at the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), and as an outside advocate. All of these experiences qualify me for the role of General Counsel at HHS.

Throughout my career, I have worked on complex legal and policy issues that required me to engage with key components of HHS. Those components have included the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Food and Drug Administration, the Administration for Children and Families, the Administration for Community Living, the Administration on Aging, the Office of Civil Rights, and the Office of the General Counsel (OGC).

From 2009 to 2011, I was the Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. In addition to supervising 200 attorneys across three sections of DOJ’s Civil Rights Division—a division that is almost the same size as the entire HHS OGC, I led the Department’s enforcement of the Americans with Disabilities Act. That work frequently required me to work with State Medicaid systems—negotiating amicably with them where possible, suing them where necessary—to defend the rights of people with disabilities to receive community-based services. I have a deep understanding of the legal and regulatory issues that apply to Medicaid (at both the State and Federal levels)—as well as to Medicare.

For several years, I litigated on behalf of Flint residents who were victims of the city’s water crisis—a public health emergency. I successfully argued the case three times before a Federal appeals court. As a result, the Flint residents obtained the chance to make their constitutional case in court and hold accountable those who caused the crisis.

I am currently the General Counsel at OMB. One of my primary responsibilities in this role is to make sure that regulations and other administrative pronouncements issued by Federal agencies comply with the law—notably the restrictions of the Administrative Procedure Act. Because of my experience working on administrative law issues at OMB, I will be able to do my job at HHS more effectively and efficiently from day one.

**B. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS**

1. Will you sever all connections (including participation in future benefit arrangements) with your present employers, business firms, associations, or organizations if you are confirmed by the Senate? If not, provide details.

I will retain my tenure at the University of Michigan but will be on an unpaid leave and receive no salary or benefits (other than continued participation, without new contributions, in my defined-contribution retirement accounts). I have ceased any work in my part-time solo legal practice, and that practice will remain dormant during my government service.

2. Do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue outside employment, with or without compensation, during your service with the government? If so, provide details.

No.
3. Has any person or entity made a commitment or agreement to employ your services in any capacity after you leave government service? If so, provide details.

No (aside from my answer to Question B.1.).

4. If you are confirmed by the Senate, do you expect to serve out your full term or until the next presidential election, whichever is applicable? If not, explain.

Yes.

C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

1. Indicate any current and former investments, obligations, liabilities, or other personal relationships, including spousal or family employment, which could involve potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

Any potential conflict of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of my ethics agreement, which was developed in consultation with ethics officials at the Department of Health and Human Services and the Office of Government Ethics. I understand that my ethics agreement has been provided to the committee. I am not aware of any potential conflict other than those addressed by my ethics agreement. If I have any questions arise, I will consult with HHS career ethics officials.

2. Describe any business relationship, dealing, or financial transaction which you have had during the last 10 years (prior to the date of your nomination), whether for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

Any potential conflict of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of my ethics agreement, which was developed in consultation with ethics officials at the Department of Health and Human Services and the Office of Government Ethics. I understand that my ethics agreement has been provided to the committee. I am not aware of any potential conflict other than those addressed by my ethics agreement. If I have any questions arise, I will consult with HHS career ethics officials.

3. Describe any activity during the past 10 years (prior to the date of your nomination) in which you have engaged for the purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat, or modification of any legislation or affecting the administration and execution of law or public policy. Activities performed as an employee of the Federal government need not be listed.

In 2017 and 2018, I participated, with several others, in the drafting of Proposals 2 (independent redistricting commission) and 3 (voting rights), State constitutional amendments that the voters of Michigan adopted in the 2018 election.

In 2012, I testified before the Senate HELP Committee in favor of the Employment Non-Discrimination Act.

On numerous occasions, I have assisted public interest organizations in submitting comments on proposed rulemakings by Federal agencies. On occasion, I have also submitted comments on my own behalf, as in response to proposed rules for the SNAP program in 2019, and proposed rules for the Fair Housing Act in that same year.

Much of the litigation in which I have engaged through my career has “affect[ed] the administration and execution of law and public policy” as well.

4. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict of interest, including any that are disclosed by your responses to the above items. (Provide the committee with two copies of any trust or other agreements.)

Any potential conflict of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of my ethics agreement, which was developed in consultation with ethics officials at the Department of Health and Human Services and the Office of Government Ethics. I understand that my ethics agreement has been provided to the committee. I am not aware of any potential conflict other than those addressed by my ethics agreement. If I have any questions arise, I will consult with HHS career ethics officials.
5. Two copies of written opinions should be provided directly to the committee by the designated agency ethics officer of the agency to which you have been nominated and by the Office of Government Ethics concerning potential conflicts of interest or any legal impediments to your serving in this position. I understand that my ethics agreement has been provided to the committee along with the accompanying transmittal documents.

D. LEGAL AND OTHER MATTERS

1. Have you ever been the subject of a complaint or been investigated, disciplined, or otherwise cited for a breach of ethics for unprofessional conduct before any court, administrative agency (e.g., an Inspector General’s office), professional association, disciplinary committee, or other ethics enforcement entity at any time? Have you ever been interviewed regarding your own conduct as part of any such inquiry or investigation? If so, provide details, regardless of the outcome.

No.

2. Have you ever been investigated, arrested, charged, or held by any Federal, State, or other law enforcement authority for a violation of any Federal, State, county, or municipal law, regulation, or ordinance, other than a minor traffic offense? Have you ever been interviewed regarding your own conduct as part of any such inquiry or investigation? If so, provide details.

In 2011, due to an oversight, I failed to renew my car registration in DC. A police officer noticed the expired tag and pulled me over. Rather than issuing me a citation, the officer arrested me. When I arrived at the precinct, the desk sergeant was not pleased that the officer had arrested me rather than having merely given me a ticket. The desk sergeant released me and dismissed the charge without any admission of guilt on payment of a $50.00 fee. (In DC, they call this practice “post and forfeit.”)

3. Have you ever been involved as a party in interest in any administrative agency proceeding or civil litigation? If so, provide details.

No.

4. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty or nolo contendere) of any criminal violation other than a minor traffic offense? If so, provide details.

No.

5. Please advise the committee of any additional information, favorable or unfavorable, which you feel should be considered in connection with your nomination.

N/A.

E. TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS

1. If you are confirmed by the Senate, are you willing to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress on such occasions as you may be reasonably requested to do so?

Yes.

2. If you are confirmed by the Senate, are you willing to provide such information as is requested by such committees?

Yes.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD TO SAMUEL R. BAGENSTOS

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. RON WYDEN

TRANSPLANT SYSTEM REFORM

Question. My staff have become aware of a legal determination, made by HHS, which has potentially dire consequences for Americans waiting for a transplant. As I’ve said before, reforming the transplant system is an urgent health equity issue. Communities of color are much more likely to need lifesaving organ transplants. For example, Black Americans are three times more likely to suffer from kidney disease than White Americans. Furthermore, experts project a dramatically increased need
for transplants as a result of COVID–19, which is likely to compound the disparities already experienced by minority populations.

Do you believe it is appropriate for HHS to reconsider its legal determination on how the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) contract is awarded to ensure competition in the next contract cycle?

Answer. Because I am not at HHS, I have not been involved with legal issues concerning the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) contract. But I would be very glad, if confirmed as General Counsel, to work with the attorneys in my office and with program experts at the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) to optimize the OPTN contracting process and the Department's role in ensuring the efficient and equitable operation of this crucial lifesaving program.

Question. As HHS General Counsel, if confirmed, what will you do to address the critical inequities in the transplant system?

Answer. One of the top priorities of the Biden-Harris administration is to address equity issues across the health-care sector, including throughout the organ transplant community. HHS is making numerous adjustments to its policies to help close these health equity gaps.

I understand that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) recently finalized changes to organ procurement organization (OPO) outcome measures to improve the quality of OPO services and hold underperformers accountable by using objective, transparent, and reliable data. I also understand that CMS recently finalized modifications to the End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) Treatment Choices Model—one of the agency’s first CMS Innovation Center models to directly address health equity—to encourage certain health-care providers to decrease disparities in rates of home dialysis and kidney transplants among ESRD patients with lower socioeconomic status. CMS has also announced an intention to issue a request for information that would seek public input on all aspects of the organ donation and transplant system.

If confirmed, I intend to work with HRSA and CMS to assist in using available authority to improve the function of the organ transplant system. I am also committed to working with Congress to support appropriate oversight efforts related to organ procurement.

TELEHEALTH FOLLOWING THE PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY

Question. As the coronavirus began to spread in the spring of 2020, I think one of the most important actions that HHS and Congress took together was to provide new flexibilities for telehealth services, especially in Medicare. During this pandemic, these flexibilities have allowed patients to continue to receive care from their doctors, while maintaining social distancing and reducing the spread of the virus. Many of these flexibilities are authorized via waivers that last through the end of the public health emergency.

If confirmed as General Counsel at HHS, will you work with this committee to ensure a smooth transition for these telehealth flexibilities as the public health emergency ends and Congress considers long-term approaches to modernizing telehealth policies in Medicare?

Answer. Telehealth, supported by investments in broadband infrastructure, is an important tool to that can address health equity and improve access. My understanding is that HHS continues to examine the telehealth flexibilities developed for the current public health emergency and determine how we can build on this work to improve health equity and improve access to health care. CMS recently stated that certain telehealth services that were available for Medicare payment during the public health emergency will continue to be available through December 31, 2023 to allow additional time to evaluate whether these telehealth services should be paid by Medicare permanently. If confirmed, I intend to assist HHS with its review of these important services that improve access to health care.

HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES (HCBS)

Question. For too long, American families have struggled to help their mom, dad, relative, or child with a disability find good quality long-term care at home. Millions of Americans receive home and community-based services through Medicaid today. But many Americans sit on wait lists—sometimes for years—before they can access the services they need.
You have been a powerful advocate on behalf of people with disabilities throughout your career. As you know, Congress just made major investments in home and community-based services through the American Rescue Plan, and we're on the precipice of a historic investment through Build Back Better.

How will your experience advocating on behalf of those with disabilities inform your work at HHS, should you be confirmed, and how would you help to ensure these investments in home and community-based services will benefit American families?

Answer. I appreciate your leadership in this area. My own experience working to expand home and community-based services across the Nation gives me an acute understanding of just how far we need to go to make these programs a reality for those who want to be served in their own homes rather than in nursing homes and other institutions.

As you noted, the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 temporarily provides additional Medicaid funding that allows States to enhance, expand, or strengthen HCBS under the Medicaid program. I understand that CMS is working with States to improve the HCBS system, both in response to the COVID–19 public health emergency and in response to longstanding priorities.

If confirmed, I look forward to working with CMS on further improving HCBS for all Americans.

**QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. RICHARD BURR**

*Question.* The Family First Prevention Services Act created a new Federal category for settings that deliver trauma-informed treatment for foster children with serious emotional or behavioral issues in a residential setting, known as Qualified Residential Treatment Programs (QRTPs). QRTPs are one of the few residential settings that are eligible for title IV–E reimbursement.

On October 19, 2021, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) confirmed QRTPs with more than 16 beds meet the definition of an Institutions for Mental Diseases (IMDs), preventing Medicaid reimbursement for care in these facilities. Specifically, the CMS guidance document stated: “CMS does not have the authority to utilize general enforcement discretion or compliance action to authorize reimbursement of services provided to children residing in QRTPs that the state has assessed as meeting the definition of an IMD.”

On a recent call with staff of committee members, you mentioned that you have spent a great deal of time thinking about the IMD exclusion from Medicaid payments but have not thought about the merits of a potential policy change for QRTPs. On the same call, you indicated that you had not previously contemplated whether or not you feel there is a distinction between these specialized facilities for vulnerable children and other IMDs, namely inpatient psychiatric hospitals.

You have been serving as the General Counsel for the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) since January of 2021. Typically, OMB serves as a clearinghouse for agency documents before they are made public. According to its website, one of the office’s five main functions is “Coordination and review of all significant Federal regulations from executive agencies, privacy policy, information policy, and review and assessment of information collection requests.”

Did OMB see the CMS guidance prior to its release on October 19, 2021?

Did you see the CMS guidance prior to its release?

If yes, why did you tell my staff that you had not considered the issue previously?

If no, why would the OMB General Counsel, who has decades of experience in disability law and has been nominated to serve in the same position as HHS, not review such an important policy guidance?

Have you provided any more consideration to the issue of whether or not QRTPs should be exempted from the IMD payment exclusion, allowing children in foster care to have Medicaid coverage in these placements?

Do you support the exclusion of QRTPs from the definition of IMDs? Please provide a “yes” or “no” answer.

Answer. The issues surrounding QRTPs are important and complex. I understand that CMS’s section 1115 demonstration opportunity went through appropriate clear-
ance within the Biden-Harris administration. I understand that this demonstration opportunity was developed to provide Federal matching funds for Medicaid services provided to foster children residing in QRTPs. If confirmed, I am committed to working across HHS—with both CMS and the Administration for Children and Families (ACF)—to broadly evaluate all available administrative and legislative authorities to ensure that children in foster care receive the medical care that they need and to which they are entitled, in a safe and nurturing setting that fosters their growth and development. I will similarly work to ensure that children in foster care receive necessary medical care without disruption.

Question. The rapid pace of medical innovation has led to the development of novel technologies intended to prevent infectious diseases with the potential to benefit individuals with a variety of diseases in the future, such as those used in some of the COVID–19 vaccines. The Advisory Committee for Immunization Practices (ACIP) establishes the list of pediatric vaccines distributed by the Secretary through the Vaccines for Children (VFC) program. In establishing its list, ACIP may include FDA licensed or authorized vaccine products, including those that leverage novel and innovative technology, to help prevent infectious diseases in children.

Can you assure the committee that you will provide assistance, to the best of your ability, as appropriate, and to the fullest extent of your legal authority, to help ensure appropriate access to innovative pediatric immunizations for American children?

Answer. Yes.

Question. The inability to fully leverage our testing infrastructure in the U.S. during the early days of the COVID–19 pandemic left the U.S. Government unable to accurately track the spread of the virus, hampering our ability to effectively control the spread of the virus. Thankfully, over the last 18 months, the private sector has been highly innovative in developing advanced technology to aid in testing and surveillance.

How does HHS plan to leverage advanced or novel technology developed by private sector partners in the near and long-term to help rapidly scale surveillance and testing capabilities and capacity to better prepare for future pandemics?

Answer. As HHS continues to respond to the COVID–19 pandemic, it is important that the Department also look ahead to what can be integrated to better prepare for future pandemics. If confirmed, I will support this ongoing work.

Question. Are there any barriers to effective partnerships with private-sector innovators?

Answer. ASPR’s Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) continuously and effectively partners with private-sector innovators. BARDA provides an integrated, systemic approach to the development of necessary vaccines, drugs, therapies, and diagnostic tools for public health emergencies, including the current COVID–19 pandemic. If confirmed, I will support this ongoing work.

Question. Through the Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act of March 2020 and otherwise, Congress appropriated billions of dollars for the development of COVID–19 therapeutics and diagnostics. However, I have heard that multiple highly promising candidates did not receive funding, and it remains unclear whether and how the funding earmarked for the development of COVID–19 therapeutics and diagnostics was spent.

If confirmed, will you commit to investigating on what activities and programs the funds appropriated to HHS for the purposes of COVID–19 therapeutics and diagnostics through the Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act were spent, and publicly release (in a manner that does not affect national security) such information, in addition to the amount of funding that remains unobligated or unspent?

Answer. I believe in transparency and, if confirmed, will carry out my new role with that perspective in mind. My understanding is that the Office of General Counsel at HHS has been consistently involved in decision-making regarding the use of HHS’s COVID funding, in coordination with the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Financial Resources and the HHS Operating and Staff Divisions, and I would have a better view of this issue once confirmed.
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TODD YOUNG

Question. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) finalized reforms in November of 2020 to ensure that organ procurement organizations (OPOs) will be held accountable to objective data for the first time and that failing OPOs will lose their contracts. The new regulation, however, currently does not allow HHS to decertify a failing OPO until 2026.

What actions can HHS take to accelerate that timeline?

Answer. I understand that CMS recently finalized changes to OPO outcome measures to improve the quality of OPO services and hold underperformers accountable by using objective, transparent, and reliable data. If confirmed, I look forward to working with you, other members of Congress, and CMS to use available authority to hold OPOs accountable for their performance.

Question. The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) contract has been held by only one entity, the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), since 1986. When the contract is up for renewal, UNOS is historically the only bidder for the contract due to contract requirements set forth by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) that make it nearly impossible for other entities to apply.

What specific steps should HHS take to ensure that all future OPTN contracting cycles—including the next, immediate cycle—have a robust, competitive bid process?

Answer. It is my understanding that future contracting cycles will utilize past experience and market research to gauge interest and capabilities of vendors to handle the entirety of the OPTN operational functions. If confirmed, I intend to work with HRSA and CMS to ensure we use available authority to improve the function of the organ transplant ecosystem.

Question. What oversight is HHS providing to ensure UNOS is living up to the requirements set out in statute?

Answer. It is my understanding that the current contract includes requirements that OPTN policymaking be consistent with existing statutes and regulations. If confirmed, I will work with Congress to support their oversight efforts related to organ procurement, where appropriate.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN THUNE

Question. If confirmed, do you anticipate that you would uphold the legal opinion offered by your predecessor related to 340B contract pharmacies, which stated that the plain meaning of 340B statute requires manufacturers to offer drugs at or below ceiling price without qualifiers?

Answer. The 340B drug pricing program is an important program for our safety-net providers serving some of our most vulnerable populations. If confirmed, I look forward to working with you and other members of Congress to uphold the law and ensure this vital program is able to continue supporting vulnerable communities.

Question. As you know, there have been multiple providers of concern at the Indian Health Service. As the Department’s attorney, how would you ensure that abusive providers are held to account and that the Department is transparent with Congress?

Answer. I am aware of this very troubling issue. If confirmed, I am committed to supporting the Indian Health Service’s (IHS) policy of no tolerance for abusing patients or failing to prevent or report abuse in the Indian health system. I will also commit to ensuring that HHS follows the law and holds all employees and contractors accountable to the advancement of our mission and maintenance of the public’s trust in our services and programs. If confirmed, I will work with IHS to ensure continued transparency regarding sexual abuse within the IHS system and to being transparent with Congress and the public.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE CRAPO,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM IDAHO

Today we will hear from a panel of nominees who will influence and implement a broad range of the administration’s priorities.
Dr. Neiman, the United States is the best place in the world to do business. Not surprisingly, that has drawn foreign investment, which has benefited our citizens immensely. I look forward to hearing your views on how the United States can remain a prized destination for foreign investment. I fear that uncontrolled spending, burdensome regulations, and potential tax increases—including on the middle class—will make America less competitive and less attractive for foreign investment. The administration’s international tax negotiations are concerning, given lack of detailed consultation with Congress as a whole.

I am also concerned about how some of our overseas rivals are manipulating international organizations the U.S. helped found, like the World Bank. The U.S. and other countries established these institutions to promote global prosperity, not to further parochial interests.

Mr. Frost, I look forward to learning about your thoughts on the administration’s fiscal policy, the debt ceiling, and proposed financial market reforms, including the U.S. Treasury securities market and the replacement of LIBOR. The debt limit provides an important check on both the President’s and Congress’s policies. And if fiscal decisions that will influence debt accumulation moving forward are willfully made by one party alone, then the accompanying obligation to change the debt limit to accommodate those fiscal choices must also be made by the party making unilateral choices. Tools and time are available to unilaterally accomplish such a change in the debt limit.

Along the way, Mr. Frost, I look forward to your commitment to ensure that Treasury keeps members of this committee fully and timely informed on the Nation’s debt, cash balances, and debt management.

Turning to LIBOR, while recent administrations, the Federal Reserve, and market participants have worked successfully to establish the Secured Overnight Financing Right as an alternative reference rate, nearly $2 trillion in LIBOR-linked exposures are expected to remain outstanding after the termination of LIBOR in June 2023. It is important to understand how the administration plans to address this looming challenge.

Ms. Pagán, the World Trade Organization is critical to our trading interests, but is in need of reform. I look forward to hearing your views on how to make the institution more effective.

Mr. Wilson, if confirmed, you will be the first Deputy U.S. Trade Representative for Innovation and Intellectual Property. Strong intellectual property protections are critical to America’s economic prosperity. This is especially true today. I want to know your priorities for the position, and how we can combat unfair practices by our global competitors, like theft and forced technology transfers, and how we can protect intellectual property and private intellectual property rights.

Additionally, the severity of the COVID–19 pandemic has been lessened, thanks to innovations borne out of the partnership between the American government and American industry. It is critical that we not undermine the American people’s ability to respond to future challenges with intelligence and agility.

Mr. Bagenstos, as the nominee for General Counsel at HHS, you will have a key role in opining on the legality of new regulations. I am interested in your perspective on providing legal opinions to Congress so that we can understand and discuss policymaking effectively with the administration. Already, this administration has shown a disturbing tendency to push through its policy preferences despite clear indications of the intent of Congress.

Finally, I again emphasize the importance of responsiveness to this committee. While there have been noteworthy exceptions, several nominees before this committee have provided late, incomplete, and evasive responses to questions from the members of this panel. This makes it harder for the Finance Committee and its members to work constructively with the administration.

I strongly urge the nominees here today to commit to timely and thorough communication with the committee.

I congratulate the nominees here before us today, and I look forward to our discussion.
Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. I am honored to be President Biden’s nominee to be Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Financial Markets, and I am grateful to Secretary Yellen for her confidence in me.

Before proceeding, I would like to take a moment to acknowledge my family, without whom I would not be sitting here today: my wife Emily, my daughter Lily, and my brother Andy. I would also like to thank my parents, Robert and Nikki, who instilled in me the importance of public service via the example that they set as dedicated public-school teachers.

It was this early example of contributing to the greater good that led me to begin my career at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. I have spent over 23 years at the New York Fed in a number of roles, and in each of those jobs, I saw firsthand the dedication of this committed group of public servants who selflessly helped me to develop my understanding of how different corners of financial markets operate, and how the financial system can better serve the American people.

If confirmed, I would welcome the opportunity to continue to serve our Nation by supporting the President’s and Secretary Yellen’s priorities in leading the Office of Financial Markets. Among other responsibilities, this office helps formulate policy on debt management at the Federal, State, and local levels; serves to assess the capital markets implications of various policy choices; and serves as the Treasury’s eyes and ears in financial markets. This set of responsibilities aligns well with my interests and experience, and having spent my entire career focused on these issues, I look forward to taking a data-driven, taxpayer-centric approach to policymaking.

Finally, I would note that managing the Nation’s debt is an awesome responsibility, and if confirmed, I will be sure to ground any debt management decisions in an assessment of what provides for the lowest cost of funding over time for the taxpayer. I believe that it is also critical to have a resilient and well-functioning Treasury market, and I would look forward to working with other agencies to continue to ensure that the Treasury market is structured so that it remains the deepest, most liquid market in the world.

Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and members of the committee, thank you for considering my nomination. If confirmed, I look forward to working closely with you and your staff and appreciate the important oversight role of this committee. I would be happy to take your questions.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

STATEMENT OF INFORMATION REQUESTED OF NOMINEE

A. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

1. Name (include any former names used): Joshua (Josh) Lee Frost.
2. Position to which nominated: Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Financial Markets.
3. Date of nomination: September 13, 2021.
4. Address (list current residence, office, and mailing addresses):
5. Date and place of birth: April 19, 1976; Neptune, NJ.
6. Marital status (include maiden name of wife or husband’s name):
7. Names and ages of children:
8. Education (list all secondary and higher education institutions, dates attended, degree received, and date degree granted):
Rutgers College; September 1994–May 1998 (BA degree in mathematics and psychology granted May 1998).

New York University; August 2004–May 2006 (MBA degree with a concentration in finance granted May 2006).

9. Employment record (list all jobs held since college, including the title or description of job, name of employer, location of work, and dates of employment for each job):

Various roles, including Director of Treasury Markets, Director of Money Markets, Co-Chair of Large Institution Supervision Coordinating Committee Liquidity Program, Lead of Corporate Credit Facilities, detail to Treasury Department.

10. Government experience (list any current and former advisory, consultative, honorary, or other part-time service or positions with Federal, State, or local governments held since college, including dates, other than those listed above):

Same as employment record above.

11. Business relationships (list all current and former positions held as an officer, director, trustee, partner (e.g., limited partner, non-voting, etc.), proprietor, agent, representative, or consultant of any corporation, company, firm, partnership, other business enterprise, or educational or other institution):

Officer of Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

12. Memberships (list all current and former memberships, as well as any current and former offices held in professional, fraternal, scholarly, civic, business, charitable, and other organizations dating back to college, including dates for these memberships and offices):

None.

13. Political affiliations and activities:

a. List all public offices for which you have been a candidate dating back to the age of 18.

None.

b. List all memberships and offices held in and services rendered to all political parties or election committees, currently and during the last 10 years prior to the date of your nomination.

None.

c. Itemize all political contributions to any individual, campaign organization, political party, political action committee, or similar entity of $50 or more for the past 10 years prior to the date of your nomination.

Biden for President, $2,800—June 4, 2020.

14. Honors and awards (list all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, honorary society memberships, military medals, and any other special recognitions for outstanding service or achievement received since the age of 18):

Rutgers University Presidential Scholar.

Rutgers University honors program.

Phi Beta Kappa.

NYU class valedictorian.

15. Published writings (list the titles, publishers, dates and hyperlinks (as applicable) of all books, articles, reports, blog posts, or other published materials you have written):

Papers:


Other published materials:


16. Speeches (list all formal speeches and presentations (e.g., PowerPoint) you have delivered during the past 5 years which are on topics relevant to the position for which you have been nominated, including dates):

Speeches/presentations:


17. Qualifications (state what, in your opinion, qualifies you to serve in the position to which you have been nominated):

I have spent my entire 23-year career serving the American public in a steady progression of roles at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and believe that this experience has left me particularly well-qualified to serve in the role of Assistant Secretary of Financial Markets, if confirmed.

My professional career began with a 7 1/2-year stint in the Central Bank and International Account Services area of the New York Fed. In this role, I learned the plumbing of the Treasury, mortgage-backed security, and foreign exchange markets, as well as the importance of the dollar in the global financial system.

After graduating at the top of my MBA class in finance, I joined the New York Fed’s open market desk, where I built a strong understanding of all corners of financial markets. In my 12 1/2 years on the open market desk, I led teams that briefed policymakers on market developments, provided Treasury with debt management advice, and designed the Fed’s “QE” purchases in the Treasury market. I also led teams that auctioned U.S. Government debt on behalf of the Treasury, implemented monetary policy in domestic money markets, and designed, built, and published the principal successor to LIBOR (the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR)).

At the end of 2018, following 2 decades in the New York Fed’s Markets Group, I took an opportunity to broaden my knowledge base and led the Federal Reserve’s efforts to supervise the liquidity positions and risk management at the Nation’s most systemically important banks. After roughly a year and half supervising banks, as the pandemic began to spread, I took on the challenge of leading the two Corporate Credit Facilities, jointly launched by the Treasury and Federal Reserve to ensure that the Nation’s largest corporations could continue to play their crucial roles in the global economy and in the labor market.

Finally, perhaps two of the most rewarding parts of my career have been serving on the committee that sets the New York Fed’s strategic priorities and serving as a leadership advisor to the bank’s African American and Latino Men’s Association employee resource group. Both of these opportunities gave me a fresh perspective on the ways that financial markets have historically served to reinforce some of the inequities present in our society, and have made it clear to me that we need a financial system that works for all Americans.
B. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS

1. Will you sever all connections (including participation in future benefit arrangements) with your present employers, business firms, associations, or organizations if you are confirmed by the Senate? If not, provide details.

   Yes. If confirmed by the Senate, I will sever all such connections. Please note that I will remain a participant in the defined benefit plan for employees of the Federal Reserve System. Under this plan, I am eligible to receive a monthly lifetime retirement benefit in the form of a defined benefit at any time after age 50. I will not accrue additional benefits under this plan after I resign from my role at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

2. Do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue outside employment, with or without compensation, during your service with the government? If so, provide details.

   No.

3. Has any person or entity made a commitment or agreement to employ your services in any capacity after you leave government service? If so, provide details.

   No.

4. If you are confirmed by the Senate, do you expect to serve out your full term or until the next presidential election, whichever is applicable? If not, explain.

   Yes.

C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

1. Indicate any current and former investments, obligations, liabilities, or other personal relationships, including spousal or family employment, which could involve potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

   None.

2. Describe any business relationship, dealing or financial transaction which you have had during the last 10 years (prior to the date of your nomination), whether for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

   None.

3. Describe any activity during the past 10 years (prior to the date of your nomination) in which you have engaged for the purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat, or modification of any legislation or affecting the administration and execution of law or public policy. Activities performed as an employee of the Federal government need not be listed.

   None.

4. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict of interest, including any that are disclosed by your responses to the above items. (Provide the committee with two copies of any trust or other agreements.)

   Any potential conflict of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of my ethics agreement, which was developed in consultation with ethics officials at the Department of the Treasury and the Office of Government Ethics. I understand that my ethics agreement has been provided to the committee. I am not aware of any potential conflict.

5. Two copies of written opinions should be provided directly to the committee by the designated agency ethics officer of the agency to which you have been nominated and by the Office of Government Ethics concerning potential conflicts of interest or any legal impediments to your serving in this position.

   Provided to the committee.

D. LEGAL AND OTHER MATTERS

1. Have you ever been the subject of a complaint or been investigated, disciplined, or otherwise cited for a breach of ethics for unprofessional conduct before any court, administrative agency (e.g., an Inspector General's office), professional as-
sociation, disciplinary committee, or other ethics enforcement entity at any time? Have you ever been interviewed regarding your own conduct as part of any such inquiry or investigation? If so, provide details, regardless of the outcome.

No.

2. Have you ever been investigated, arrested, charged, or held by any Federal, State, or other law enforcement authority for a violation of any Federal, State, county, or municipal law, regulation, or ordinance, other than a minor traffic offense? Have you ever been interviewed regarding your own conduct as part of any such inquiry or investigation? If so, provide details.

No.

3. Have you ever been involved as a party in interest in any administrative agency proceeding or civil litigation? If so, provide details.

No.

4. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty or nolo contendere) of any criminal violation other than a minor traffic offense? If so, provide details.

No.

5. Please advise the committee of any additional information, favorable or unfavorable, which you feel should be considered in connection with your nomination.

None.

E. TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS

1. If you are confirmed by the Senate, are you willing to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress on such occasions as you may be reasonably requested to do so?

Yes.

2. If you are confirmed by the Senate, are you willing to provide such information as is requested by such committees?

Yes.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD TO JOSHUA FROST

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. ROBERT MENENDEZ

Question. Our financial industry has a diversity problem, especially at the highest levels. The proportion of minorities in financial services drops by 75 percent from entry-level to the C-Suites. At the highest levels, 90 percent of the C-Suite is White. Women of color make up only 2 percent of executives despite being 21 percent of the entry-level workforce. This is not just an optics problem. Lack of diversity leads to real issues in our financial system. Treasury Secretary Yellen has previously stated that “[i]f economists are mainly of one gender or race, they are likely to miss things that matter.”

Do you believe the same holds true for executives and senior management of financial institutions?

Answer. I agree. The findings from a broad body of academic research on this subject—specifically, that leadership teams that are diverse with respect to background and experience outperform those that are more homogeneous—are unambiguous.

Question. Do you agree that the lack of diversity at financial institutions means they may be more likely to miss things that matter, as Secretary Yellen described?

Answer. I agree, for the reasons stated above.

Question. If confirmed, how would you help diversify regulated financial institutions?

Answer. If confirmed, I will work with the Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions, the Department’s newly appointed Counselor for Racial Equity, and other colleagues around the Treasury Department to promote a financial system that better reflects the diversity of our country. I would work with my colleagues to support policies that lead financial institutions to hire and retain a more diverse workforce,
create opportunities for diverse suppliers, and encourage more diverse representa-
tion at the board level.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MIKE CRAPO

INFLATION, INVESTMENT, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Question. Last week, Fed Chair Powell said, “Supply-side constraints have gotten worse. . . . The risks are clearly now to longer and more persistent bottlenecks, and thus to higher inflation.”

I am deeply concerned that trillions of dollars of new social spending proposed by this administration will exacerbate inflationary trends by sending more dollars after a limited supply of goods and services.

If that happens, I believe the Fed could be constrained in its ability to address inflation through rate increases because of the large and growing deficits that this social spending requires.

However, persistent low rates could contribute to inflation even further.

How will financial markets respond to the rising inflation, growing budget deficits, and rate policy uncertainty stemming from this scenario?

Answer. The President’s infrastructure legislation, including investments in infra-
structure, would be expected to result in a more productive economy in the long run. Upgrading our transportation infrastructure will allow more goods and services to be produced and enable U.S. firms to access new markets. As our digital economy continues to grow, people need reliable broadband in all corners of the country. Further, investing in our airports and ports will help decrease the supply-chain con-
straints that are leading to current pricing pressures. Therefore, I would expect fi-
nancial markets, which are inherently forward-looking, to react positively to the long-run productivity benefits of the proposed legislation. I also agree with Secretary Yellen’s stated view that these investments are not likely to result in an increase in inflation.

Currently, financial markets are not signaling concern over the budget deficit or long-term debt levels. The level and shape of the yield curve are not indicative of a market belief that this is a major issue today. With respect to interest rates, I respect the independence of the Federal Reserve to make those decisions based on its congressional mandate to sustain full employment and stable prices.

Question. What effects would uncertainty in the financial markets have on busi-
ness and public sector investment, as well as economic growth?

Answer. In general, excessive financial market uncertainty can serve as a drag on investment and growth. This happens because firms are reluctant to invest or expand when there is greater uncertainty surrounding their prospects. When volatility increases, companies are less able to anticipate their long-run cost of capital, which can result in lower investment volumes. That is why, if confirmed, I would focus on managing the Nation’s debt in a regular and predictable manner at the lowest cost to the government. I will also work to make sure that market partici-
pants have confidence in a transparent and well-functioning Treasury market. I would also note that the administration’s proposed Build Back Better legislation is likely to result in a more productive economy and lower deficits in the long run.

On the other hand, in August, the Senate passed on a bipartisan basis the Infra-
structure Investment and Jobs Act, which would provide more than $550 billion for traditional physical infrastructure.

Question. Given that so many of our current economic problems stem from supply-
side constraints, in order to promote economic growth, wouldn’t financial markets take more comfort from a focus by the Federal Government on policies to promote investment in traditional physical infrastructure?

Answer. Investments in physical capital/public infrastructure, like the bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, will serve as an important boost to the economy’s long-run growth potential. I agree that there are supply-side constraints, and as I noted above, improvements to our country’s physical infrastructure will be critical in staying competitive and providing confidence to our manufacturers and workers that the government understands these challenges. However, physical in-
fracstructure upgrades alone will not ensure that our economy is on the path to sus-
tained growth and full employment. We also need investments like those outlined in the Build Back Better Act. Financial markets have thus far responded well to the potential for these measures to grow the economy.

DEBT LIMIT

**Question.** The debt limit represents a statutory limitation on the value of debt subject to the limit. Increasing the debt limit serves to facilitate fresh borrowing in order to fund past obligations made by Congress and signed into law by the President. Increasing the debt limit or suspending the debt limit for a fixed future period also facilitates increased borrowing to facilitate funding of new obligations made by Congress and signed into law by the President between the date at which the debt-limit increase (or suspension) was made and the date at which the new, higher, debt-limit binds (under a suspension, there will be a new, higher limit at the date on which the limit is reinstated). The debt limit, and any changes in probabilities of it being breached, can have domestic and international financial and economic effects, and the position to which you have been nominated would confront such effects.

A debt limit increase or suspension is not exclusively limited to increasing debt-issuance authorization that would only facilitate fresh borrowing to pay obligations that have been made prior to the date of the increase or suspension. Do you agree? If not, fully explain why not.

**Answer.** Increasing the debt limit does not authorize new spending. It simply allows the government to finance obligations approved by Congress. Today, an increase in or suspension of the debt limit is necessary to allow Treasury to borrow to meet obligations resulting from laws previously enacted by Congresses and Presidents of both parties. I would add that if the Federal Government failed to honor all of its obligations, the financial and economic effects would be significant.

**Question.** It is known that Treasury regularly makes projections of its near-term and longer-term operating cash balances and, in periods approaching binding of a statutory debt limit, regular (daily, and sometimes multiple times per day) projections about how much headroom is made available from so-called “extraordinary measures” to operate under a debt limit with available cash and incoming receipts, given incoming due obligations.

Will you commit to supplying member of this committee and their staff with regular updates of projections of cash holdings and extraordinary when asked?

**Answer.** If confirmed, I commit to working with members of this committee and their staff to share information to assist the committee in its oversight capacity. I appreciate the committee’s need for information regarding projections during debt limit impasses, and if confirmed, would look forward to working with the committee on this issue.

**Question.** Will you commit to ensuring that members of the committee and their staff have, upon request, at least as much projection information as Treasury supplies to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York?

**Answer.** I would need to be fully briefed by Treasury staff on the exact nature of the information to which you are referring. As a general matter, I am fully committed to providing the committee with information about the debt limit, consistent with applicable laws, procedures, and practices. If confirmed, I would look forward to working with you to facilitate the committee’s ability to perform its important oversight role.

**Question.** Treasury officials regularly meet with financial market participants, officials from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, officials from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and often others, in the New York Fed's Treasury Market Practices Group. When Treasury nears a debt limit that may bind, that Group typically engages in discussions of views about effects on markets, most prominently on markets related to Treasury securities. Indeed, in a September 2, 2021 meeting of the Group which you attended on behalf of Treasury, the debt limit was discussed. In that, and several prior meetings of the Group, relevance of a Group 2013 “white paper” on “Operational Plans for Various Contingencies for Treasury Debt Payments” was noted. That report, as the September meeting minutes reveal “focuses on operational practices associated with a delayed payment on Treasury debt, in order to reduce the adverse consequence of such an even on the markets for these securities.” The report is, in effect, one of the contingency plans we would expect Treasury, the Fed, and others to have in place to provide a road-
map of steps to take in the event of significant market disruption caused by an inability to provide timely payment on U.S. Treasury obligations—where, notably, the cause could be a cyberattack, a superstorm that disrupts systems, breach of a debt limit, or other contingencies. Such a contingency plan is something that, in a prior debt limit scare during the Obama administration, neither Treasury nor Fed officials would acknowledge.

Do you commit, if confirmed, to share contingency plans formulated by Treasury to confront adverse contingencies that could affect market functioning in markets for Treasury securities, if asked by member of this committee?

Answer. While I cannot speak to the Obama administration’s practices regarding contingency planning, if confirmed, my intention would be to ensure that Treasury is as transparent as possible regarding its plans for confronting adverse contingencies.

Question. Do you commit, if confirmed, to report to this committee if you are instructed by anyone to, in turn, instruct officials or staff of the Federal Reserve System, including the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, to refrain from sharing with members of this committee any information about Treasury’s cash positions, projected cash positions, or projections regarding aspects of “extraordinary measures”?

Answer. If confirmed, I would urge Treasury to work in as transparent a manner as possible and would not instruct others to refrain from sharing information in a manner consistent with applicable laws, procedures, and practices.

CAPITAL MARKETS/SECURITIES REGULATION

Question. The administration continues with an odd belief that, somehow, private-market participants do not fully understand and price-in risks presented by climate change. The belief, further, is that those fallible market participants must face more regulations and controls from the perceived infallible Federal regulators, who somehow know risks better than others.

If you agree with the administration’s stance on additional Federal financial regulations for climate change, can you provide detailed examples of exact markets and industries and companies where private-sector actors do not adequately understand risks that somehow Federal regulators know more about?

Answer. I agree with Secretary Yellen and the FSOC that “climate change is an emerging and increasing threat to America’s financial system that requires action.” The steps identified by the FSOC in its recent report, including filling climate-related data and methodological gaps and enhancing public climate-related disclosures, are important in helping the public and private sectors better understand the unique nature of climate risk. I believe it is important that Treasury work with Congress on these important issues. The FSOC’s climate report notes disclosure challenges in a number of specific financial sectors on pages 86 and 87 of the report (available at https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/261/FSOC-Climate-Report.pdf).

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN THUNE

Question. Inflation is at a 13-year high. Prices of more and more goods and services are increasing. Combined with supply-chain bottlenecks, labor shortages, and ultra-easy fiscal and monetary policies, there’s a growing recognition that inflation will be with us well into next year or longer. Republicans warned that pouring $1.9 trillion into the economy earlier this year would fuel inflation, but the White House dismissed increasing price pressures as “transitory”—despite inflation forecasts having been revised up several times already. Now Democrats want to push another multi-trillion-dollar partisan spending bill onto the economy.

Do you regard this inflationary increase as transitory, as Secretary Yellen has proclaimed, or is rising inflation a persistent problem our economy will be dealing with for months, and possibly years, ahead?

Answer. I agree with Secretary Yellen’s view, which is widely held by most economic forecasters, that the inflation outlook remains transitory as the economy pivots from a steep recession back into recovery. The pandemic led to a drastic shift in consumption patterns towards goods and away from services. The pandemic has also disrupted global supply chains and kept some workers on the sidelines. As the
vaccination rate improves and cases recede, I expect these factors to reverse, bringing inflation rates lower.

---

**Question Submitted by Hon. Rob Portman**

*Question.* You have deep contacts at the New York Fed, which is responsible for purchasing debt that the Treasury Department sells. At the Treasury Department you will oversee the desk which sells these securities.

Can you detail which safeguards you will put in place to ensure these transactions remain lawful and are not subject to any conflict of interest?

*Answer.* I take the independence of the Federal Reserve very seriously and would pledge to never undermine this independence. I know that you and this committee are committed to assuring the independence of our Nation’s central bank, and I want to assure you that I share that commitment. I also support the rigorous controls Treasury has in place regarding the conduct of its auctions of Treasury securities. If I have the honor of being confirmed, I commit to you that I will fully embrace the role to which I have been nominated and will respect the independence of the Federal Reserve in its monetary policy formulation and implementation.

---

**Questions Submitted by Hon. James Lankford**

*Question.* According to estimates from the Congressional Budget Office, debt held by the public will reach $35.827 trillion in the year 2031, climbing to over 106 percent of GDP at that time. While interest rates may be low now, with such a significant debt burden, even small increases in interest rates will mean trillions in debt servicing costs.

At what point will our Nation’s ever-climbing national debt threaten our ability to prudently and responsibly fund essential services and protect our national security?

*Answer.* The current level of debt as a share of GDP is primarily the result of the combination of (1) fiscal policies undertaken by previous Congresses and Presidents of both parties; and (2) necessary emergency actions taken to protect American families and our economy from the impacts of COVID. While the emergency actions taken were a critical part of the government’s response to the pandemic, I agree that it is imperative that we ensure that our country is on a path to long-term fiscal sustainability.

Necessary steps on this path include investments in the productive capacity of our economy and prudent steps to offset the costs of those investments.

*Question.* Do you agree that such significant levels of borrowing, fueled further by my colleagues’ efforts to spend trillions more, carries significant risks?

*Answer.* As I noted above, it is imperative that we put our country on a path to long-term fiscal sustainability. At the same time, it is important to invest in our Nation’s productive capacity, and I believe that right now the risks of doing too little to address long-running structural concerns outweigh the risks of doing too much.

*Question.* Some of my colleagues have suggested that because interest rates are currently low, we should not worry about deficit spending and, in fact, some have used it as the rationale for drastic increases in spending without any concern to how it will be financed in the future.

Do you agree with their view—that low interest rates eliminate any concern of deficit spending?

*Answer.* Real interest rates are at quite negative levels, and nominal interest rates are very low when compared to history. While interest rates are likely to rise over time, the projection is also that rates will remain low by historical standards. This outlook is supportive of my view that additional investment in improving the productive capacity of our economy is likely to be seen by investors in Treasury debt as a source of strength, rather than as a threat.

*Question.* Are you concerned about our current trajectory of continuing to run up our national debt without any plan for reduction in the future, while merely hoping that interest rates remain low?
Answer. As I noted above, it is imperative that we put our country on a path to long-term fiscal sustainability. It is also important to make investments in our Nation’s productive capacity.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TODD YOUNG

Question. According to The New York Times, you played an important role in the Federal Reserve's quantitative easing (QE) measures following the 2008 financial crisis. Given your knowledge and experience on this topic, I want to ask you about current QE efforts by the Federal Reserve and the relationship those strategies may be having on the skyrocketing inflation Hoosiers—and all Americans—are currently facing.

In an effort to stabilize the economy in the wake of COVID–19, the Federal Reserve began engaging in QE through purchases of government bonds and other assets. Since January 1, 2020, the Federal Reserve has added over $4 trillion to its balance sheet, doubling the size of its holdings since the start of the pandemic.2

Can you please describe the relationship between QE and inflation?

Answer. The Federal Open Market Committee has stated that it “seeks to achieve maximum employment and inflation at the rate of 2 percent over the longer run” while seeking to ensure that “longer-term inflation expectations remain well anchored at 2 percent.” As one of the tools to meet its statutorily defined mandate, the Fed has been purchasing Treasury securities and agency mortgage-backed securities in an effort to ensure that “substantial further progress has been made toward its maximum employment and price stability goals.” As these asset purchases proceed, if they led to interest rates being too low for a given set of economic and financial conditions, there could be upward pressure on rates of inflation.

Question. Do you believe the elevated levels of inflation we are currently experiencing can be attributed more to QE from the Federal Reserve or instead to other policies from the Biden-Harris administration, such as massive spending?

Answer. I agree with Secretary Yellen’s view that the rate of inflation would be expected to be moderately higher as the economy transitions between a steep recession and a healthy recovery, and that the outlook remains that inflation is transitory. The spending during the pandemic has been important to provide support to American businesses, communities, and households.

Question. Are there any lessons that can be learned from the Federal Reserve’s response to the pandemic and the current inflationary environment we are in now?

Answer. I believe that the Federal Reserve’s response has been robust and timely given the challenges faced and the magnitude of the pandemic’s effect on the economy. There is little evidence that the policies employed by the Fed had an outsized impact on inflation. As I noted above, I agree with Secretary Yellen’s view that the rate of inflation would be expected to be moderately higher as the economy transitions between a steep recession and a healthy recovery.

Question. Professor Larry Summers, the former U.S. Secretary of the Treasury under President Clinton, the former Director of the National Economic Council under President Obama, and the Charles W. Eliot university professor at Harvard, issued the following series of tweets on October 25, 2021:

Yesterday on @CNN w @jaketapper, @SecYellen said I was wrong about my assertion we are more at risk of losing control of inflation than at any time in my career. She expressed confidence that inflation is decelerating and will be back to target levels by the end of next year. I hope she is right but I think it’s much less than a 50/50 chance. When the administration formulated its budget in February, it expected 2 percent inflation in 2021. I was warning about inflation. Their forecast is no longer operative. In May and June, @SecYellen expressed confidence that inflation would be back to the 2 percent range by late 2021 or early 2022. Now this forecast is no longer operative. In @CNN interview, @SecYellen asserts twice that inflation has decelerated. This is a bit misleading as the 3 month and 12 month CPI inflation rates are both around 5 percent on an annual basis. And the trimmed mean and median inflation rates that exclude aberrant sectors

(which used to be a stable of administration’s rhetoric) are now accelerating. The TIPS market is suggesting inflation in a 3 percent range over 5 years and more next year. Break-even inflation over five years is up 40 bps in the last month. Expectations data are even more disturbing. This is part of why my alarm is increasing and Treasury should be as well. Given lags in indices, housing inflation is almost certain to soar in coming months. With super tight labor markets, rising strike activity and real wages having declined, increases in wage inflation are likely to be well. I actually believe the gap between Treasury and Fed statements and the everyday experience of business and consumers in terms of inflation has widened in recent months. Until the Fed & Treasury fully recognize the inflation reality, they are unlikely to deal with it successfully. 3

Do you agree with Professor Summers’ analysis and conclusions as set forth above, why or why not?

Answer. As I noted above, I agree with Secretary Yellen’s view that the rate of inflation would be expected to be moderately higher as the economy transitions between a steep recession and a healthy recovery, and that the outlook remains that inflation is transitory. The pandemic saw a drastic shift in consumption towards goods and away from services, while also disrupting the production and distribution of goods. These effects of the pandemic have raised goods inflation over the past year. The consensus expectation, which I agree with, is that these price pressures will abate in the near term as the pandemic recedes and return to levels that are consistent with the Federal Reserve’s target.

Question. The Federal Reserve of San Francisco recently released an analysis suggesting that President Biden’s $1.9-trillion American Rescue Plan contributed to the inflationary crisis we find ourselves in today. 4 In fact, the Federal Reserve’s key measure of inflation, the personal consumption expenditure price index, is on track to hit a 40-year high. 5

Given these facts, do you have concerns that another massive injection of money into the economy, particularly through President Biden’s revised Build Back Better Act, will only perpetuate the rapid inflation we have seen this year? Please answer “yes” or “no.” If your answer is “no,” please explain.

Answer. No. As I noted above, I agree with Secretary Yellen’s view that the rate of inflation would be expected to be moderately higher as the economy transitions between a steep recession and a healthy recovery, and that the inflation outlook remains that inflation is transitory. The Build Back Better proposals would expand the productive capacity of our economy by raising labor participation rates and improving productivity. They also entail expenditures that are critical in unlocking our Nation’s growth potential.

Question. According to Federal Reserve survey data, consumers, 6 business, 7 and markets 8 all expect inflation to remain at elevated levels in the future. What steps should the Biden-Harris administration take to curb inflation before it is too late?

Answer. As I noted above, I agree with Secretary Yellen’s view that the rate of inflation would be expected to be moderately higher as the economy transitions between a steep recession and a healthy recovery. Elevated inflation rates have been driven by the effect of the pandemic on our consumption patterns and the workforce. Ending the pandemic is central to bringing down inflation rates. In the short term, as COVID–19 cases recede, inflation rates should follow. Over the longer term, it is important to make investments in our Nation’s productive capacity, and I believe that the risks of doing too little to address long-running structural concerns outweigh the risks of doing too much.

Question. If confirmed to this position, what specific actions would you take during the first 60 days of your tenure to address the current economic crisis brought on by this administration?

---

3 https://twitter.com/LHSummers/status/145269899656534018.
6 https://www.newyorkfed.org/microeconomics/ace/#/inflation.
7 https://www.atlantafed.org/research/inflationproject/bic.
8 https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/T5YIE.
Answer. If I am fortunate enough to be confirmed, I will work to serve our Nation by supporting the President’s and Secretary Yellen’s priorities in leading the Office of Financial Markets. This includes making sure we have regular and predictable Treasury debt auctions at the lowest cost to the government, ensuring that Treasury market participants have confidence in a fair and well-functioning market, addressing the transition from LIBOR, and addressing the challenges posed by the rapidly growing and changing markets for digital assets.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRENT NEIMAN, PH.D., NOMINATED TO BE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and distinguished members of this committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today as nominee to be Deputy Under Secretary/Designated Assistant Secretary for International Finance and Development at the Treasury Department. I am also deeply grateful to President Biden and to Secretary Yellen for placing their confidence in me.

I would like to introduce my family, most of whom are in Chicago, where I was born and raised and live today. Though I didn’t end up far from where I started, my wife Yael moved from Argentina to New York when she was 4 years old. Her family came to the United States seeking opportunity and they found it, as my wife was the first in her family to finish college. We are so proud of our wonderful kids—our 11-year-old daughter Tal and our 8-year-old son Lev. My parents, Bill and Gail, have always been encouraging and are watching from home right now. I am so appreciative of my entire family’s support.

My grandparents are also in my thoughts. My grandmother Margot, who fled from Germany in 1939 to Decatur, IL, always encouraged an awareness of world affairs and an understanding of other people, places, and cultures. My grandfather Julie, who ran a small manufacturer, hired me for summer jobs ranging from assembling boxes to coding the company’s first web page, and taught me about entrepreneurship and small business. I’m grateful for what they shared with me and imagine that all four of my grandparents would be proud today.

My interest in international macroeconomics started early in high school, when I gave a speech about the ECU (the euro’s predecessor) for the final project in my sophomore year speech class. My teacher criticized the topic as hopelessly dry, but I stuck with it. Since then, I’ve worked as the staff economist for international finance at the Council of Economic Advisers, written a doctoral dissertation at Harvard University, consulted to the IMF and Congressional Budget Office, and presented to central banks all around the world. For the past 13 years, I’ve also taught a course called “International Financial Policy” at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business. I hope I have been able to prove my high school speech teacher wrong and instill some excitement about international economics in the next generation of leaders.

My research has uniquely prepared me to serve in this position, at this time. I’ve published papers exploring the changing international role of the U.S. dollar and analyzing the financial exposures of U.S. investors to emerging market borrowers, including those that issue securities through offshore affiliates. My work has evaluated the impact of exchange rate movements on productivity during a sudden stop crisis and measured the price response of U.S. imports and exports to trade policies. I’ve developed models of how economic activity transmits across borders and used them to understand the formation and resolution of external imbalances. Most recently, I’ve studied cross-country differences in the ability to work from home during the pandemic.

The past 2 years have brought unprecedented challenges, with all of us struggling to stay physically safe while doing our best to satisfy economic, educational, and emotional needs. Our government’s bold policies have helped tremendously, but many lower-income countries have less capacity to act and face a daunting situation in coming years.

The pandemic has underscored how interconnected the world economy is. Continuing hardship in foreign countries spurs families to leave, seeking better opportunities elsewhere. Disruptions in the global supply chain keep our workers waiting for equipment and our consumers waiting for goods that both need. Slow growth abroad restricts markets for American businesses, large and small. Helping to alleviate suffering and restore financial and physical health to the rest of the world
is worthy in its own right, but also benefits the U.S. economy and our national secu-

rity.

The position for which I’ve been nominated plays a key role in directing Treas-

ury’s macroeconomic engagement with other countries, bilaterally and through mul-

tilateral institutions including the G7, G20, and the IMF. The United States must

lead in these engagements and bring about a sustained global recovery with smart,

implementable policies that enhance stability and create opportunity for all Amer-

ican workers and their families. If confirmed, working closely with the members and

staff of this committee and with the distinguished civil servants in the Office of

International Affairs at Treasury, I will dedicate myself fully toward this task.

Thank you again for the privilege of appearing here today, and for your consider-

ation of my nomination. I look forward to answering your questions.
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<td>Biden Action Fund</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1, 2020</td>
<td>Biden for President</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 3, 2019</td>
<td>Casten for Congress</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 21, 2018</td>
<td>Casten for Congress</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 16, 2018</td>
<td>Quigley for Congress</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 28, 2017</td>
<td>Casten for Congress</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14. Honors and awards (list all scholarships, fellowships, honorary degrees, honorary society memberships, military medals, and any other special recognitions for outstanding service or achievement received since the age of 18):

- Economics in Central Banking Award (with Maggiori and Schreger), 2020.
- AQR Insight Award (with Maggiori and Schreger), 2018.
- Rosenfield Grant, 2015.
- Neubauer Family Faculty Fellow, 2014–2015.
- The Thouron Award, 1999–2000.

15. Published writings (list the titles, publishers, dates, and hyperlinks (as applicable) of all books, articles, reports, blog posts, or other published materials you have written):

I performed an exhaustive hard-copy and digital search and to the best of my knowledge and belief, here are the published writings that I can identify:

**Academic Publications**


**Working Papers**


**Other Writings**


“Making a good job of remote work” (with Jonathan Dingel), *Financial Times*, February 2021, https://on.ft.com/2LxeKIC.


I’m happy to update and supplement this submission should I discover additional information.

16. Speeches (list all formal speeches and presentations (e.g., PowerPoint) you have delivered during the past 5 years which are on topics relevant to the position for which you have been nominated, including dates):
I performed an exhaustive hard-copy and digital search and to the best of my knowledge and belief, here are the speeches and public presentations that I can identify:


Presentation of “Real Exchange Rate Behavior: New Evidence from Matched Retail Prices” (with Alberto Cavallo and Roberto Rigobon; digital copy filename: “CNR.pdf”): 2017: Federal Reserve Board of Governors.


The presentations referenced above by their digital copy filenames were included in the file Presentations.zip.

I’m happy to update and supplement this submission should I discover additional information.

17. Qualifications (state what, in your opinion, qualifies you to serve in the position to which you have been nominated):

My research career has focused on applied topics in international finance, trade, and macroeconomics that are important for the prosperity and stability of the United States and for global economic development. I have studied the changing international role of the U.S. dollar, analyzed the exposures of U.S. investors to emerging market borrowers, and evaluated the impact of trade policies on U.S. importers and exporters. I have developed models of how changes in economic activity transmit across countries and used them to study the formation and resolution of trade imbalances. My work has documented how emerging market firms respond to crises and how multinational firms respond to changes in exchange rates and exchange rate regimes. This body of work gives me a deep appreciation for how interconnected our economy is with the rest of the world and for how effective international financial policies can improve outcomes.

I am a co-founder of the Global Capital Allocation Project, a research lab which produced several of the above studies and distributes codes and data useful for researchers and practitioners. As director of the Initiative on International Eco-
nomic at the Becker Friedman Institute, I cofounded and coorganize a conference on international macro finance that is now in its 9th year and includes researchers from academia, international financial institutions, and central banks. For 13 years, I have taught a course for MBA students called “International Financial Policy.”

Finally, I have presented on international macroeconomic topics at central banks and multilateral institutions around the world and served as a consultant to the International Monetary Fund. Earlier in my career, I spent a year working on international finance issues while on the staff of the Council of Economic Advisers. These experiences made clear to me that applied economic research can lead directly to improved economic policy.

**B. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS**

1. Will you sever all connections (including participation in future benefit arrangements) with your present employers, business firms, associations, or organizations, if you are confirmed by the Senate? If not, provide details.

   If confirmed, I will take a leave of absence from my tenured position at the University of Chicago and plan to return after government service.

2. Do you have any plans, commitments, or agreements to pursue outside employment, with or without compensation, during your service with the government? If so, provide details.

   No.

3. Has any person or entity made a commitment or agreement to employ your services in any capacity after you leave government service? If so, provide details.

   If confirmed, I will take a leave of absence from my tenured position at the University of Chicago and plan to return after government service.

4. If you are confirmed by the Senate, do you expect to serve out your full term or until the next presidential election, whichever is applicable? If not, explain.

   I expect to return to the University of Chicago at the end of my leave of absence, which I anticipate will last 2 years.

**C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST**

1. Indicate any current and former investments, obligations, liabilities, or other personal relationships, including spousal or family employment, which could involve potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

   In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Department of Treasury’s designated agency ethics official, who has consulted with the Office of Government Ethics, to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of the ethics agreement that I have entered with the Department of Treasury’s designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this committee. I am not aware of any other potential conflicts of interest.

2. Describe any business relationship, dealing, or financial transaction which you have had during the last 10 years (prior to the date of your nomination), whether for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

   None.

3. Describe any activity during the past 10 years (prior to the date of your nomination) in which you have engaged for the purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat, or modification of any legislation or affecting the administration and execution of law or public policy. Activities performed as an employee of the Federal Government need not be listed.

   None.

4. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict of interest, including any that are disclosed by your responses to the above items. (Provide the committee with two copies of any trust or other agreements.)
In connection with the nomination process, I have consulted with the Department of Treasury's designated agency ethics official, who has consulted with the Office of Government Ethics, to identify potential conflicts of interest. Any potential conflicts of interest will be resolved in accordance with the terms of the ethics agreement that I have entered with the Department of Treasury's designated agency ethics official and that has been provided to this committee. I am not aware of any other potential conflicts of interest. Should any potential conflict of interest arise in the future, I will seek guidance from a Treasury ethics official.

5. Two copies of written opinions should be provided directly to the committee by the designated agency ethics officer of the agency to which you have been nominated and by the Office of Government Ethics concerning potential conflicts of interest or any legal impediments to your serving in this position.

Provided to the committee.

D. LEGAL AND OTHER MATTERS

1. Have you ever been the subject of a complaint or been investigated, disciplined, or otherwise cited for a breach of ethics for unprofessional conduct before any court, administrative agency (e.g., an Inspector General's office), professional association, disciplinary committee, or other ethics enforcement entity at any time? Have you ever been interviewed regarding your own conduct as part of any such inquiry or investigation? If so, provide details, regardless of the outcome.

No.

2. Have you ever been investigated, arrested, charged, or held by any Federal, State, or other law enforcement authority for a violation of any Federal, State, county, or municipal law, regulation, or ordinance, other than a minor traffic offense? Have you ever been interviewed regarding your own conduct as part of any such inquiry or investigation? If so, provide details.

No.

3. Have you ever been involved as a party in interest in any administrative agency proceeding or civil litigation? If so, provide details.

No.

4. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty or nolo contendere) of any criminal violation other than a minor traffic offense? If so, provide details.

No.

5. Please advise the committee of any additional information, favorable or unfavorable, which you feel should be considered in connection with your nomination.

None.

E. TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS

1. If you are confirmed by the Senate, are you willing to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress on such occasions as you may be reasonably requested to do so?

Yes.

2. If you are confirmed by the Senate, are you willing to provide such information as is requested by such committees?

Yes.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD TO BRENT NEIMAN, PH.D.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. ROBERT MENENDEZ

Question. As I mentioned in my questioning, I am concerned about the growing trend of the IFIs bowing to Chinese pressure.

If you are confirmed, how will you go about approaching malign Chinese influence at the IFIs?
Answer. Countering malign influence in the IFIs depends on reasserting American leadership in the IFIs and reaffirming the U.S. commitment to multilateralism, which is a priority for the Biden-Harris administration. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Secretary Yellen, our U.S. Executive Directors, and Congress, as well as like-minded partners from other countries, in underscoring this message; reinforcing the importance of the IFIs' commitment to high standards, transparency, and integrity; emphasizing that all shareholders, including the PRC, need to play appropriate roles and fulfill responsibilities in the IFIs; and delivering financing and policy advice to other countries that contribute to increased transparency, sound governance and policies, and increased capacity to counter malign influence.

Question. I also want to ask about how you think the IFIs should be helping developing countries in their post-COVID economic recovery. G20 proposals like the Debt-Service Suspension Initiative and the authorization of IMF special drawing rights are great tools and have helped struggling countries, but it is my belief there is more to be done. I know you, in your role at the University of Chicago, have done research on this very issue. If you are confirmed, how will you use the voice and vote at the IMF and World Bank to ensure that developing countries have more flexibility in their post-COVID economic recovery?

Answer. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Secretary Yellen, our U.S. Executive Directors, and Congress to promote robust financing and policy advice from the International Financial Institutions to support a strong, sustainable, and inclusive recovery in both advanced and developing countries, building on the important measures that the international community has already implemented for COVID–19 response and recovery. If confirmed, I will work with colleagues, as well as like-minded partners, to use the U.S. voice and vote in the IFIs to promote sound macroeconomic and financial policies, good governance, sustainability, inclusion, and private and domestic resource mobilization, while providing development assistance that responds to countries' own needs, challenges, and investment priorities.

Question. Further, how do you plan on using our voice and vote to counter China around the world, or for issues surrounding climate change?

Answer. Countering PRC influence around the world depends on reasserting American leadership in the IFIs and reaffirming U.S. commitment to multilateralism and working with allies, which is a priority for the Biden-Harris administration. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Secretary Yellen, our U.S. Executive Directors, and Congress, as well as like-minded partners from other countries, to use the U.S. voice and vote to underscore this message; reinforce the importance of the IFIs' commitment to high standards, transparency, and integrity; promote increased mobilization of domestic and private-sector resources; and deliver financing and policy advice to other countries that contribute to increased transparency, sound governance and policies, and increased capacity to counter malign influence.

Similarly, I look forward to working with others in the U.S. Government and like-minded partners to use the U.S. voice and vote to promote strong and effective IFI engagement on providing financing and policy advice to support countries in mitigating and adapting to climate change, especially as the IFIs play a key role in meeting our international climate finance commitments. I understand that Secretary Yellen has been actively engaging with the leadership of the multilateral development banks to encourage them to adopt ambitious programs related to climate, stand up new facilities targeting climate change, fully align their operations with the Paris Agreement, and increase mobilization of private finance. If confirmed, I will assist in carrying forward these efforts.

Question. During your hearing, you committed to “absolutely and fully engage” with me and my office related to a 10th general capital increase for the Inter-American Development Bank. If confirmed, what specific steps would you take to advance a 10th general capital increase for the IDB?

Answer. I understand that IDB Group shareholders have decided on a process to examine the policy priorities, challenges, and opportunities of the IDB Group and the region, starting with a program of analytical work. If confirmed, I look forward to learning more about the details of this work, which is examining the utility of new capital for the private- and/or public-sector arms of the IDB Group, including borrowing countries' interest in the various lending instruments of the IDB, and sovereign borrowers' ability to absorb resources. I reaffirm my commitment to engage with you and your office regarding the IDB Group and Treasury's engagement with the region.
Question. During your hearing, you committed to work with me and my office to develop a policy framework in support of a 10th general capital increase for the Inter-American Development Bank, one that address longstanding priorities of democratic governance, climate change, and countering China’s engagement in the hemisphere. If confirmed, what steps would you take to work with me and my office to develop a framework of policy priorities to accompany a 10th general capital increase for the IDB?

Answer. If confirmed, and as addressed above, I will look forward to learning more about the details of work underway at the IDB Board, which is examining the utility of new capital for the public- and/or private-sector arms of the IDB Group, including borrowing countries’ interest in the various lending instruments of the IDB, and sovereign borrowers’ ability to absorb resources. Any new capital contributions from the United States to the public- and/or private-sector arms of the IDB Group will require authorization, and I am aware that the Senate has included authorization for a capital increase for the public-sector window of the IDB in the China bill. I commit to engaging with you and your office on any policy framework that the administration might propose as the basis for a request for authorization and appropriations for the private and/or public sector arms of the IDB.

Question. What would be your policy priorities inside negotiations related to a 10th general capital increase for the IDB?

Answer. If confirmed, my policy priority for the IDB Group is to ensure that the IDB Group remains a key partner for the United States and the region in advancing market-driven, sustainable, inclusive growth in Latin America and the Caribbean, including through promotion of good governance and transparency, sound policy advice, and adherence to high standards and financial sustainability. I understand that IDB Group shareholders have decided on a process to examine the policy priorities, challenges, and opportunities of the IDB Group and the region, starting with a program of analytical work. If confirmed, I look forward to learning more about the details of this work and reaffirm my commitment to engage with you and your office regarding the IDB Group and Treasury’s engagement with the region.

Question. What is your assessment of how a 10th general capital increase for the Inter-American Development Bank could complement the Biden administration’s Build Back Better World (B3W) initiative?

Answer. I understand that IDB Group shareholders have decided on a process to examine the policy priorities, challenges, and opportunities of the IDB Group and the region, starting with a program of analytical work. If confirmed, I look forward to learning more about the details of this work. Regardless of any future decisions by shareholders as a result of this work, the private-sector arm of the IDB Group can be an important complement to B3W’s emphasis on high-quality, private-sector-led infrastructure development, given the broader IDB Group’s own adherence to high social, environmental and fiduciary standards; emphasis on fostering good governance, transparency, and private-sector development in Latin America and the Caribbean; policy advice and financing supporting infrastructure development and investment climate reform; and the strong leadership role of the United States and partnership with the region.

Question. Given the social and economic impact of the global COVID–19 pandemic on Latin America and the Caribbean, what is your assessment of the role that the Inter-American Development Bank can play in support the region’s economic recovery from the pandemic?

Answer. The IDB has longstanding experience partnering with countries to strengthen social protection frameworks, foster private sector development, promote equitable access to public services and market opportunities, and build capacity in the public sector. Together with the IDB’s collaboration with other partners in supporting equitable and efficient vaccine rollout, these areas are all critical to minimizing social and economic scarring from the pandemic and support inclusive and climate-resilient recovery across the region. With many governments in the region needing to restore fiscal buffers in the medium-term, the IDB’s contributions to increasing the effectiveness of public sectors and supporting private-sector-led growth will be particularly important. The IDB should continue to strengthen its focus on governance and transparency in the region.

Question. Economic growth and development in Latin America and the Caribbean have long been limited by a deficiency in modern infrastructure. Can the United States help Latin American and Caribbean governments meet those needs solely with the capacity of its development finance institutions?
Answer. I do not believe so. Compared to faster-growing regions of the world, most of the countries in Latin America and the Caribbean have low domestic savings and investment. Several feature extremely low tax-to-GDP ratios. Productivity is relatively weak, and much of the region remains outside of global value chains. The International Financial Institutions and U.S. development agencies provide significant financing and policy advice to regional governments, but it is essential that domestic policies provide an environment that supports international and domestic private-sector investment in infrastructure. Bilateral and multilateral development finance institutions can offer incentives to create and implement such policies, but they cannot overcome local political and security obstacles on their own.

Question. What is your assessment of the role that the Inter-American Development Bank could play in helping Latin American and Caribbean nations address infrastructure deficits?

Answer. Development finance institutions, including the IDB Group, can and do provide substantial financing and policy advice for infrastructure projects and to mobilize increased private investment, including through reforms and capacity development to improve the investment environment. However, to meaningfully address the region's infrastructure deficits and improve the investment climate, governments must complement such assistance with sound macroeconomic and financial policies, commitment to good governance and transparency, rule of law, and other efforts to increase savings and investment.

Question. Would a 10th general capital increase strengthen the IDB's ability to help Latin American and Caribbean government's address infrastructure needs?

Answer. I understand that IDB Group shareholders have decided on a process to examine the policy priorities, challenges, and opportunities of the IDB Group and the region, including as related to infrastructure development, starting with a program of analytical work. If confirmed, I look forward to learning more about the details of this work. Development finance institutions, including the IDB Group, can and do provide substantial financing and policy advice for infrastructure projects and to mobilize increased private investment, including through reforms and capacity development to improve the investment environment. However, to meaningfully address the region's infrastructure deficits, governments must complement such assistance with sound macroeconomic and financial policies, commitment to good governance and transparency, rule of law, and other efforts to increase savings and investment.

Question. If the United States is unable to help Latin American and Caribbean governments address their infrastructure needs, do you assess that the PRC would seek to fill that void? What would be the impact of expanded China's investment and presence in Latin America and the Caribbean for U.S. national interests?

Answer. It is important that the United States restores and strengthens our partnerships in the region and keeps countries from engaging in irresponsible and opaque borrowing, including from the PRC. Through the IFIs and with our allies, we must promote high-quality, private-sector-led, inclusive, and sustainable growth and development policies, with particular focus on democratic governance and respect for human rights, anti-corruption and transparency, sound macroeconomic and financial management, and debt management capacity and transparency. We must aggressively contrast these features with poor outcomes experienced in the region, such as the case of Venezuela's engagement with China, which include low-quality infrastructures and unsustainable debt burdens. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Secretary Yellen, our U.S. Executive Directors, and Congress, as well as like-minded partners from other countries, to achieve these goals.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MIKE CRAPO

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL FLOW MEASUREMENT

Question. Some of your research identifies relations to work by economist Gabriel Zucman in relation to, for example, “the economic impact of tax havens.” With respect to income and wealth tracing, to which some of your work applies, some of Professor Zucman’s related analyses have been criticized on the bases of measurement and incorporation of a normative agenda, leading to results that many view as substantially inaccurate and substantially misleading. Some of the work that you have undertaken focuses on “unwinding corporate ownership chains and accounting for offshore issuance in tax havens around the world.”
Many statistics and measures have shortcomings and advantages relative to the underlying object that those statistics and measures are intended to quantify. Some of your work identifies alternative measures to foreign investment flows and stocks. Do you believe that existing measures, used partly to inform policymaking, with respect to global capital allocations, bilateral investment statistics, and global capital flows, are fundamentally flawed and in need of revision?

Answer. In some recent academic work, my coauthors and I report several measures of bilateral investment exposures generated using methodologies that differ from the residency-based approach that underlies most official statistics. For example, we report a set of bilateral investment exposures that reflects a nationality-based approach as well as a set that reflects the geographic distribution of firms’ sales. Depending on the question at hand, standard measures or our alternative measures may be more appropriate to use for analyses. In many cases, analysis can benefit from simultaneously considering multiple available measures.

Question. Do you intend at Treasury, if confirmed to the position to which you have been nominated, to work to alter any of the measures that have been used to date by academics and policymakers with respect to understanding how capital is allocated globally; and, if so, what alternative measures will you be advocating?

Answer. I think economic data and statistics, including those covering how capital is allocated globally, are valuable public goods. These data improve our understanding of the economy and serve as inputs into the design or evaluation of policy decisions. My understanding is that entities that collect or compile these statistics, including groups at Treasury, are continuously thinking of ways to expand and improve upon the usefulness of their economic data, and if confirmed, I would support such efforts.

ECONOMIC RESPONSES TO RECESSIONS

Question. In a March 2020 paper for the IGM Forum, you and several coauthors discussed policy responses to the “COVID–19 Crisis.” To aid economic recovery from shutdowns, one recommendation was that “... firms might be incentivized to hire aggressively by using a payroll tax cut.” In March of 2020, the unemployment rate (U–3) was 4.4 percent, with a prospect of significant future increases.

In the event that there is a future severe economic shock likely to lead to significant unemployment rate increases, do you still consider a payroll tax cut to be a worthwhile policy to consider in response? If not, what has changed your thinking relative to your March 2020 paper?

Answer. A payroll tax cut can stimulate the economy by encouraging consumption and increasing employment. If there were a future severe economic shock, the advisability of employing this form of economic stimulus relative to others would depend on multiple factors, including the nature and source of the shock, the anticipated duration of the shock, and the way in which the shock affected different households or industries. The choice of the optimal form of stimulus would also need to take into account other policies in effect at the time.

NEGOTIATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL FORUMS

Question. The position to which you have been nominated, as your testimony reveals, “... plays a key role in directing Treasury’s engagement with other countries, bilaterally and through multilateral institutions including the G7, G20, and the IMF.” Engagement internationally under the Biden administration related to Treasury’s functions has been largely unilateral, with, at best, minimal substantive information being shared with Republican members of this committee. On international taxes, for example, Republican input has not been adequately incorporated into the administration’s unilateral negotiations. Briefings with staff from Treasury have been void of substantive quantitative analyses that must have been performed before proclamations have been issued about some sort of international “agreement” on global taxation, including ceding of U.S. rights to tax U.S. tax bases. These are important policy decisions that will influence constituencies of members from both sides of the aisle, and cannot be made unilaterally by one political party.

Please identify steps that you would take, if confirmed, to ensure that the Treasury Department, in international engagements, represents member of Congress from both sides of the aisle.

Answer. I understand that Treasury staff and leaders communicate regularly with members of Congress and their staffs from both sides of the aisle about key policy
priorities, and if confirmed, I will continue to do so to ensure that we understand and take into account the range of views across the U.S. Government.

DEBT LIMIT

Question. The debt limit represents a statutory limitation on the value of debt subject to the limit. Increasing the debt limit serves to facilitate fresh borrowing in order to fund past obligations made by Congress and signed into law by the President. Increasing the debt limit or suspending the debt limit for a fixed future period also facilitates increased borrowing to facilitate funding of new obligations made by Congress and signed into law by the President between the date at which the debt-limit increase (or suspension) was made and the date at which the new, higher, debt limit binds (under a suspension, there will be a new, higher limit at the date on which the limit is reinstated). The debt limit, and any changes in probabilities of it being breached, can have domestic and international financial and economic effects, and the position to which you have been nominated would confront such effects.

A debt limit increase or suspension is not exclusively limited to increasing debt-issuance authorization that would only facilitate fresh borrowing to pay obligations that have been made prior to the date of the increase or suspension. Do you agree? If not, fully explain why not.

Answer. Increasing the debt limit does not authorize any new spending. It simply allows the government to finance legal obligations made by Congresses and Presidents of both parties.

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION

Question. If confirmed, do you commit to full transparency regarding any proposal put forward by the administration regarding Federal debt management, and to ensure that public pronouncements of facts can be judged with reference to written details of the proposals that are available to all?

Answer. Federal debt management would not generally be part of my responsibilities in the position for which I have been nominated. However, if confirmed, I commit to working with this committee to enable and facilitate the sharing of information. I respect the committee’s need for information and look forward to working with the committee.

INFLATION

Question. As I mentioned in the hearing, the Biden administration is planning a massive increase in taxes and spending, to be accomplished unilaterally by one political party through reconciliation. While the size, and indeed contents, of this fiscal agenda are still unclear, I am concerned about the possibility that they will exacerbate inflation trends, which even former Treasury Secretary Larry Summers has described as “disturbing.”

In September, the OECD released its Global Economic Outlook interim report. It noted:

Near-term inflation risks are on the upside, particularly if pent-up demand by consumers is stronger than anticipated, or if supply shortages take a long time to overcome. . . . [A] lasting upward move in inflation from the low rates observed before the pandemic is likely to occur only if wage inflation intensifies substantially, or if inflation expectations drift upwards. . . . [S]izeable increases in wages are occurring in some contact-intensive sectors that have reopened in the United States, such as leisure and hospitality.

The report also indicated that household 1-year inflation expectations in the United States now exceeds 5 percent.

In his town hall last Saturday, President Biden was asked whether he thought current levels of inflation would last into 2022. The president said, “I don’t think so. I don’t think it will last if—depending on what we do. If we stay exactly where we are, yes. If we don’t make these investments, yes.”

How will the social spending programs and increased taxes being discussed in the administration’s reconciliation proposals (the “investments”) address pent-up demand, supply shortages, wage inflation, and inflation expectations?
Answer. Treasury has stated that the administration's Build Back Better legislation is entirely paid for due to tax increases on corporations and well-off individuals. As such, the legislation should not contribute significantly to demand pressures and will likely reduce deficits over the long term. The legislation includes investments in climate change mitigation, education, and health care that should increase productivity and long-run aggregate supply as well as investments in child care that should help boost short-run labor supply.

Question. What risks do higher domestic taxes and substantial inflation pose to the reputation of the United States as a good destination for foreign investment?

Answer. The return to investment in the United States is greater when all of our workers are well-educated, healthy, and resilient, and when our infrastructure is modern, efficient, and sustainable. The tax increases included in the Build Back Better legislation enable such investments in our workers and the overall business environment and put the U.S. fiscal system on a sounder footing. Further, the agreed changes to the international corporate tax environment will end the global race to the bottom. These steps will strengthen the reputation of the United States as a great destination for foreign investment.

Question. By contrast, what would be the effects on supply-side bottlenecks, inflation, economic growth, and foreign direct investment in the United States resulting from investment in traditional physical infrastructure, such as the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act provides for?

Answer. Investment in physical infrastructure will also boost economic potential in the coming years and strengthen the incentives for foreign direct investment in the United States. The administration has recognized the importance of physical infrastructure and has made those a centerpiece of the American Jobs Plan.

However, there are other essential components for boosting economic growth in the long run. Investments in our workforce and increases in labor supply from expanding access to child and elder care are also critically important. For example, women's labor force participation now trails many other advanced countries. The lack of affordable child care and elder care is likely an important factor driving this. Allowing more workers to participate in the economy can improve the allocation of talent, encourage innovation, and raise productivity.

Question. Some argue, based on things like inflation-expectation readings drawn from yield curves, that inflation expectations are contained. There are at least three reasons for caution about such arguments. One is that the process governing changes in inflation expectations, or, more generally, an aggregation of beliefs about the future evolution of economic variables relevant for inflation determination, is not well understood. Second, yield-curve inferences may not provide reliable forecasts. Third, as the financial crisis showed, officials who make claims of containment (e.g., housing troubles prior to the full onset of the financial crisis) may find that the claims are not borne out by subsequent, quite devastating realizations.

Given that inflation and expectations about inflation are being generated in an unusual, perhaps unprecedented, environment with not-well understood “supply chain” breakage dynamics, should we not be extra prudent and avoid stoking inflationary pressures at this point using massive increases in fiscal outlays, as in the reconciliation bill being considered by one party in Congress, on the heels of already massive fiscal policies that have pumped trillions of dollars into spending, incomes, and savings?

The U.S. is the best place in the world to do business. It is a prized destination for foreign investment. I want to keep it that way.

If confirmed, I encourage you to use your position to ensure the U.S. remains the premier destination for international investment.

Answer. The Build Back Better proposals are fundamentally different than the American Rescue Plan or earlier relief packages adopted on a bipartisan basis during the pandemic. First, the Build Back Better proposals contemplate spending gradually over the course of a decade, with a substantial component devoted to infrastructure spending which takes time to outlay. Second, these proposals are more than fully paid for, and are estimated to reduce deficits in the long run. Third, the Build Back Better agenda would meaningfully boost the productive capacity of the U.S. economy. Improving transportation infrastructure, building more affordable housing, lowering drug prices, and increasing labor force participation are all disinflationary. These proposals would help ensure that we remain an attractive destination for foreign investment.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE VALUE OF THE DOLLAR

Question. Do you believe in a “strong dollar” policy and, if so, can you define what that means and how the administration’s policies advance such a policy?

Answer. As only the Treasury Secretary should speak on matters of the dollar, let me repeat what Secretary Yellen has stated: the value of the U.S. dollar and other currencies should be determined by markets. Markets adjust to reflect variations in economic performance and generally facilitate adjustments in the global economy.

Question. What do you believe will be the effect on the exchange-value of the dollar of the significant increases in inflation that we have recently seen, and which may persist for a significant future period given ongoing, unresolved supply-chain frictions?

Answer. The dollar has appreciated by roughly 3 percent over the course of 2021, reflecting a wide range of factors including the strength of our economy.

Question. What do you believe is the policy utility of the Exchange Stabilization Fund in stabilizing exchange rates governing the U.S. dollar relative to foreign currencies, and how, if at all, would you use the Exchange Stabilization Fund to execute whatever are the administration’s foreign-exchange objectives?

Answer. Over the past 20 years, foreign exchange interventions by the major economies have been rare. When appropriate, Treasury has used the Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) to intervene in foreign exchange markets in coordination with the Federal Reserve and with other major partners to stem excess volatility and disorderly movements in foreign exchange markets. The ESF continues to retain its policy utility in this regard.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JAMES LANKFORD

Question. As we discussed during your confirmation hearing, on August 15, 2021, the Treasury Department froze the Afghan government’s reserves held in the United States (mostly in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York), which have an estimated value of as high as $9.5 billion. As a result of this action, the Taliban government has not had access to this reserve capital of Afghanistan’s central bank, Da Afghanistan Bank.

Under what circumstances would the administration unfreeze the Da Afghanistan Bank’s reserve assets in U.S. financial institutions?

Answer. It is important to note, first, that a U.S. decision on this question will involve other entities, including the Federal Reserve and the State Department. It is too early to say at this time if or when a decision to unfreeze Da Afghanistan Bank’s reserve assets will be made. If confirmed, I look forward to working with others in the U.S. Government, Congress, and other stakeholders to examine these issues in more detail.

Question. Under what circumstances would the administration vote to lift current restrictions on lending to Afghanistan at the World Bank or International Monetary Fund?

Answer. It is too early to say at this time. If confirmed, I look forward to working with others in the U.S. Government, Congress, and other stakeholders to examine these issues in more detail, including to examine options to provide humanitarian support to the Afghan people while preventing the flow of funds to any person or entity seeking to harm the United States.

Question. A big part of your job description will be oversight over U.S. policy and strategy at Multilateral Development Banks and International Financial Institutions (IFIs) such as the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and Inter-American Development Bank.

What is your strategy to coordinate the efforts of U.S. Executive Directors at the IMF, World Bank and IDB are in alignment with our broader foreign policy agenda across all multilateral entities?

Answer. U.S. participation in the International Financial Institutions is critical to achieving our foreign policy objectives. I will work closely with our Executive Directors at each IFI to identify opportunities to advance important U.S. foreign policy interests, and I will coordinate their efforts to ensure that we are moving in sync
across institutions. My understanding is that Treasury International Affairs oversees several processes to coordinate interagency review of IFI projects, programs, and major policy decisions and provide direction to the U.S. Executive Directors on the exercise of the U.S. voice and vote. If confirmed, I will fully support these robust processes and will maintain Treasury’s ongoing dialogue with other institutions within the U.S. Government, including the White House and the State Department, to ensure that our work in the IFIs reinforces key U.S. policy objectives.

Question. The influence of China at International Financial Institutions and other multilateral organizations is well-documented and a top concern of this committee. It recently came to light that the IMF had elevated China’s ranking on the Doing Business report, which is the IMF’s annual index that measures the business environment in 190 countries and ranks them based on how friendly their investment and regulatory climate.

What is your strategy to elevating American leadership in the entities within your portfolio? Specifically, how do you plan to leverage US influence and counter China’s malign influence at international financial institutions, which is counter to the interests of the U.S. and our allies?

Answer. It is critical that we ensure the integrity of the international financial institutions and the credibility of their analysis and reports. If confirmed, I will work with other key countries represented in these institutions to push for improved governance processes and protections for whistleblowers. I will also work to ensure fair and equal treatment for all members of these institutions, and that all members, including China, fulfill the obligations, appropriate roles, and responsibilities of membership in these institutions.

Question. China is still considered a “developing country” at the World Bank, despite exceeding the Bank’s own graduation threshold since 2016. In December 2019, the Board of Governors approved the Country Partnership Framework with China, which continues loans to China for an additional 5 years. China’s continued receipt of this development financing from the World Bank frees up other capital it raises through taxation and other means to support its predatory Belt and Road Initiative.

Will you work to ensure that countries who have exceeded the graduation threshold (currently measured at a country’s gross national per capita income level of $6,795) such as China do not receive World Bank financing?

Answer. I believe the PRC meets the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s criteria for graduation, given its high per capita income, institutional capacity, and ample access to other sources of finance. If confirmed, I will work with other key countries represented in these institutions to push for improved governance processes and protections for whistleblowers. I will also work to ensure fair and equal treatment for all members of these institutions, and that all members, including China, fulfill the obligations, appropriate roles, and responsibilities of membership in these institutions.

Question. While well-intentioned, I am concerned that an SDR issuance would be counterproductive to two paramount U.S. objectives: stabilizing the economy and countering Chinese influence. Since many developing countries already have high levels of indebtedness to China, this liquidity boost could simply enable them to pay back Beijing what they already owe.

Prior to supporting additional SDRs, what steps will you take to ensure that borrowing countries will not use some or all of the funds from their SDR issuance to pay back Belt and Road Initiative loans to China?

How will you ensure that borrowing countries are forthcoming and transparent about their respective debt exposures to the PRC and other predatory lenders?

Answer. As SDRs are an international reserve asset, any support for a new SDR allocation would be based on an assessed deficit in global reserves, something I do not currently expect based on the global economic outlook. SDRs, as an international reserve asset, are an unconditional source of liquidity, so neither the United States nor the IMF can directly control their use by other countries. However, I will continue to press the importance of IMF support and consultation with
countries considering the use of their SDRs and oppose their use to support new unsustainable or irresponsibly contracted sovereign debt obligations, including to China. I will also press the IMF and World Bank to improve public debt transparency practices and debt data disclosure from borrowing countries.

Question. Do you believe the United States should oppose loans to Iran and other state sponsors of terrorism at the IMF and World Bank?

Answer. Yes; consistent with U.S. law, the United States should oppose any IFI loans to Iran or other state sponsors of terrorism.

Question. China has increased investments in Latin America as part of its Belt and Road Initiative in an attempt to strengthen its relationships in the Americas and peel away U.S. partners.

What is your strategy to utilize U.S. influence and leadership at the Inter-American Development Bank to provide an alternative to China's predatory lending to our friends in Latin America?

Answer. It is important that the United States restores and strengthens our partnerships in the region and keeps countries from engaging in irresponsible, opaque, or unsustainable borrowing, including when borrowing from the PRC. To do this, we must reassert American leadership in the IFIs, including the IDB Group, and reaffirm the U.S. commitment to multilateralism, which is a priority for the Biden-Harris administration.

Through the IFIs and with our allies, we must promote high-quality, private-sector-led, inclusive, and sustainable growth and development policies, with particular focus on democratic governance and respect for human rights, anti-corruption and transparency, sound macroeconomic and financial management, and debt management capacity and transparency. We must aggressively contrast these features with poor outcomes experienced in the region, such as the case of Venezuela's engagement with China, which include low quality infrastructures and unsustainable debt burdens.

If confirmed, I look forward to working with Secretary Yellen, our U.S. Executive Directors, and Congress, as well as like-minded partners from other countries, to achieve these goals.

Question. Over the last few months, my Democratic colleagues have proposed trillions in tax increases. I am concerned that such tax increases will discourage growth and investment, and will put U.S. companies and their workforces at a competitive disadvantage.

Do you believe that a competitive tax code and a reasonable regulatory environment are necessary for attracting foreign investment to the United States?

Answer. The investment climate surely benefits from a sound tax and regulatory environment, and the return to investment in the U.S. also increases when all of our workers are well-educated, healthy, and resilient and when our infrastructure is modern, efficient, and sustainable. The tax increases included in the Build Back Better legislation enable such investments in our workers and the overall business environment and put the U.S. fiscal system on a sounder footing. Further, the agreed changes to the international corporate tax environment will end the global race to the bottom. These steps will strengthen the reputation of the U.S. as a great destination for foreign investment.

Question. How can we ensure that the U.S. remains a prime destination for domestic and foreign sourced investment?

Answer. It is important that we make adequate investments that lead to sustained productivity growth, including repairing roads and bridges, expanding broadband access, investing in the education and training of U.S. workers, from early childhood through higher education, and taking serious actions that respond to the reality of climate change. These sorts of public investments require tax revenue, and the United States raises much less tax revenue as a share of GDP than do most peer nations. Improved infrastructure and well-trained workers are complements to private capital and will help keep the U.S. a prime destination for domestic and foreign sourced investment.

Question. In response to questions from Senator Crapo last week, you said that, “When thinking about the destination of the United States for investment, the same things presumably that make it a better destination for foreign investment, make it a better place to do domestic investment.” You continued to state that, “As you
raise taxes, the question is, are you raising them in a way that contributes to the productivity of the workforce, that makes the country’s infrastructure better, that invites investment, whether it’s domestic-sourced or foreign-sourced?"

According to the Tax Foundation’s preliminary estimates, the legislation marked up by the House Ways and Means Committee in September would have eliminated hundreds of thousands of full-time equivalent jobs and moved the U.S. to 28th place on the International Tax Competitiveness Index. Further, according to the Joint Committee on Taxation, Americans at every income level would have seen tax increases under that legislation.

Now, under the recently released Build Back Better framework, the Tax Foundation estimates that the recently released legislation would reduce long-run economic output by nearly 0.4 percent, eliminate roughly 103,000 full time jobs, and reduce average after-tax incomes for many Americans in the long run.

Given that data, are you concerned that these proposals could threaten the U.S.’s reputation as a prime destination for investment, whether foreign or domestic?

Answer. Other organizations have much more positive assessments of the growth potential of these sorts of public investments. For instance, a new analysis by Moody’s Analytics projected that if the bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act and the Build Back Better Act are enacted, total GDP will increase by nearly $3 trillion relative to the baseline over the next decade. Moody’s Analytics estimates that the two historic bills will also raise annual employment over the next decade by an average of 1.5 million jobs. An earlier International Monetary Fund analysis of the American Rescue Plan, the American Jobs Plan, and the American Families Plan—the infrastructure deal and reconciliation bill are based on the latter two—found that the plans would boost the level of GDP by 1 percent in 2030.

Question. Are you concerned that these proposals, contrary to your statement, would diminish productivity of our workforce and discourage investment—throwing off the balance that you said is necessary?

Answer. Given the considerations in my prior answers, I believe these proposals will help U.S. workers and improve the environment for U.S. investment.

Question. Congress has expressed concern in the past about the relatively short term lengths (2 years) of the Executive Directors and Alternative Executive Directors at International Financial Institutions compared to Ambassadorships and other comparable political appointments, and whether this short length of service impedes U.S. influence in multilateral forums compared to our competitors. The FY 2021 appropriations bill directs Treasury to submit a report containing a review of amending the term length for the United States Executive Director and the United States Alternate Executive Director of the World Bank by June 25, 2021, but the Department has yet to do so.

If confirmed, will you commit to (A) thoroughly examining all options on this matter and (B) ensuring this report is delivered to Congress?

Answer. Yes. If confirmed, I look forward to learning more about this issue and consulting further with you and your staff.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TODD YOUNG

Question. Secretary Yellen has been negotiating the OECD “Pillar One” agreement. She has suggested that Pillar One can be implemented without a treaty—and thus without the approval of two-thirds of the Senate.

Does Pillar One implementation in the United States require Senate ratification of a treaty, yes or no? Please explain your answer in detail.

Answer. I understand that Pillar One is subject to ongoing international discussion, and what is needed to implement Pillar One will depend on the details of those discussions. If confirmed, I hope to work with Congress and my colleagues at Treasury and the State Department to determine the appropriate approach to implementing an agreement.

Question. The United States has been working with G20 countries to provide debt relief to developing countries in the wake of the COVID–19 pandemic. This cooperation is taking place under the Common Framework agreement reached in November 2020 among G20 members. However, China, the world’s largest sovereign lender, is not complying with its commitments under the Common Framework. Its existing
loans are not transparent and are riddled with loopholes and requirements designed
to trap developing countries. One recent report suggests that developing countries
now owe over $385 billion in hidden debts to China.1

Should anything more be done to ensure China complies with its commitments
under the Common Framework agreement?

Answer. I have heard concerns that China is not complying with its commitments.
I am also concerned about China’s participation in the Common Framework. If con-
formed, I will work within Treasury as well as with our partners in the G7 and G20
and the IMF and World Bank to address these issues.

Question. What are the consequences of China not participating fully in the Com-
mon Framework and other debt relief efforts?

Answer. Without China’s full and transparent participation in the Common
Framework, countries will not be able to receive timely and effective debt treat-
ments to restore debt sustainability. This will compound the current difficulties that
low-income countries are facing, including rising poverty levels, increasing inequal-
ity and a lack of fiscal space.

Question. What are the risks of China squeezing its debtor countries?

Answer. My understanding is that China has resorted to various strategies and
methods to exert pressure on debtor countries, such as the insertion of non-
disclosure and collateral arrangements to maximize Chinese repayment prospects.
If I am confirmed, I will work with allies and partners to hold China accountable
for practices that could be harmful to debtor countries.

Question. What can be done to pressure China to increase transparency on its
overseas lending activities?

Answer. If I am confirmed, I will work to push for greater debt sustainability and
transparency in various international forums, particularly at the IMF and the World
Bank.

Question. The World Bank, IMF, and other development banks have provided
hundreds of billions in emergency support in response to the COVID–19 pandemic.
Yet most of this has been in the form of loans, which may create debt sustainability
risks as interest rates rise. And, of course, multilateral development bank (MDB)
funding pales in comparison to the amounts these same countries owe China under
obscure and non-transparent terms.

How can we ensure that multilateral bank lending is sustainable and does not
overly burden developing countries with additional debt they cannot pay off?

Answer. The MDBs calibrate the terms and assistance envelope available to coun-
tries based on assessments of per capita income, creditworthiness, and debt sustain-
ability, with poorer, less creditworthy countries receiving concessional assistance
and the poorest countries with the highest risk of debt distress receiving grants or
highly concessional loans. The World Bank regularly produces debt sustainability
analyses jointly with the IMF for low-income countries to assess the risk of debt dis-
tress. The MDBs also play an important role in collecting and reporting on debt
data from developing countries, promoting debt transparency, and providing finan-
cial and technical assistance to build debt management capacity in developing coun-
tries.

Question. What steps can the United States take to ensure that the World Bank
or other multilateral development bank assistance is not used to simply pay off Chi-
inese loans?

Answer. The World Bank and other MDBs can play an important role in collecting
and reporting on debt data from developing countries, promoting debt transparency,
and providing financial and technical assistance to build debt management capacity
in developing countries. I understand that the International Development Associa-
tion (IDA) has a Sustainable Development Finance Policy (and other MDB conces-
sional windows have adopted or are in the process of adopting such a policy) that
incentivizes IDA-eligible countries to undertake reforms related to debt manage-
ment capacity and transparency on an annual basis and in some cases limits non-
concessional borrowing. If confirmed, I will advocate for continued focus on this
work and strong support for implementing the G20 Common Framework. Similarly,
I will work with the U.S. Executive Directors to promote strong internal controls,
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auditing, and evaluation of MDB projects to help monitor that MDB assistance is going towards its intended purposes and delivering strong development results.

**Question.** If confirmed, what would be your approach to engaging with China on global debt transparency standards?

**Answer.** If confirmed, I will work with allies and partners, as well as with Chinese counterparts, bilaterally and in multilateral institutions, to pressure China to improve debt transparency in line with international standards and practices, including the G20 Operational Guidelines for Sustainable Financing.

**Question.** On October 16, 2021, when asked by CNN’s Jake Tapper whether it sounded tone deaf to suggest that rising prices and empty grocery store shelves are “high-class problems,” White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki responded, “A year ago, people were in their homes, 10 percent of people were unemployed, gas prices were low because nobody was driving, people weren’t buying goods because they didn’t have jobs. Now more people have jobs, more people are buying goods, that’s increasing the demand. That’s a good thing. At the same time, we also know that the supply is low because we’re coming out of the pandemic. And because a bunch of manufacturing sectors across the world have shut down because ports haven’t been functioning as they should be. These are all things we’re working through. What people should know is that inflation will come down next year. Economists have said that. They’re all projecting that.”

Based on your considerable experience and expertise as an economist, do you agree with the White House’s explanation for the inflationary environment America is currently facing? Why or why not?

**Answer.** I agree that the pandemic has greatly shifted consumption patterns and disrupted production in a way that has put upward pressure on prices. First, since the start of the pandemic, U.S. households have shifted their consumption away from services and towards goods; demand for goods is still about 10 percent above pre-pandemic trend. This positive demand shock for goods has resulted in pricing pressures and put stress on international shipping and distribution networks since goods are generally more tradable than are services. Second, COVID–19 outbreaks have shut down some factories and ports in different countries and at different times. This negative supply shock has further added to pricing pressures. Finally, rising commodity prices have been contributing to headline inflation.

As more people are vaccinated and treatments are rolled out in the U.S. and around the world, the impact of COVID–19 will hopefully decrease, and this should alleviate both these demand and supply factors. With a global recovery from COVID–19, the composition of demand should shift back towards services and the cessation of shutdowns and return of workers should abate shipping delays and supply shortages. This logic forms the basis for the view that recent measures of elevated inflation will prove temporary. Consistent with this view, monthly core PCE inflation rates have come down sequentially from their peak in April through to September.

**Question.** As described above, the White House stated that “all” economists are predicting a return to normal levels of inflation in 2022. Specifically, when do you predict inflation will return to normal levels? Please describe in detail the assumptions you made in developing your response to this question.

**Answer.** My research as an academic economist has not focused on inflation forecasting. Instead, my recent work has emphasized models of international investment, international trade, exchange rate dynamics, international use of the U.S. dollar, and the differential implications of work-from-home across rich and developing countries. That said, as noted in my previous answer, my best assessment is that the COVID–19-induced shift in demand toward goods and shutdowns of some production has caused inflationary pressures. As such, my view is that as the world recovers from COVID–19, core inflationary pressures will normalize. A quantitative forecast of inflation would also incorporate one’s view of the monetary policy reaction function, i.e., how the Federal Reserve will respond to future economic conditions, and the dynamics of inflation expectations.

A new analysis by Moody’s Analytics shows inflation reverting back to normal levels in late 2022/early 2023, similar to the timing in forecasts from the IMF’s World
Economic Outlook and the most recently released median forecast provided by the Federal Reserve.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. BEN S ASS E

Question. If confirmed, will you commit to blocking any assistance or financing by the World Bank, IMF, or Asian Development Bank for Afghanistan, since its government is now controlled by the Taliban, except for humanitarian assistance provided through the UN or other international organizations?

Answer. If confirmed, I look forward to working with others in the U.S. Government, Congress, and other stakeholders to examine these issues in more detail, including options to provide humanitarian support to the Afghan people while preventing the flow of funds to any person or entity seeking to harm the United States.

Question. How does the Biden administration plan to work with the World Bank and IMF to address the challenges posed by the Belt and Road Initiative on a global scale? In your view, are there situations in which the World Bank or IMF should work with Chinese Government-backed projects that are part of the Belt and Road Initiative? If so, under what criteria? Do you believe that the World Bank and IMF should coordinate with the Chinese Government on assistance to third countries? If so, under what criteria? What are the prospects for closer cooperation between the World Bank and IMF and like-minded infrastructure development finance initiatives, such as the Blue Dot Network?

Answer. Countering PRC influence around the world, including through their Belt and Road Initiative, depends on reasserting American leadership in the IFIs and reaffirming U.S. commitment to multilateralism and working with allies, which is a priority for the Biden-Harris administration. If confirmed, I look forward to working with Secretary Yellen, our U.S. Executive Directors, and Congress, as well as like-minded partners from other countries, to use the U.S. voice and vote to underscore this message; reinforce the importance of the IFIs' commitment to high standards, transparency, and integrity; promote increased mobilization of domestic and private sector resources; and deliver financing and policy advice to other countries that contribute to increased transparency, sound governance and policies, and increased capacity to counter malign influence.

I do not believe that the International Financial Institutions should seek to advance the bilateral foreign policy initiative of any single shareholder.

The International Financial Institutions should seek to coordinate with China on creditor transparency to understand and report on China’s lending to developing countries, including the amounts and terms (including collateral) and the purpose of such lending so as to reduce risks to debt sustainability, facilitate debt relief where necessary, and avoid duplication of financing to developing countries.

The IFIs can be an important complement to multilateral initiatives focused on high-quality, private-sector-led infrastructure development, given their own adherence to high social, environmental, and fiduciary standards; emphasis on fostering good governance, transparency, and private-sector development; policy advice and financing supporting infrastructure development and investment in climate reform; and the strong leadership role of the United States and our allies in these institutions.

Question. Current IMF Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva has been credibly accused of manipulating data to inflate China’s standing in the World Bank’s 2018 Doing Business survey when she worked at the World Bank. What steps has the Biden administration taken to ensure that the World Bank maintains a transparent and accountable system for awarding contracts to any Chinese Government-backed state-owned enterprises or private Chinese companies?

Answer. It is critical that the IFIs take steps to ensure their integrity and that we promote strong accountability and transparency. The Biden-Harris administration is strongly committed to good governance and anti-corruption, including in the governance and management of the International Financial Institutions and through their assistance.

If confirmed, I look forward to understanding steps the U.S. Government has taken within the World Bank regarding procurement transparency. If confirmed, I will work with the U.S. Executive Director, other U.S. Government officials, and like-minded partners to advocate for implementation of a procurement framework
focused on value-for-money over the full lifecycle of a project, rather than awards to the lowest bidder, and greater scrutiny on abnormally low bids; added attention to building contracting capacity and transparency in public financial management in World Bank recipient countries; and enhanced reporting on contract awards for World Bank-funded projects.

I understand that the U.S. Government has tasked agencies to put this into action, and if confirmed, I commit to work with all parts of the U.S. Government and the U.S. Executive Directors to do our part to seek to keep forced labor out of MDB-funded projects and to apply rigorous safeguards and standards to prevent human trafficking and forced labor.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN BARRASSO

Question. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) with the approval of the Biden administration issued $650 billion in special drawing rights (SDRs)—the largest in history. Instead of helping the most vulnerable nations struggling with the economic impacts of the coronavirus, the funds also went to wealthy nations and rogue regimes. It appears the majority of the allocations ended up going to those countries that need it the least. Media reports indicate that high-income countries received $400 billion of the pot, while low-income countries only received about $21 billion.

What was the amount of special drawing rights issued to the United States and what is the current plan for those resource?

Answer. As outlined in the IMF’s Articles of Agreement, a general allocation of SDRs is distributed to all members according to their participation, via quota share, in the IMF. Accordingly, the United States, with our 17.43 percent quota share, received 17.43 percent of the $650-billion SDR allocation, or about 79.5 billion SDRs. The United States is currently working with the IMF and other major economies to develop mechanisms to channel a portion of these SDRs to vulnerable countries through IMF-administered trust funds, and the Biden administration’s FY 2022 budget includes a request for authorization to lend up to 15 billion of our SDRs for that purpose.

Question. Please provided the amount of funds received by the each of the following countries as part of the special drawing rights: China, Russia, Syria, and Iran.

Answer. As noted above, the IMF is required to distribute SDRs to all of its members on the basis of their quota share in the IMF. Accordingly, China, Russia, Syria, and Iran received about 29.2 billion SDRs, 12.4 billion SDRs, 281 million SDRs, and 3.4 billion SDRs, respectively. China, which already has ample international reserves, has supported efforts to channel SDRs to vulnerable countries. SDRs are not a currency and have limited uses on their own. For a country to use its allocation for fiscal support it must exchange SDRs for a usable currency. The United States retains the right to refuse to voluntary exchange SDRs for dollars with any country.

Question. In June, the G7 urged the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to come up with a variety of proposals to channel special drawing rights. The IMF now is looking at ways to reallocate reserves from higher income countries to developing nations.

What are the current mechanisms and proposals being considered to channel special drawing rights?

Answer. The administration has worked closely with the IMF and other major economies to develop mechanisms to allow donor countries to voluntarily channel some of their SDRs to countries in need. One option that already exists for SDR channeling is the IMF’s Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust, which provides low-cost (currently zero-interest rate) loans to low-income countries in the context of an IMF-agreed program of structural reforms. Since the start of the pandemic, IMF members have already provided over 17 billion SDRs in new loans to the PRGT to support increased IMF lending to the poorest countries and have pledged an additional 5.3 billion SDRs. The IMF and major countries are also working to develop a new facility, the Resilience and Sustainability Trust, or RST. The RST will be financed by channeled SDRs and will provide longer-term financing to countries to build climate and pandemic resilience. President Biden joined other leaders of the G20 recently in a declaration calling for channeling up to $100 billion in SDRs to vulnerable countries.
Question. What protections are in place to ensure that those resources a country wants to reallocate to low-income countries does not go to countries like China, Syria, and Iran?

Answer. China has ample international reserves and has no foreseeable need for IMF assistance. IMF lending programs require that countries agree to a program of reforms to address unsustainable policies and structural issues. The regimes in Syria and Iran would be unlikely to agree to this conditionality. Moreover, before agreeing to disburse funds the IMF conducts an assessment of the borrowing member’s safeguards to prevent loss or misuse of IMF-provided funds. Given the substantial concerns regarding the integrity of key economic institutions in Syria and Iran, it is unlikely they would pass these assessments.

Question. In your view, what enhanced transparency and accountability measures should be attached to any reallocation effort?

Answer. The IMF’s proposed RST, which would be financed through channeled SDRs, will require that borrowing countries have a concurrent standard IMF program that includes an agreed macroeconomic framework and appropriate policies. Doing so will help ensure that IMF resources are used effectively and provide a strong basis for future repayment. Since the RST will likely focus on lending to enable countries to build resilience to climate and pandemic impacts, the IMF will cooperate closely with the World Bank to establish a robust set of policy measures focused on these outcomes that will accompany the provision of financing.

Question. The World Bank stopped funding for projects and halted operations in Afghanistan after the Taliban took control of the country. The International Monetary Fund also suspended payments and access to lending to Afghanistan around the same time. The Biden administration has also frozen assets of the Afghan central bank that are held in the United States.

Under what conditions, if any, would you recommend the United States support the resumption of International Monetary Fund lending and World Bank aid to Afghanistan under the control of the Taliban?

Answer. It is too early to say at this time. If confirmed, I look forward to working with others in the U.S. Government, Congress, and other stakeholders to examine these issues in more detail, including to examine options to provide humanitarian support to the Afghan people while preventing the flow of funds to any person or entity seeking to harm the United States.

Question. Under what circumstances, would you recommend allowing the Taliban to access assets belonging to the Afghan central bank held in U.S. banks?

Answer. It is too early to say at this time. If confirmed, I look forward to working with others in the U.S. Government, Congress, and other stakeholders to examine these issues in more detail.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARÍA L. PÁGAN, NOMINATED TO BE DEPUTY UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, GENEVA OFFICE, WITH THE RANK OF AMBASSADOR, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, members of the committee, good morning. It is an honor to be before you today as the nominee for the position of Deputy U.S. Trade Representative in Geneva. I am grateful to President Biden for this nomination, and to Ambassador Tai for her support.

I am also grateful to my family—my parents, my two brothers and their wives, and my son—for their support, love, and inspiration. My parents are doctors and have dedicated their professional lives to advancing public health in Puerto Rico. I learned from them the value of public service, of taking pride in what you do, and that there is nothing you can’t achieve if you just give it a try. They couldn’t be here with me, but I am sure they are watching from home. My son couldn’t be here either, as he is a first-year law student on the west coast, but his support is enormously important to me.

I come before you today having spent nearly 30 years as a civil servant, first at the Department of Commerce, and for the last 18 years, at the U.S. Trade Representative’s office, representing our country in trade negotiations and litigation. After almost 20 years at USTR, I know well the challenges we face domestically and abroad, and I look forward to drawing on this experience to represent USTR at the World Trade Organization, if confirmed.
I want to underscore Ambassador Tai’s recent speech where she reaffirmed the United States’ commitment to the WTO. However, there is a growing recognition that after 25 years, the institution needs to be reformed in order to be effective and relevant for the next 25 years. If confirmed, it would be an honor to represent the United States in Geneva at this critical juncture for the institution.

In her remarks in Geneva, Ambassador Tai emphasized the Biden-Harris administration’s belief that trade—and the WTO—can be a force for good, and she laid out her vision to help the organization reorient its mission to better serve and advance the interests of regular people. For example, taking steps to address the COVID-19 pandemic would be a good start. It also means finding a way to incorporate the interests and priorities of workers into the WTO’s work. Additionally, Ambassador Tai spoke about the need to reform the dispute settlement process to help empower members to secure resolutions and provide confidence that the system is fair. These challenges are central to the WTO’s ability to operate as it was envisioned at its founding.

I know this won’t be easy, and any successful reform requires a willingness to work cooperatively with other members. As Deputy General Counsel at USTR, my job is to get things done, and I will bring that can-do approach and attitude to Geneva. We need to be creative; not just focus on the areas where we disagree, but find the areas where we can agree. That also means listening to each other, not just talking at one another. And it means listening to voices outside of Geneva and Washington, DC so we are broadening the perspectives that can be incorporated into our agenda.

That includes working with this committee and members of Congress. Action—or inaction—at the WTO directly affects communities, workers, farmers, and small businesses in your States. If confirmed, I commit to maintain open lines of communication with all of you and represent the interests of your constituents in Geneva.

We are living in challenging times defined by rapid technological innovation, a pandemic, and climate change. Trade has an important role to play in all those areas. If confirmed, I look forward to representing the United States at the WTO to address these challenges and make sure it’s a force for good.

As a longtime member of the USTR family, I know I will be able to count on a fantastic career staff to support our efforts in Geneva. USTR staff is known for its excellence and hard work, but also for creativity and can-do attitude. It is reassuring to know they will be there to support me.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you this morning, and to President Biden and Ambassador Tai for their support. I look forward to answering your questions.

---
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**QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD TO MARÍA L. PAGÁN**

**QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. RON WYDEN**

**Question.** The WTO dispute settlement system has played an important role in holding member countries accountable for their trade policies, but the Appellate Body has fallen short of its promise by overstepping its mandate and engaging in judicial overreach—hampering the application of U.S. trade enforcement laws, and leaving American workers and businesses to pay the price.

I believe the future of the WTO rests with achievable reforms that create trust in the Appellate Body as a functional dispute settlement mechanism. The Appellate Body can no longer disregard the rules that apply to it and the imbalance in the application of those rules.

If confirmed, how will you ensure that Appellate Body reform is a top priority for the WTO?

**Answer.** I share the longstanding, bipartisan concerns expressed by the Congress about the Appellate Body. We have seen how Appellate Body overreach has undermined and weakened the WTO’s ability to negotiate and monitor. Appellate Body overreaching has also shielded China’s non-market practices and hurt the interest of U.S. workers and businesses. Reforming the dispute settlement system in a way that addresses these problems is a top priority. But as Ambassador Tai said in her recent keynote speech in Geneva, reforming dispute settlement is not about restoring the Appellate Body for its own sake or going back to the way it used to be.

Instead, the dispute settlement system can and should better support the WTO’s negotiating and monitoring functions. We want a WTO that serves as a venue for discussion and negotiations, rather than being imbalanced towards dispute settlement or litigation.

We have already started engaging with some WTO members, and we intend for the reform conversation to be inclusive so we can approach the question of WTO reform in a holistic way. A WTO dispute settlement system that helps to shield China’s non-market distortions is not in the best interest of any WTO member.

---

**QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MIKE CRAPO**

**SPECIAL AND DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT**

**Question.** One of the major elements for reform at the World Trade Organization (WTO) must be reform of “special and differential treatment” (S&D)—exemptions and flexibilities from WTO obligations intended to assist developing countries. The fact that WTO rules allows countries to decide for themselves whether they are de-
veloping—and thus eligible for S&D—undermines the effectiveness of the WTO system. Specifically, it undercuts the utility of S&D for countries that truly deserve such flexibilities and enable major powers to avoid taking on meaningful commitments. In particular, it defies belief that China—the second largest economy in the world and a country classified by the World Bank as an upper-middle-income country—claims it is a developing country entitled to S&D.

If confirmed, do you commit to pushing WTO members to adopt objective criteria regarding whether a member is developing or not, and thus eligible for S&D?

Answer. If confirmed, I will push WTO members to establish objective criteria for determining whether a WTO member may avail itself of blanket “special and differential treatment” (S&D) in current and future WTO negotiations. The United States is actively engaged in the discussion on how to reform special and differential treatment and would like it to be part of the overall reform agenda at the WTO.

SANITARY AND PHYTOSANITARY MEASURES

Question. One of the most important WTO agreements is the Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement). The SPS Agreement facilitates agricultural market access by ensuring that measures taken to protect human, animal or plant life or health are supported by scientific evidence. Various WTO members have sought to undermine the effectiveness of the SPS Agreement including by failing to notify their SPS measures to the WTO and making spurious claims about the SPS Agreement’s rules, including in the WTO SPS Committee.

If confirmed, will you be a vigorous champion for ensuring the science based disciplines in the SPS Agreement are not compromised, and effectively enforced?

Answer. USTR is committed to ensuring that our trading partners live up to their WTO commitments, including their WTO obligation to base their SPS measures on scientific principles, and to base measures on international standards where they exist, or on risk assessments. I am committed to hold accountable countries that establish non-science based measures that are inconsistent with international standards, or that establish unjustified barriers to safe U.S. agricultural products.

DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

Question. During the hearing, you noted that WTO rules “needed to be enforced.” I agree. The impasse over the Appellate Body has brought dispute settlement to a standstill—and thus rules are not being enforced. I appreciate that reforming the Appellate Body will not happen overnight, but neither does litigation before a WTO panel, which can take over a year before there is anything to appeal at the Appellate Body. We have a number of potential disputes we could initiate at the WTO while the United States tries to find a way forward on the Appellate Body.

Do you agree that the United States needs to start moving forward on WTO enforcement against foreign trade barriers concurrently with reform of the Appellate Body?

Answer. I believe the United States should continue to bring disputes to the WTO when we consider WTO dispute settlement to be the most effective way to enforce U.S. rights under the WTO-covered agreements. The objective of dispute settlement is to facilitate mutually agreed solutions between members. Dispute settlement remains capable of supporting that objective for the United States and other WTO members, irrespective of the status of the Appellate Body. When it is appropriate to do so, we should continue to use WTO dispute settlement to ensure that our trading partners live up to their WTO commitments.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. ROBERT MENENDEZ

Question. Article 23.3.1(b) of the USMCA states: “1. Each party shall adopt and maintain in its statutes and regulations, and practices thereunder, the following rights, as stated in the ILO Declaration on Rights at Work: (b) the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor.”

Given this provision, as I raised in my questions during the hearing, is human trafficking a violation of the USMCA?

Answer. Under the USMCA, one right that each party is required to maintain in its statutes, regulations, and practices is the elimination of all forms of forced or
compulsory labor. Human trafficking of anyone to Mexico is a violation of Mexico’s anti-trafficking laws and should be investigated by Mexican authorities. Human trafficking is an issue that USTR and the entire administration take very seriously, and if confirmed, I am committed to working with interagency colleagues, allies, stakeholders, members of Congress, and others to combat human trafficking.

Question. The chapter on Cuba in the Department of State’s 2020 Trafficking in Persons Report raised numerous concerns about the Cuban regime’s foreign medical missions, including the fact that the missions subject Cuban doctors and medical personnel to human trafficking and forced labor conditions.

Do you agree with the Department of State’s assessment about Cuba’s foreign medical missions?

Answer. USTR is a member of the President’s Interagency Task force on Human Trafficking. USTR regards the Department of State’s Annual Trafficking in Persons Report as an important tool to inform USG efforts to combat human trafficking in the United States and abroad. We are aware of the indicators of forced labor as they relate to Cuba’s foreign medical missions and will continue to work with the Department of State and other interagency partners on this issue.

Question. Given provisions in USMCA on forced labor and what is known about the forced labor conditions present in the Cuban regime’s foreign medical missions, does Mexico’s decision to host a Cuban medical mission amount to a violation of USMCA?

Answer. Human trafficking is an issue that USTR and the entire administration take very seriously, and if confirmed, I am committed to working with interagency colleagues, allies, stakeholders, members of Congress, and others to combat human trafficking and forced labor. We are aware of the indicators of forced labor as they relate to Cuba’s foreign medical missions and will continue to work with the Department of State and other interagency partners on this issue.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN THUNE

Question. In December, China will have been a member of the World Trade Organization for 20 years. In that time, China has become the WTO’s largest trading nation and the second largest economy in the world—all while doubling down on a state-led, non-market approach to trade.

It makes no sense that a country like China should continue to be able to self-designate as a developing country at the WTO to gain unfair trade advantages, especially as the Chinese Communist Party takes advantage of actual developing countries through the predatory lending of the Belt and Road Initiative. I have introduced a bipartisan resolution to address this issue at the WTO, and I think this is a common-sense reform to strengthen the global trading system.

Do you believe that China declaring itself as a developing country at the WTO misidentifies its economic stature and corrodes trust in the rules-based trading system?

Answer. Yes, the United States is very concerned that China continues to seek developing country status at the WTO, including in ongoing negotiations. We have made that clear to China on several occasions, most recently during China’s October 2021 Trade Policy Review at the WTO.

Question. One of the problems the U.S. faces at the WTO is that a lot of countries are not transparent and we don’t know what policies they have in place that might affect U.S. agriculture exports.

If confirmed, what actions would you take to make sure that members are living up to their agricultural trade commitments?

Answer. Transparency is key to being able to understand the global agricultural trade landscape and the challenges facing U.S. agricultural exports. In addition, without adequate transparency we will be unable to make progress in agricultural trade reform efforts. If confirmed, I will work closely with like-minded members to improve transparency, which is widely recognized as lacking in the WTO. I will use a variety of tools, including counternotifications, formal WTO Committee Q&A processes, and bilateral engagement to bring more clarity regarding members’ policies and practices that may impact U.S. agricultural exports. In addition, I will to continue to press for reform of the WTO’s negotiating and monitoring arms, including
by enhancing U.S.-led efforts to improve the operation and effectiveness of notification requirements in order to facilitate greater transparency in the WTO.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. ROB PORTMAN

Question. One of the challenges facing the World Trade Organization (WTO) is the breakdown in the WTO’s ability to facilitate the negotiation of new agreements, especially to write new rules to constrain non-market behavior.

In my WTO resolution with Senator Cardin, I articulated a set of proposed reforms to the WTO aimed at addressing the loss of the negotiating function. One of these reforms was the use of plurilateral agreements without Most Favored Nation (MFN) requirements.

Do you agree that non-MFN plurilateral agreements can be a helpful tool to work with like-minded countries to restore purpose and relevance to the WTO?

Answer. The United States believes that plurilateral negotiations at the WTO can be a useful means to advance issues of interest to members and to keep the WTO relevant. We do not view plurilateral negotiations and outcomes as undermining multilateral ones. Rather, plurilateral initiatives can foster new ideas and creative, flexible approaches that can build momentum toward multilateral outcomes.

Question. Alongside the decrease in successful negotiation, there has been an increase in litigation at the WTO. This has led to concerns about activism by the Appellate Body (AB). In an attempt to stop activism by the Appellate Body both the Obama and Trump administrations blocked new appointments to the AB. The loss of the AB is problematic, yet we should also not restart the AB without correcting the longstanding flaws that the United States has articulated.

Will you commit to working with WTO members to address AB activism in an effort to restart the Appellate Body? How do you propose WTO members can work together to reduce judicial activism by the AB?

Answer. I share the longstanding, bipartisan concerns expressed by the Congress about the Appellate Body. We have seen how Appellate Body overreaching has undermined the WTO’s functioning and weakened the WTO’s negotiating and monitoring functions. At the same time, Appellate Body overreaching has shielded China’s non-market practices and hurt the interest of U.S. workers and businesses. Reforming the dispute settlement system in a way that addresses these problems is a top priority. But as Ambassador Tai said in her recent keynote speech in Geneva, reforming dispute settlement is not about restoring the Appellate Body for its own sake or going back to the way it used to be.

Instead, the dispute settlement system can and should better support the WTO’s negotiating and monitoring functions. We want a WTO that serves as a venue for discussion and negotiations, rather than being imbalanced towards dispute settlement or litigation.

We have already started engaging with some WTO members, and intend for the reform conversation to be inclusive so we can approach the question of WTO reform in a holistic way. A WTO dispute settlement system that helps to shield China’s non-market distortions is not in the best interest of any WTO member.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. PATRICK J. TOOMEY

Question. So far, the U.S. has mainly relied on unilateral tariffs under section 301 to push for market-oriented reforms to the Chinese market—but these measures hurt Americans, while not having much effect on Chinese trade practices. Instead of unilateral measures, the U.S. has the option of working with key allies and utilizing the WTO rules to encourage China to adopt reforms. While the WTO needs reform in some key areas, the United States has previously utilized the WTO to win a significant number of cases against China—especially as the complainant, but also as respondent. Uncovering China’s WTO violations is challenging but possible, and the U.S. can use the WTO to hold China accountable, particularly in relation to the areas of intellectual property protection, forced technology transfer, and subsidies.

How can the U.S. better utilize the WTO dispute settlement system in addressing the challenges with China’s non-market trade policies?
Answer. Ambassador Tai recently underscored her intent to use the full range of tools we have, but also to develop new tools as needed to defend American economic interests from harmful policies and practices, which include China's unfair economic practices. I believe the United States should continue to bring disputes to the WTO when we consider WTO dispute settlement to be the most effective way to enforce U.S. rights under the WTO-covered agreements. When it is appropriate to do so, we should continue to use WTO dispute settlement to address WTO-inconsistent measures of our trading partners—including China.

However, even when we have secured victories in our disputes against China, we have seen that China’s follow-through was inconsistent and that it did not change the underlying policies. At the same time, we have seen how Appellate Body overreaching has shielded China’s non-market practices and hurt the interest of U.S. workers and businesses. This overreaching by the Appellate Body has undermined our ability to protect U.S. workers and businesses from those non-market practices. That is why reforming the dispute settlement system in a way that addresses these problems is a top priority. A WTO dispute settlement system that continues to shield China's non-market distortions is not in our interest.

Question. For those areas of contention that are not well covered by WTO rules, how can the United States work with our allies within the WTO to develop new rules?

Answer. To protect ourselves against the damage China continues to inflict through its non-market practices—including, among other things, through industrial planning and targeting, preferential treatment of state-owned enterprises, massive subsidization, forced technology transfer, cybertheft and inadequate intellectual property enforcement—we need to be prepared to deploy all tools and explore the development of new ones, including through collaboration with other economies and countries. We are already engaging with allies to address China’s harmful non-market policies and practices.

Additionally, in the G7, G20, and at the WTO, we are discussing market distortions and other unfair trade practices, such as the use of forced labor in the fisheries sector, and in global supply chains, and the use of non-market financing. We will continue to work closely with our allies and like-minded partners towards creating a more level playing field in the 21st century, including by developing new tools and negotiating new rules where appropriate.

Question. What are the limits of the WTO in dealing with China, and how can the U.S. help facilitate reforms to strengthen it?

Answer. The consensus nature of the WTO limits our ability to forge new rules in that forum that would address challenges raised by China’s embrace of state capitalism and its litany of unfair trade practices. Moreover, over time, the core functions of the WTO—monitoring, negotiating, and dispute settlement—have become imbalanced towards dispute settlement and that imbalance towards litigation has advantaged China. Dispute settlement was never intended to supplant negotiations, yet China has been able to get around the hard part of diplomacy and negotiation by securing new rules through litigation. At the same time, Appellate Body overreaching has undermined the WTO's functioning and weakened the WTO's negotiating and monitoring functions. This imbalance has harmed U.S. interests and advantaged China, helping to shield its non-market distortions. Efforts to reform the dispute settlement system—and bring about WTO reform more generally—must address these problems. Over time, the core functions of the WTO—monitoring implementation of existing commitments, negotiating new commitments, and dispute settlement—have become imbalanced towards dispute settlement and that imbalance towards litigation has advantaged China.

Question. There have been two recent cases at the WTO that have challenged the broad applicability of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Article XXI, the “national security exception” in the WTO, as well as Article 73 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

A 2020 WTO ruling in a case brought by Qatar against Saudi Arabia stated that Saudi Arabia cannot use “national security” (TRIPS Article 73) as an excuse for failing to protect the intellectual property of Qatari rights holders from piracy of their broadcast rights for sports, movies, and television programming.

Additionally, a 2019 WTO ruling on a case between Russia and Ukraine clarified the limits of “national security” as a defense for breaking WTO rules against unjustified barriers to trade, stating that any such claim should be “objectively” true,
relating to weapons, war, fissionable nuclear materials or an “emergency in international relations.” The panel concluded that governmental actions for which a national security exception is claimed must “meet a minimum requirement of plausibility in relation to the proffered essential security interests.”

However, the Trump administration disagreed with both rulings claiming that measures taken by members for the purposes of national security are non-justiciable and cannot be reviewed by a WTO dispute settlement panel—siding with Russia and Saudi Arabia in the aforementioned disputes.

Do you believe that actions taken under GATT Article XXI or TRIPS Article 73 are reviewable by the WTO? If not, please explain why.

Do you believe that WTO members should explain a rationale for why they are invoking GATT Article XXI/TRIPS Article 73, or are these provisions fully “self-judging”?

Answer. Since the negotiation of the GATT in 1947, through the establishment of the WTO in 1995, and to the present day, the United States has maintained a consistent position: issues of national security are political matters not subject to review or capable of resolution by GATT/WTO dispute settlement. Every member of the WTO—including the United States—retains the authority to determine for itself those matters that it considers necessary to the protection of its essential security interests, as is reflected in the text of Article XXI of the GATT 1994. In other words, Article XXI(b) of the GATT 1994 and Article 73(b) of TRIPS—which mirrors Article XXI(b)—are self-judging. That was the U.S. position during GATT 1947 negotiations, and in 1949, when the United States invoked Article XXI(b) in a dispute with Czechoslovakia. That was also the U.S. position in 1982, when the European Communities and its member states, Canada, and Australia invoked Article XXI to justify their application of certain measures against Argentina. The United States also expressed similar views in 1985, after Nicaragua asked the GATT Council to condemn a U.S. embargo and to request that the United States revoke these measures immediately.

Article XXI(b) provides that “[n]othing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent any member from taking any action which it considers necessary for the protection of its essential security interests.” Fundamentally, Article XXI(b) is about a member taking an action “which it considers necessary.” Whether the member “considers” that action necessary for protection of the acting member’s essential security interests is a subjective question. The text also specifies that it is “its essential security interests”—the member’s in question—that the action is taken for the protection of. In identifying such security interests, therefore, it is the judgment of the member that is relevant. Only a member like the United States—and not WTO adjudicators—can determine for itself what comprises that member’s essential security interests. Therefore, a WTO panel may not second-guess a member’s determination of what it considers necessary for the protection of its own essential security interests. Nor may a member be required to furnish reasons for or explanations of an action for which Article XXI is invoked. While a member invoking Article XXI may nonetheless choose to make information available to other members, in the absence of language imposing a requirement to furnish reasons, no such obligation may be imposed on a member through dispute settlement.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JAMES LANKFORD

Question. As our Ambassador to the WTO, you’ll be joining the negotiations that the Biden administration is supporting regarding the waiver of TRIPS protections for COVID–19 vaccines.

Do you understand the concerns that members of this committee have expressed about the TRIPS waiver?

Answer. Yes. If confirmed, I will consult with members of this committee to further understand the concerns that they have expressed.

Question. In your assessment, what potential pitfalls (if any) does a waiver of TRIPS protections for COVID–19 vaccines pose to future pharmaceutical and biomedical innovation?

Answer. If confirmed, as I work with members of the World Trade Organization, I will be clear-eyed about potential risks that you have raised. I am committed to keeping Congress fully informed of developments in the process in the WTO.
Question. Are there any elements of India and South Africa’s request that you would consider a non-starter or a red-line in your negotiations?

Answer. If confirmed, I look forward to hearing more from members about concerns about specific proposals and will be clear eyed about the potential risks.

Question. Do you believe it is in the national interest for China and Russia to have access to the proprietary information behind the COVID–19 vaccine? Why or what not?

Answer. I believe strongly in intellectual property protections and the importance of safeguarding American innovation from illicit acquisition. If confirmed, as I work with members of the World Trade Organization, I will be clear-eyed about potential risks that you have raised.

Question. My primary frustrations with WTO litigation in recent years have been the slow pace of the dispute settlement process, as well as instances of judicial activism by the Appellate Body that disadvantage U.S. interests.

What are your ideas to speed up the dispute settlement process at the WTO and how do you plan to build consensus in Geneva towards that end?

Answer. There have been longstanding, bipartisan concerns with the way that the dispute settlement system has been functioning and for years the United States has been saying there needs to be a course correction. The objective of the dispute settlement system is to facilitate mutually agreed solutions between members, yet over time, it has become synonymous with litigation that is prolonged, expensive, and contentious. Reforming dispute settlement requires finding ways to create more opportunities for disputing parties to come together and be incentivized to solve the problem instead of prolonging litigation for its own sake. We want a WTO that serves as a venue for discussion and negotiations, rather than being imbalanced towards dispute settlement or litigation. For years, Appellate Body overreaching provided WTO members with the wrong incentives and worsened that imbalance. We have already started engaging with some WTO members, and we intend for the reform conversation to be inclusive so we can approach the question of WTO reform in a holistic way.

Question. What specific reforms is this administration seeking to the Appellate Body before it begins providing consent to Appellate Body vacancies?

Answer. This administration shares the longstanding, bipartisan concerns expressed by the Congress about the Appellate Body. I believe the WTO must undertake fundamental reform if the dispute settlement system is to remain viable and credible. We have seen how Appellate Body overreaching has undermined the WTO’s functioning and weakened the WTO’s negotiating and monitoring functions. At the same time, Appellate Body overreaching has shielded China’s non-market practices and hurt the interest of U.S. workers and businesses. Reforming the dispute settlement system in a way that addresses these problems is a top priority. But as Ambassador Tai said in her recent keynote speech in Geneva, reforming dispute settlement is not about restoring the Appellate Body for its own sake or going back to the way it used to be. A WTO dispute settlement system that continues to shield China’s non-market distortions is not in our interest.

Questions Submitted by Hon. Todd Young

Question. In your opening statement, you mentioned that the WTO needs to be reformed in order to stay relevant for the future. However, there are limits as to what the WTO can and should do regarding various trade and non-trade issues. If the role of the WTO is too weak, then major markets will likely continue to react unilaterally. But if the organization is too strong, it may become overstrained and overbearing on major markets.

In your opinion, what do you believe are the key issues surrounding WTO reform?

Answer. The reality of the WTO today is that the organization does not match the ambition of its goals. The WTO has rightfully been accused of being insulated from reality, slow to recognize global developments, and not grounded in the experiences of working people. To build a more viable and durable multilateral trading system, reform is needed throughout the organization. This includes working to address problems that have undermined the negotiating function, including certain members’ lack of transparency and unwillingness to make contributions commensurate with their role in trade and the global economy. It also includes efforts to revi-
talize the underappreciated monitoring and deliberating function, where members increasingly are not responding meaningfully to concerns raised with their trade measures. Further, it involves fundamental reform to dispute settlement, which has been used to supplant the negotiation of new rules through prolonged and contentious litigation, rather than to facilitate mutually agreed solutions between members.

**Question.** Do you believe the WTO should create a new system of governance with new rules or focus on greater policy coherence with stronger enforcement?

**Answer.** I see a need for reform in all three pillars of the WTO, so that the organization can achieve its founding goals: trade that raises living standards, ensures full employment, pursues sustainable development, and protects and preserves the environment. Refocusing on these goals requires that members deliberate issues and monitor compliance with existing rules; negotiate new rules that respond to the issues we face today, such as the need to protect our planet, address widening inequality, and increase economic insecurity; and have opportunities to reach mutually agreed solutions to the issues between us.

**Question.** One of the more troublesome issues with the WTO is its inadequate methods for addressing the challenges that China presents in regards to IP protections, excessive subsidies, and the predatory practices of state-owned enterprises.

**Answer.** In a recent speech, Ambassador Tai underscored her intent to use the full range of tools we have and develop new tools as needed to defend American economic interests from harmful policies and practices, which include China's unfair economic practices you mentioned. As part of that approach, we will continue to work through multilateral channels, as well as bilateral and regional channels, to cooperate with like-minded partners who share our strong interest in ensuring that the terms of competition are fair. I intend to work with other WTO members to rebuild confidence in the system and boost motivation for creating a more level playing field in the 21st century, including by negotiating new rules where appropriate.

**Question.** Since the debate on WTO reform started, China has been proactively engaged. It continues to give the portrayal of guardian status among the global trading system, but China's pattern of vague commitments and adverse actions against the United States and like-minded nations speaks otherwise.

**In your opinion, what role does China play—or should it be playing—in reforming the WTO given its economic weight in the world economy?**

**Answer.** China is the world's largest trader in part because of the benefits that WTO membership has provided. When China acceded to the WTO 20 years ago, WTO members expected that the terms set forth in China's Protocol of Accession would permanently dismantle existing Chinese policies and practices that were incompatible with an international trading system expressly based on open, market-oriented policies. But those expectations have not been realized. The United States will continue to use all available mechanisms to move China to uphold its WTO obligations.

**Question.** Can the WTO be reformed to accommodate two different economic regimes—especially with China's stance to safeguard its system of state capitalism?

**Answer.** The administration is committed to working closely with our allies and like-minded partners, including at the WTO, towards building a truly fair international trade system that enables healthy competition.
have seen how Appellate Body overreaching has undermined the WTO's functioning and weakened the WTO's negotiating and monitoring functions. At the same time, Appellate Body overreaching has shielded China's non-market practices and hurt the interest of U.S. workers and businesses. Reforming the dispute settlement system in a way that addresses these problems is a top priority. But as Ambassador Tai said in her recent keynote speech in Geneva, reforming dispute settlement is not about restoring the Appellate Body for its own sake or going back to the way it used to be. A WTO dispute settlement system that continues to shield China's non-market distortions is not in our interest.

Question. The U.S. sugar industry generates 142,000 jobs in 22 States and nearly $20 billion in annual economic activity. These are good-paying jobs and critical to the local economies in many rural and urban communities. U.S. sugar policy is critical to the health of this industry.

The current world sugar market is highly dysfunctional, driven by production and trade-distorting practices employed by nearly all sugar-producing countries. It is more important than ever that the United States maintain its current no-cost sugar policy which provides a stable and predictable economic environment for U.S. producers, an environment necessary for capital investments and long-run sustainability. Then Ambassador-designate Tai indicated during the QFR process that any reforms she would pursue regarding the global sugar market would be "consistent with maintaining the current no-cost U.S. sugar policy," and that she would "work with like-minded partners to ensure that any new rules are consistent with U.S. domestic sugar goals."

Given the current challenges facing the WTO, do you believe the organization is equipped now, or can be made equipped going forward, to effectively address the full scope of underlying issues that have created the existing distortive global sugar market?

Answer. To address the full scope of these underlying issues that have created the existing distortive global sugar market, one must consider both the policies and practices that currently skirt existing WTO rules, as well as those that do not necessarily contravene WTO rules but are nevertheless distortive and detrimental to U.S. interests. I believe more work is needed to reform the WTO to properly address these issues. If confirmed, I will re-engage like-minded partners who also recognize the importance and necessity of reform of the WTO. This will be difficult work, but I remain hopeful that with proper U.S. leadership, we can achieve the necessary reform that will address such global trade distortions.

Question. Do you agree that the U.S. should not unilaterally disarm regarding existing U.S. sugar policy until such time other countries abandon their trade distortive production and export subsidies?

Answer. If confirmed, I will support and defend the U.S. sugar program, including as prescribed in U.S. farm bills enacted by the U.S. Congress.

Question. I'm concerned about the lack of action taken to date by this administration to open new markets for U.S. ranching and agriculture products. Wyoming's farmers and ranchers take great pride in their work. Our beef, barley, sugar, grain, feed and other agriculture products are second to none. In order to showcase these products around the world, Wyoming's producers need access to international markets.

If confirmed, will you commit to fighting for fair market access for America's farmers and ranchers; and

Answer. The Biden-Harris administration is committed to rebuilding America's international alliances and partnerships, and developing a trade policy that increases opportunity across the agriculture industry.

I know how important trade is to America's farmers and ranchers, and there are several key tools we can use to create opportunities for the agriculture industry. We can enforce our existing agreements so that our producers can fairly compete, and we can upgrade and expand existing trade frameworks to deliver market access opportunities.

Question. Will you aggressively highlight and push back against market access barriers that disadvantage producers in Wyoming and across the country?

Answer. We will use both bilateral and multilateral tools to enforce existing agreements, and to eliminate market access barriers that disadvantage American farmers and ranchers. As Ambassador to the WTO, I will ensure that we use the
WTO bodies, such as the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Committee, the Technical Barriers to Trade Committee, the Committee on Agriculture, and the Dispute Settlement Body to highlight and eliminate unfair trade barriers.

**Question.** U.S. businesses are often at a disadvantage vis-à-vis state-owned enterprises (SOEs) that are not guided by market principles. Such SOEs benefit from environmental, health, and labor standards below that of publicly traded companies. The uranium miners in Wyoming know this only too well, as U.S. mining has come to a standstill at the hands of increased imports from places like Russia, Uzbekistan and other countries where the Chinese have significant mining investments. U.S. trade policy needs a clear strategy for addressing the SOE imbalance.

Can you describe in detail how you would approach the WTO with respect to the challenges facing U.S. companies with respect to SOEs?

**Answer.** We have committed to use the full range of tools we have, including those of the WTO, and to develop new tools as needed to defend American economic interests from the harmful economic and trade policies and practices of others. The Marrakesh Declaration and WTO Agreement, on which the WTO is founded, begins with the recognition that trade should raise living standards, ensure full employment, pursue sustainable development, and protect and preserve the environment. We believe that refocusing on these goals can help bring shared prosperity to all. The administration is committed to working with like-minded partners to seek to update the WTO rulebook with more effective disciplines on industrial subsidies, unfair behavior of state-owned enterprises, and other trade and market distorting practices.

---

**PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER S. WILSON, NOMINATED TO BE CHIEF INNOVATION AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATOR, OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, WITH THE RANK OF AMBASSADOR, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT**

Chairman Wyden, Senator Crapo, members of the committee, good morning.

I'm glad that my husband, Mark Hegedus, is here this morning, and I'm grateful for his love and support.

If confirmed for this position, I would be the first person to hold the title. To do a job for the first time is both exciting and a little daunting. Fortunately, Congress has provided a very clear expectation about what the position is about, namely to be a “vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests.” If I'm confirmed, those words will be prominently posted on my desk at USTR.

I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our economic success. This principle has been woven through every position I've held during my years at USTR. In addition to serving in USTR's IP office from 2006 to 2008, I have worked on important intellectual property issues in my engagements with trading partners in Central America, Europe and the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and in the context of the World Trade Organization.

This work has reinforced my belief that trade policy must protect American innovation and creative endeavors, and that rules governing that protection should be effectively enforced. I look forward to your input—today and going forward—on how best to advance those objectives.

Senators, one of my early mentors at USTR taught me that, in any negotiation as well as in the process of policy development, listening is as important as talking. I intend to apply that lesson every day I am in this position. My experience has taught me that, perhaps more than in many other areas of trade policy, IP is the
subject of strongly held and often widely divergent views among a broad spectrum of stakeholders. If confirmed, my door will be open to all, and I will listen carefully. I assure you that this committee and its staff would be prominent among those by whom I expect to be guided.

Ambassador Tai has laid out a worker-centered trade policy that ensures, as President Biden often says, our economy grows from the bottom up and the middle out. If confirmed, I will always be thinking about how we can defend U.S. innovation and intellectual property in order to help workers and generate broad-based, durable prosperity.

Finally, Senators, it will be important to me to ensure that the relationship between this new Chief Negotiator function and the dedicated career professionals in USTR's IP office is placed on a sound, sustainable, and respectful footing.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morning. I look forward to your questions and advice.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD TO CHRISTOPHER S. WILSON

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. RON WyDEN

ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS AND BALANCING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC INTERESTS

Question. If confirmed, you’ll be the first Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator in U.S. history—just in time to support the historic investments of the Biden administration’s Build Back Better agenda. The Biden administration has championed a worker-centric trade policy—a commitment to ensuring that everyday Americans’ interests are represented when we talk about trade.

On intellectual property, it’s critical that all stakeholders have a seat at the table—everyone from large and small businesses and creators, to libraries, the disability community, and the general public. All these perspectives are important to achieving balanced IP policies that protect creators, incentivize innovators, and benefit the public at large.

If confirmed, how do you plan to strike the right balance among the interests of varied stakeholders, including those in the public and private sectors?

Answer. Ambassador Tai has noted that creating a more inclusive process is the first step to achieving a worker-centered trade policy that delivers shared prosperity for all Americans. If confirmed, I will engage and consult with a wide range of stakeholders, including those from traditionally underrepresented or underserved groups, on innovation and intellectual property issues.
COPYRIGHT LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

Question. U.S. law, as well as international agreements like the TRIPS Agreement and Berne Convention, allow for certain limitations and exceptions to copyright. In the United States, these provisions serve a vital public function: they support the preservation of works by libraries and the access to those works by scholars, students, and the public; allow fair use, such as the creation of transformative works and reproduction for educational purposes; and ensure accessibility for people with disabilities.

If confirmed, will you support efforts by our trading partners to adopt copyright limitations and exceptions that align with U.S. law and are consistent with international obligations?

Answer. If confirmed, I will aim for our trading partners to adopt or maintain a standard for intellectual property protection similar to that found in U.S. law and will carry out my duties as directed by relevant U.S. law. I will also engage and consult with a wide range of stakeholders, including those from traditionally underrepresented or underserved groups, on innovation and intellectual property issues.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MIKE CRAPO

ENFORCEMENT

Question. Congress established the Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator in the Trade Facilitation and Enforcement Act of 2015 in part to “take appropriate actions to address acts, policies, and practices of foreign governments that have a significant adverse impact on the value of United States innovation.” This is no surprise as American innovation is critical to our economic and strategic strength. Indeed, IP-intensive industries generate over 38 percent of U.S. annual GDP.

Do you agree that the following matters are precisely the types of issues that a Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator needs to “take appropriate action to address”?

• The Cyberspace Administration of China’s cybersecurity reviews, which appear to target foreign companies in order to secure their proprietary information including source code;
• India’s attempt to amend section 31D of its Copyright Act to incorporate “Internet or digital broadcasters” (i.e., streaming services), which would result in price controls that would adversely impact American creative content;
• The European Union’s proposed Digital Markets Act, which would require U.S. companies to disclose proprietary intellectual property, including source code for algorithms;
• The failure of various countries, including China and India, to take meaningful action against websites hosting pirated content; and
• High foreign tariffs on IP-intensive goods, including agricultural biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and Information and Communications Technology (ICT) products.

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests and will take appropriate actions to address acts, policies, and practices of foreign governments that have a significant adverse impact on the value of United States innovation. I will consult with you and other members of this committee on your views regarding priority IP issues.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. RICHARD BURR

Question. The Biden administration has announced its support for a waiver of the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement in relation to the prevention, containment, or treatment of COVID–19 that is being negotiated at the World Trade Organization (WTO).
If you are confirmed, what will you do to ensure that such a waiver does not have a negative impact on America’s world-leading biopharmaceutical industry, or undermine our preparedness for future public health threats?

Answer. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests. I am familiar with the discussions around promoting innovation and intellectual property interests, in the context of public health crises, as reflected in agreements such as the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement. Given this history, I will be cleared-eyed about the potential risks to our biopharmaceutical industry, as well as the goal of addressing preparedness for future public health threats.

*Question.* According to law, the Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator “shall be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests,” and is responsible for protecting the intellectual property of American innovators in accordance with trade agreements and addressing practices that have a significant adverse impact on the value of U.S. innovation.

How will you advocate for US innovation and the intellectual property rights of COVID–19 vaccine manufacturers?

Answer. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests, including through outreach to allies and partners.

*Question.* In what specific ways does handing over the intellectual property of the makers of our COVID–19 vaccines protect the value of U.S. innovation meet the mission of the office you aspire to hold?

Answer. Given my prior service in the intellectual property office, I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. I am clear-eyed about the potential risks of a COVID–19 waiver on innovators. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests.

---

**QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. ROB PORTMAN**

*Question.* As you know, the origin of the China tariffs, and the Phase One agreement, was China’s rampant violation of intellectual property rights, including forced tech transfer. While there has been a lot of focus lately on China’s failure to fully live up to its purchasing commitments, we shouldn’t lose sight of the IP issues at stake.

How do you propose we get China to live up to its Phase One commitments on IP?

Answer. The United States has been closely monitoring China’s progress in implementing its numerous commitments under the Phase One agreement. We have been regularly engaging with China using the extensive consultation processes established by the agreement to discuss China’s implementation progress and any concerns as they arise. In addition, the United States and China have also held numerous technical-level meetings. We will continue to stay in close touch with U.S. stakeholders on their concerns to ensure that China adheres to the obligations set forth in the agreement.

---

**QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. PATRICK J. TOOMEY**

*Question.* The United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) added several positive improvements to the North American Free Trade Agreement’s (NAFTA) intellectual property (IP) chapter on geographical indications, patents, and more. Initially, it also included 10 years of IP protection for biologics—one of the most promising categories of new medicines.

These protections were trying to level the playing field for U.S. companies by making Mexico protect U.S. companies’ IP. However, at the last minute, House Democrats eliminated this provision in closed-door negotiations. This removal went against decades of U.S. trade policy supporting expanding IP protection for American technology-based businesses. Trade agreements should encourage the development of the American biologics and innovation market, instead of allowing other countries to rip us off.
Your job charges you to be “a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests.” Does renegotiating trade agreement text to remove pre-existing IP protections for biologics benefit U.S. innovation interests?

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. If confirmed, I look forward to consulting with you to better understand your concerns regarding intellectual property protections for biologics.

Question. As Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator, you will have significant influence in negotiating the intellectual property (IP) provisions of any future FTAs. Do you agree that we should include IP protections for biologics in future FTAs?

Answer. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests and will consult closely with this committee on future trade agreement negotiations.

Question. Both Republicans and Democrats agree that we must promote technological innovation and encourage the development of important, high-knowledge industries based in the United States. Intellectual property protections are an indispensable part of attracting these critical industries to our country.

The Biden administration has stated that they want to pursue a “worker-centered” trade policy. IP-intensive industries employ over 45 million Americans, in high-paying domestic jobs. The average worker in an IP-intensive industry earned about 46 percent more than his counterpart in a non-IP industry.

Do you believe that protecting IP-intensive industries is beneficial for U.S. workers?

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JAMES LANKFORD

Question. As we discussed in your nomination hearing, your role will be to protect American innovation from bad actors seeking to steal our intellectual property and undercut U.S. economic leadership.

Do you understand the concerns that members of this committee have expressed about the TRIPS waiver?

Answer. Yes. If confirmed, I will consult with members of this committee to further understand the concerns that they have expressed.

Question. In your assessment, what potential pitfalls (if any) does a waiver of TRIPS protections for COVID–19 vaccines pose to future pharmaceutical and biomedical innovation?

Answer. If confirmed, as I work with members of the World Trade Organization, I will be clear-eyed about potential risks that you have raised. I am committed to keeping Congress fully informed of developments in the process in the WTO.

Question. Do you believe it is in the national interest for China and Russia to have access to the proprietary information behind the COVID–19 vaccine? Why or what not?

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests.

Question. Since your portfolio exclusively deals with protecting American innovation and intellectual property, can I count on you to push back against the pursuit of TRIPS waivers—even if others in leadership at USTR are advocating for a waiver of IP protections?

Answer. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests. I am committed to keeping Congress fully informed of developments in the process in the WTO.

Question. Business leaders in Oklahoma agree the biggest foreign threat to American innovation is China. China’s regulatory structures force U.S. businesses to choose between access to the Chinese market and protection for their intellectual
property. Beijing uses its market access as leverage to coerce mandatory disclosure of IP and/or full technology transfers to Chinese entities. The CCP also engages in strategic acquisitions and heavy subsidies to compete with American IP, as well as cyber intrusions to steal U.S. trade secrets and other confidential business information.

How do you intend to protect American IP and challenge the PRC’s economic and technological predations?

Answer. As Ambassador Tai made clear in her October 2021 speech on the U.S.-China trade relationship, the United States continues to have grave concerns about the impact of China’s state-led, non-market economy, including Chinese practices such as industrial planning and targeting and cybertheft. Addressing these issues remains a top priority in our work with China. In addition, I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. If I am confirmed, one of my first priorities would be to open up the toolbox that we have at USTR, evaluate the existing tools, decide whether new tools are needed, consider where they can be used most effectively, and consult with the committee on how we do that.

Question. Given that China and Taiwan both recently submitted requests to join CPTPP, do you believe China’s record on IP protections meet the standard required by CPTPP?

Answer. I understand that in the 2021 Special 301 Report, USTR noted that severe challenges persist in China because of informal pressure and coercion to transfer technology to Chinese companies, continued gaps in the scope of IP protection, incomplete legal reforms, weak enforcement channels, and lack of administrative and judicial transparency and independence.

Question. How do you intend to leverage U.S. influence in entities like WIPO to advance American leadership towards strong IP protections?

Answer. If confirmed, I will work with my U.S. government interagency counterparts on how to best leverage U.S. influence at international organizations, including WIPO, to advance U.S. innovation and intellectual property interests.

Question. In the Phase One trade agreement negotiated by President Trump’s team, China committed to referring all cases of IP theft to criminal authorities, establishing criminal penalties for trade secret misappropriation, and establishing a mechanism for resolving pharmaceutical patent disputes. In your assessment, has China kept its commitments on the IP provisions of the Phase One agreement?

Answer. China has taken a number of steps to implement its commitments under the Intellectual Property Chapter of the Phase One agreement. The United States will continue to closely monitor China’s progress in implementing its commitments under that chapter of the agreement.

Question. What tools do you plan to utilize to enforce compliance—and punish noncompliance—with the terms of this agreement?

Answer. The United States has been regularly engaging with China using the extensive consultation processes established by the Phase One agreement to discuss China’s implementation progress and any concerns as they arise. In addition, the United States and China have held numerous technical-level meetings. We will continue to stay in close touch with U.S. stakeholders on their concerns to ensure that China adheres to the obligations set forth in the agreement.

Question. Please describe what your priorities would be in a potential Phase Two agreement with China in IP.

Answer. We do not have plans to negotiate a Phase Two agreement. We are focusing on enforcing the terms of the Phase One agreement while also raising with China our concerns with its state-centered and non-market trade practices that were not addressed in the Phase One deal. I intend to use the full range of tools we have and develop new tools as needed to defend American economic interests from harmful policies and practices.

Question. President Trump’s team completed seven rounds of FTA negotiations with the United Kingdom, but the Biden administration has not resumed those negotiations or sought to conclude them.
Do you agree that the UK is a valuable trading partner with strong intellectual property standards on par with U.S. standards, and that it would be in the national interest to complete these negotiations and ratify a free trade agreement?

Answer. I understand that Ambassador Tai is currently in the process of reviewing the state of the UK negotiations and that any path forward would be done in consultation with Congress, and will reflect the Biden administration's commitment to a trade policy that is worker-centered. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests, including when conducting trade negotiations.

Question. The Biden administration has displayed a troubling lack of initiative in pursuing new trade agreements, either bilaterally or multilaterally, with allies. Do you agree that the most effective way to isolate the impact of China's forced technology transfers and other IP theft is to establish agreements with other nations on IP protections?

Answer. If I am confirmed, one of my first priorities would be to open up the toolbox that we have at USTR, evaluate the existing tools, decide whether new tools are needed, consider where they can be used most effectively, and consult with the committee on how we do that. I will also consult closely with this committee on future trade agreement negotiations.

Question. How will you use your position to apply pressure on China to choose between changing its practices or facing a degree of economic isolation?

Answer. As Ambassador Tai highlighted in her October speech on the U.S.-China trade relationship, the United States is currently raising its concerns with China's non-market approach to trade and the economy directly with China. Where China does not make needed changes, we are prepared to use all tools at our disposal, including the development of any new tools that may be necessary, to seek to pressure China and protect U.S. interests. I will support that work in any way possible.

Question. What would you recommend to the President and to Ambassador Tai as the appropriate next step to strengthen IP protections among allies and partners?

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation's economic success. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests, including through outreach to allies and partners, and look forward consulting further with members to prioritize the most urgent issues.

Question. What role should new trade agreements play in securing strong IP protections with our trading partners, particularly countries in the Indo-Pacific with whom we don't have an FTA?

Answer. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests and will consult closely with this committee on any future trade agreement negotiations, including with countries in the Indo-Pacific.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TODD YOUNG

Question. Intellectual property (IP) protections play a vital role in the American enterprise. It is because of IP protections that our businesses stand out and lead the world in innovation. However, our businesses rely on market access to prosper and due to the unfair concessions they have to make, particularly at the hands of China, many jobs and business models are under threat.

How will you seek to hold China accountable for unfair actions, and advocate for critical IP protections?

Answer. If I am confirmed, one of my first priorities would be to open up the toolbox that we have at USTR, evaluate the existing tools, decide whether new tools are needed, consider where they can be used most effectively, and consult with the committee on how we do that.

Question. Do you believe there is a sense of urgency to address instances of malpractice?

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation's economic success. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests...
and look forward consulting further with members to prioritize the most urgent issues.

Question. Do you believe there is value in the United States setting forth principles to promote integrity within digital trade?

Answer. Our approach to digital trade will be to pursue growth that is inclusive, fair, sustainable, and advances the quality of life of human beings.

________

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN BARRASSO

Question. Strong intellectual property protections in the United States are critical for the invention and manufacturing of innovative medicines and medical technologies. It is not a coincidence, therefore, that the United States leads the world both in terms of inventing and manufacturing these products and providing intellectual property protections that incentivize innovation. I remain deeply concerned about the administration’s efforts to waive IP protections for COVID vaccines. I think this is a mistake and one that should be corrected.

How do you intend to protect American intellectual property abroad and ensure that our trading partners value the important contributions of America’s innovative industries?

Answer. I understand how protecting U.S. innovation through intellectual property rights is key to our Nation’s economic success. If confirmed, I will be a vigorous advocate on behalf of United States innovation and intellectual property interests and will consult with members on how to best do that.

Question. And do you think the pursuit of a Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights waiver will impact future investment and research in the United States?

Answer. There is this tension between the need to reward innovation through intellectual property, and the equally important objective of being able to ensure access to the products of that innovation. It has been and will continue to be a struggle to get the balance right. And if confirmed, I’d work very closely with you and others on the committee to make sure that we’re getting as close to that balance line as we can.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. RON WYDEN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM OREGON

The Finance Committee meets this morning to discuss an important set of nominations that spans three Federal agencies and at least two continents.

Maria Pagan is President Biden’s nominee to serve as a Deputy U.S. Trade Representative and our envoy to the WTO in Geneva. Ms. Pagan brings to her nomination nearly 3 decades of experience in international trade law. She currently serves as USTR’s Deputy General Counsel, which puts her right at the heart of just about every effort to ensure that our trade laws and agreements are protecting American workers and businesses and giving them a shot to get ahead. She has valuable experience litigating disputes before the WTO, which makes her the right choice for this job.

Chris Wilson is President Biden’s nominee to serve as USTR’s Chief Innovation and Intellectual Property Negotiator. It’s the first time a nominee for this role has come before the Finance Committee since the committee created this position in the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015. It was long overdue.

Getting trade done right in the modern economy means fighting for manufacturers, farmers, and ranchers, as well as fighting for the high-wage, high-skill jobs and businesses of the modern economy. It also means ensuring that our policies balance the interests of IP owners, innovators, technology users, and the public at large. Mr. Wilson brings to his nomination 20 years of experience at USTR, during which he has represented American workers and businesses in negotiations all across the globe. All that experience makes him an ideal choice to be the first-ever Chief Innovation and IP Negotiator.

Joshua Frost is President Biden’s nominee to serve as Assistant Treasury Secretary for Financial Markets. It’s a challenging job that deals with a variety of subjects including debt management, the housing market, and the health of our financial system. Mr. Frost has more than 20 years of experience in a variety of roles
at the Federal Reserve, including more than 12 years at the open markets desk. He has overseen programs aimed at preventing another financial crisis and responding to the COVID–19 economic crash. He is a natural fit for this position that’s all about protecting the integrity and the stability of our economy and financial system.

Dr. Brent Neiman is President Biden’s nominee to serve as Deputy Under Secretary of the Treasury for International Finance and Development. This job deals with the most tangled, complicated policy questions having to do with the global economy. One of the big challenges Dr. Neiman will be working on, if and when he’s confirmed, is how to help solve the interruptions of global supply chains that are continuing to pop up as the pandemic continues to infect people around the world.

He’ll also work on the issue of currency manipulation, which is a subject this committee takes very seriously. He’ll have a leading role in the effort to make sure that multinational corporations can no longer hide their profits in shadowy tax shelters around the globe instead of paying a fair share. Dr. Neiman is currently the Edward Eagle Brown professor of economics at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business, and his decades of research have contributed to his expertise on international macroeconomics, finance, and trade. He’s an excellent choice for this difficult job that handles a lot of tough issues.

Sam Bagenstos is President Biden’s nominee to serve as General Counsel to the Department of Health and Human Services. Mr. Bagenstos has worn a lot of hats in public service through his career. Currently he serves as General Counsel to the Office of Management and Budget. From 2009 to 2011, he was Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. He’s argued cases before the Supreme Court dealing with protections for pregnant workers and Americans with disabilities. An expert in civil rights law, he is currently on leave from his position as the Frank G. Millard professor of law at the University of Michigan Law School. At HHS, he’ll work closely with Secretary Becerra and his team and provide legal advice on all the Department’s efforts to make health care more affordable, strengthen Medicaid, uphold the Medicare guarantee, and ensure that vulnerable people in this country are protected and cared for.

I want to congratulate all five nominees and thank them for joining the committee today. After Senator Crapo makes his opening remarks, I’ll have a few routine questions that we ask all nominees, and then I’m looking forward to our discussion.
COMMUNICATIONS

FAMILIES AND FRIENDS OF CARE FACILITY RESIDENTS
Arkansas’ Statewide Parent-Guardian Association
15 Eagles Nest Trail
Norfork, Arkansas 72658

November 9, 2021

U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance

Dear Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and Members of the Committee:

In your busy schedules, review of credentials for the office for General Council of Health and Human Services (HHS) may be rather “cut and dry;” however, for families with personal stakes in the nomination, the process produces high anxiety. We ask: if Samuel R. Bagenstos is confirmed, will he use his office to undermine and ultimately eliminate the long-term care programs upon which our vulnerable loved ones rely?

We respectfully request that the Senate Committee on Finance not confirm Samuel R. Bagenstos to be General Counsel of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

Who we are

Families and Friends of Care Facility Residents (FF–CFR), Arkansas’ parent-guardian association, is a 501(c)3 organization which advocates for a range of care options for persons unable to care for themselves based on the realities of the individual and their families. Most FF–CFR members have loved ones who receive residential treatment services in Medicaid certified intermediate care facilities (ICFs), the specialized residential treatment programs for persons with life-long cognitive and other developmental disabilities.

We are familiar with the nominee, Samuel R. Bagenstos, because of his actions as Deputy Attorney General for Civil Rights in the Department of Justice from 2009–2011.

Department of Justice Civil Rights Division—Arkansas Case

In 2010, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice (DOJ) brought two lawsuits in our state: one against the Conway Human Development Center (CHDC) and the other against all of the state’s other developmental disabilities centers (HDCs). Arkansas’ five human development centers (HDCs) serve over 800 residents from throughout the state. The majority of HDC residents are non-verbal and function in the profound range of cognition. There is no cure for their life-long cognitive deficits/developmental disabilities. During the stressful years DOJ spent investigating and litigating against Conway HDC, the center was at all times in compliance with its federal and state Medicaid certification regulations. Not one Conway center family from the over 400 residents joined with DOJ in its claims that their family members’ civil rights were violated and not one area medical provider or hospital representative familiar with the center’s at-risk residents and their behavioral and medical needs testified to support DOJ’s claims of poor care. After a six-week trial in the fall of 2010, the federal court dismissed the DOJ case against Conway HDC in June 2011. Earlier, in 2010, the court had dismissed the DOJ case against all of the state’s other HDCs. The cost to our state in defending Conway HDC against DOJ was $4.3 million and $150,580.00 in court costs. Our state cut and sold timber from public lands and used the Conway center’s bequest funds to meet the litigation costs. We will never forget the Herculean effort our state made in defend-
ing the state’s developmental centers against the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice’s deinstitutionalization case in Arkansas.

**Department of Justice Civil Rights Division—Georgia Case**

From the nominee’s statement to Committee on Finance: “I am especially proud of work I did to reach a historic agreement with then-Governor Sonny Perdue in Georgia to expand that state’s community-based services system.”

—Samuel R. Bagenstos to U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

On October 19, 2010, DOJ entered into a comprehensive Settlement Agreement with the State of Georgia and Georgia officials, resolving the United States’ complaint alleging that individuals with mental illness and developmental disabilities confined in State hospitals were unnecessarily institutionalized and subjected to unconstitutional harm to their lives, health, and safety in violation of the ADA and the U.S. Constitution. The agreement, without trial, required that Georgia cease all admissions to state-operated facilities for persons with cognitive and developmental disabilities and transition residents from licensed specialized long-term care facilities to “home and community” programs. Georgia families learned in the news that their loved ones’ homes were being closed and people unable to care for themselves were placed in the crucible of risk and uncertainty.

**By the Numbers**

498—Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities patients in 2014 who died in community care.

500—Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities patients in 2013 who died in community care.

*The Augusta Chronicle*

Saturday, March 21, 2015

This article was written by Sandy Hodson

The Augusta Chronicle requested the investigative reports of all 2013 deaths of developmentally disabled people living in community-based care homes. The reports were prepared by the state’s Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities.

The investigation began in earnest after the project was selected in 2014 for a National Health Journalism Fellowship, a program at the University of Southern California’s School for Communication and Journalism.

The *Chronicle* used several Open Records Act requests to obtain investigative files on some of the 82 unexplained deaths in 2013 among the department’s patients in community care, which was then focused on just those with developmental disabilities.

The *Chronicle* used other Open Records Act requests to discover that nearly 1,000 patients had died in community care in the past two years and that a majority of the unexpected deaths are among patients with developmental disabilities. (Emphasis added.)

**Conclusion and Request**

It is critically important to the nation that states have in place a range of treatment services to meet the diverse needs of the population with disabilities, including licensed institutional programs for those unable to care for themselves and who require close care for their health and safety. From his actions while in leadership at the Civil Rights Division within the Department of Justice, the nominee does not agree.

We respectfully request that the Senate Committee on Finance not confirm Samuel R. Bagenstos to be General Counsel of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

Carole L. Sherman
Co-Chair, Public Affairs Committee
Mother and guardian of John, age 52, who functions on the level of a young toddler.
LETTER SUBMITTED BY REBECCA UNDERWOOD

November 8, 2021
U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance

Dear Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and Distinguished Members of the Senate Finance Committee,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony for the record.

I write as the mother of an adult son with profound neurological impairment coupled with complex medical issues who is receiving comprehensive and synchronized medical care in an intermediate care facility for individuals with intellectual disabilities to oppose the nomination of Mr. Samuel R. Bagenstos as General Counsel for the United States Department of Health and Human Services.

Mr. Samuel Bagenstos testified during his confirmation hearing on Tuesday, October 26, 2021, before this Committee that he was “especially proud of work” he did to reach a historic agreement with then-Governor Sonny Perdue in Georgia “to expand that state’s community services system.” Mr. Bagenstos failed to mention, though, that the “historic agreement,” reached during his time at the United States Department of Justice, was obtained through his pursuit of callous and indiscriminate civil rights litigation that harmed the legal and medical interests of Georgia’s most disabled citizens.

As a result of this 2010 Settlement Agreement negotiated behind closed doors in Georgia families and legally authorized decision-makers were stripped of their right to choose between institutional or community based services in defiance of the Social Security Act. The Agreement required all individuals with intellectual and other developmental disabilities to be removed from state operated institutional services within a five year time frame. These individuals were forced into a community based system which proved to be incapable of handling the intensive needs of the patients. The trail of shattered and destroyed lives through abuse, neglect and unnecessary deaths has been well documented by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Augusta Chronicle, and Athens Banner-Herald.

While Mr. Bagenstos led final negotiations with Georgia officials behind closed doors, families and other decision-makers were unaware of the proceedings affecting their family members and wards. The Complaint and the Settlement Agreement were publicly announced at the same time.

The expansion of Georgia’s community-based system that Mr. Bagenstos is so proud of came through forcing people into the system by denying them their right to make informed decisions about their own health care. Mr. Bagenstos overrode the informed choices of free Americans to higher levels of care in institutional settings by imposing his own opinions and values on people he had never met and had never known. He was not there when lives were shattered and destroyed through abuse, neglect, and unnecessary deaths.

The unprecedented Georgia Settlement Agreement, negotiated behind closed doors by Mr. Bagenstos, was further announced as the most comprehensive Agreement ever reached and would serve as a template for future enforcement efforts across the country.

The Georgia Settlement Agreement that denied thousands of Georgians the right to choose higher levels of care in institutional settings was not the end of Mr. Bagenstos’ imposition of his own opinions and values on people he has never met and will never know.

Mr. Bagenstos has also been involved in civil rights litigation to remove institutional care from people in Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Ohio who have exercised their rights to choose appropriate health care supports under the Social Security Act and under the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Olmstead v L.C.

While Mr. Bagenstos has publicly professed his advancement of the paired principles that no person should be above the law’s constraints, nor should anyone be

beneath its protections, his actions speak louder than his words. His activities in Georgia to negotiate an Agreement, outside of public purview, calling for the eviction of cognitively disabled residents from state operated facilities, along with his civil rights litigation to remove institutional care from cognitively disabled persons in other states, does not indicate his intention to protect the rights of individuals who have chosen a higher level of care through institutional services.

Parents and guardians have had to fight back at great financial expense to have their voices heard in federal court in order to protect their disabled loved ones. Judges have pushed back on the misguided and ideological policies espoused by Mr. Bagenstos:

Ohio:
Thus the Court finds that the rights of those individuals who do not wish to move from their residence in an ICF, or those who are at serious risk of institutionalization who wish to obtain a residence in an ICF, are directly impacted in this lawsuit. Those rights were not protected until the Guardians filed their Motion to Intervene.

Virginia:
In fact, at least 84 of the 155 legal representatives of the current SEVTC residents have made formal pleas to permit their loved ones to remain in the new facility rather than be placed in community housing. Thus, the argument made by ARC and the United States regarding the risk of institutionalization fails to account for a key principle in the Olmstead decision: personal choice.

Arkansas:
Most lawsuits are brought by persons who believe their rights have been violated. Not this one. The Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice brings this action on behalf of the United States of America against the State of Arkansas alleging that practices at Conway (ICF/IID) violate the rights of its residents. All or nearly all of those residents have parents or guardians who have the power to assert the legal rights of their children or wards. Those parents and guardians, so far as the record shows, oppose the claims of the United States. Thus, the United States is in the odd position of asserting that certain persons' rights have been and are being violated while those persons—through their parents and guardians—disagree.

While no longer under the employ of the Civil Rights Division of the United States Department of Justice, Mr. Bagenstos continues to demonstrate his disdain for congregate care settings/institutions. In an August 31, 2020 opinion piece published in Slate, Mr. Bagenstos refers to the "inhumanity of our system of shunting away elderly and disabled people in isolated congregate institutions". He goes on to opine that "institutions separated from the mainstream of society—nursing homes, long-term care facilities, psychiatric hospitals or jails and prisons—cause intense harm to the people who are confined there".

Confirming Mr. Samuel Bagenstos as HHS General Counsel would place him in a position to continue his relentless pursuit of a misguided ideological agenda—"community-for-all". Mr. Bagenstos' past civil rights litigations to eliminate institutional services for those individuals seeking a higher level of care stands in stark contrast to HHS' goal of protecting the health of all Americans and providing essential human services, especially for those who are least able to help themselves. As HHS General Counsel supports the development and implementation of HHS' programs by providing legal services to HHS' various agencies and divisions, Mr. Bagenstos would be providing legal services to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services which certifies and funds the intermediate care facilities for individuals with intellectual disabilities (ICFs/IID) which he has spent his career pursuing closure of. Mr. Bagenstos would be providing legal services to the Administration for Community Living, an HHS agency currently led by a colleague of Mr.

---

Bagenstos, another civil rights attorney whose past history also includes litigation to eliminate ICFs/IID.

Mr. Bagenstos is an overwhelmingly inappropriate selection for General Counsel of the federal Department charged with protecting the health, safety and welfare of Americans least able to help themselves. Mr. Bagenstos’ civil rights career has been dedicated to removing the safety net for the most vulnerable Americans. He has trampled on their rights resulting in human rights disasters. He fails to validate or acknowledge the existence of individuals who need and choose that higher level of care in institutional settings.

As the mother and co-legal guardian of our adult son whose 41 year survival is attributed to the extraordinary synchronized and comprehensive medical care provided in a Medicaid certified and funded intermediate care facility, I urge you to thoughtfully consider whether Mr. Bagenstos, a civil rights attorney who has endeavored for years to close HHS certified and funded facilities for individuals with the most profound disabilities, is now the most appropriate and best candidate for HHS General Counsel.

I urge you to reject Mr. Samuel Bagenstos’ nomination for General Counsel for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Respectfully submitted,

Rebecca Underwood